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Abstract
This study has two major components: hydrodynamic modeling and ecological risk
assessment (ERA) of produced water discharge. The general objective was to develop a
framework for ecologi<al risk·_ design of procIuc<d walet discllatF from an offshore
platform. This consiSled of six more specific objectives: (I) developing an initial dilution
model; (2) integrating the developed initial dilution model with a far field dilution model;
(3) developing a methodology for probabilistic hydrodynamic modeling; (4) identifying
methodologies for ERA of produced wiler disc:twge; (5) developing a framework for
ecological risk·based design of a produced water outfall; and (6) applying the framework to
a case study dealing with the discharge from an offshore oil platform.
Conceptual and numerical problems associated with presently available initial dilution
models were elabonted in this study. A new approach to initial ditubon modeling was
proposed based on the hypothesis of additive shear and forced encrainmenl combined with
nonlinear~. Unlike the previous approICh.. which is typically '"trial and mor". the
proposed approach is systemalic: aIMl provides an objective means of evaluating the initial
dilution model. Based on the proposed approach. an aJternative initial dilution model was
!hen developed. The developed model is more robust and justifiable concep<uaIly and
numerically. It gives a unique, continuous. solution of centerline dilution. A comparison
with ocbcr available models shows that the proposed model is better in a number of ways:
(l) it does not assume that the cumnt has no effect in the buoyancy-dominated near field
(DONF>, which adler available models do; (2) in the buoyancy-dominalCd far field (DOFF)
region the model has one parameter fewer than a previously availab'e model yet ic is no less
accutale; (3) in the ttansition region il gives a unique solution which the asymptotic models
do nolO (4) unlike !he pn:vious models, !he proposed model has approxi_ly !he same
pn:ciaion for a1llCgions, i.e. !he BONF, !he BOFF. and !he transition; and (5) !he proposed
model caa also be presemed in a probabilistic form Ihat pemUlS calculation of failure
prohahility for specified model iopulS aod a thICshoId dillllioo.
Hydrodynamic modeling was canied out by integnting near and far field models. The
developed initial dilution model was used as the near field model. The far field model and
the control volume approach for connecting near and far field models were adapted from
published methods. A comparison using a case siudy showed. lhal the proposed
hydrodynamic model and the Cornell Mixing l<lne Expert SySlCDl (CORMIX) model an:
generally in good agreement. particularly in estimating average effluent concentrations.
However. the proposed model also provides the concentrItion field in the X-Y directions so
thai it may be applicable for Iftalysis of mixing zones, which in some cascs is defined in
terms 01 the horizonll1 .... _ the disdlarp: Iocalion. The proposed model can also be
radily used in a probabilistic analysis to take inlO account the uncmajnly associaled with
the model inputs. model coeffICients and error term. The probabilistic analysis was carried
out using MonIC Carlo (Me) simulations. A comparison between random sampling and
Latin Hypercube Sampling (UfS) showed that LHS-bascd Me simulations were typically
about 15% more efficient than the random sampling Me simulations.
In the contUI of produced WIICI' discharges. ERA has usually been directed al monitoring
purposes. In the past. there is no considerabon to the intqralion between ERA and
engineering design of the produced Willer OUIfalls. In this research. an approach was
identified to deal with specifac problems reJevanl10 design of produced water discharge in
the marine environment. It consists of three phases., i.e. problem formuJalion, analysis. and
risk characleriza1jon. A framework of ecological risk-based design was then developed by
integrating the methodology of hydrodynamic modeling and ERA diSCllSSed above. The
framework was.piesentcd systematically using a case shldy by evalual:ing design scenarios
of produced Wiler discharge relevant to an offshore oil production platfonn. the Temt Nova
oil field. IocaIed on the Grand Banks. southeast 01 St. laIm's. Newloundland. Canada.
InsIead of providing a solution for a particular problem of an existing oil proWction
pladnnn. the emphasis 01 the .... sludy is 10 show how the risI<-based design 01 producedw_ diJcharF could be undenakell.
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FOSM , First Order Second Moment
GBS ,Gnvity-based saucwres.
OM , Geomelri< mean.
HHC : HW1W'I health criterion.
HQ , IIazatd quotient.
lDEQ :Louisianl Department of Environmental Quality.
LHS : latin hypertUbc sampling.
Me . : Monee Carlo, il is used to refer MonIC Carlo simulations.
MSE : Mcan. squae error.
NOEC : No observed effect concenuation.
OOC ,Off_~Coolmi_.
PAR ,PoIyq<Iic:_hydrocarbon.
PEe
PDf
PNEC
RSa
RSM
TIl
U.S. EPA
VIf
: Predicted environmcnw concentr.llion.
: Probability density ftmetion.
: Predicted no effect concentnlion.
: Robens, Snyder and aaumganner.
: Response surface methodology.
: Toxicity unit.
: United Swes Environmental Protection Agency.
: Variance inflation factor.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1. BackgroaDd to Study
Associated with oil drilling and production are various types of wastes.. These include
drilling fluids. drill cuttings. produced wiler, produced sand. deck drainage. "wage.
domestic wastes, and ueauntnt chemicals. The major waste streams in terms of volumes
and amount of poUutanes are drilling fluids and drill cuttings from drilling operuions and
produced. water from oil production operations. The term produced walei' refers (0 the water
(brine) broughc up from the hydrocarbon·bearing strata during the exrraclion of oil and gas.
and can include formation water, injected water, and any chemical added downhole or
during the oU/water separation process (U.S. EPA 1993).
The quantily of produced waIeT from an oil field vlries from case to case depending upon
the charx1eristics of the oil raervoir and the IF of the field.. Typical examp&es of
procb:ed wiler distharJe tIleS from offshore fields are 00 the order of 4,000 m3/day in the
Quif of MeUco. liSA.. lO 123.000 m1/d,ay in the Java Sea, Indoncsi" (Ikandsma iWl Smilh
1996. Smilll .. aI. 1996. Somerville .. aI. 1987). C_nS the _ of oil or po
production at a given pbrform. the flow raIc of produced water is usually very substantial.
From the EPA's 3O-facility study (U.S. EPA 1993), it is reported thll produced waitt flow
ralts range from 2 to 150.000 barrels per day, with associalcd production races of 40 to
24.000 barrels per day and 0.1 to 150 million cubic feet per day for oiVcondensate and gas.
respectively. Generally, produced water can account for bccwccn 2 to 98% of the extracted
fluids from the reservoir (Stephenson 1992. Wiedeman 1996). As a resuh. COSI-effective
and environmenwly aa:eptab)e rna:nqement and disposal of produced Wiler is critical in
the petroleum indusuies.
The chemical composition of produced walen is sile specific. and includes il variety of
inorganic. organic. and radioactive chemicals (Roe et at 1996. Stephenson 1992). For
offshore and coasW oil industries. produced water is often discharged into the OCUlI.
following a treaaDtft1 at the platform. The type and dcpt:e of the trcaanent depends on lhc
end use or the water or disposal method. Although a treatment is provided bef«n discharge,
the produced Wiler effiuent commonly still contains toxic chemicals, making il an
environmental concern.
Typical produced water from North Sea platforms has been associalcd with ecological
impacts, which are repoRed in tenns of effect conc:cntration with SO% reductioo in growth
(EC... hosed on two-day exposure) of 45 10 535 mUI for alp< (B_aug .. aI. 1992).
Ldhal concenttation with SO'It mortality based on onc-day exposure (LC,,) was 100 rn1IJ
for the ccpepod C<JImuu}iNo<urIoiau (Sommerville .. aI. 1987). For fish. the lowest value
registered of LCjO is for the guppy. PO«ilill nrivlJata. at a value of '.5423 mVI (Jacobs
and Marquenie 1991). Based on the evidence of toxicity. environmental risk management is
becoming increasingly important in offshore oil production (Of)Of'd et aJ. 1996).
When produced Wiler is discharged into the ocean, the process is subject 10 compliance
with relevant water quality standards. Recently, there has been a trend 10wards specifying
pollutant limits from ecological and epidemiological viewpoints. in which pollutant
concentrations are specified in lennS of ecological and human health risks (ANZECC and
ARMCANZ 1999. U.S. EPA 1999a). This raises the possibility that design of the produced
water outfall could il5elf be looked at from the point of view of ecological risk due to
exposure to produced Wiler or specifIC toxic pollutants as.wciated with iL
EcoloPcaJ risks have been assessed for specific pollutants found in produced wasm from
offshore fields (Furuhol. 1996, Karman et aI. 1996, N<:ff and Sauer 1996, Of]Onl et aI.
1996). However. there ~ drawbacks associaled with presentjy used approaches for
ecological risk assessment of produced wiler discharges. These are that endpoints of the
assessment are not well defined. and that uncenainty analysis is not carried out objectively.
Furthennore, risk assessments are usually directed at monitoring or remediation purposes.
rather than design. In particular. ecological risk assessment (ERA) has not been
incorpc:nred during the enainemng design of produced water outfalls.
The risks assoc:illed with the offshore d;scbargc of produced w..... depend 5lnlIlgly on the
contaminam: disuibution in the ambieDt seawllet (Karman and Rcerint 1998. Meinhokl et
aI. 19960. SoUth Cl aI. 1996. SllOlIlpeII Cl aI. 1995. Girli., 1919. _lie et II. 1987).
Hydrodynamic modelinC plays III important role in assessing contaminant levels for ERA
studies; however. then: 'flPC"" 10 be no seneraJly acc<pI<d model lor such. JllUPO"'.
Pmently available approaches to hydrodynamic modeling have inherent probfems. The
first problem is related to the reliability of the initial dilution models. This includes
assumptions taken in developing lhe models and the numerical accuracy of the models as
discussed in more detail in Chaplet Two. Another problem is that presently used
approaches (e.g. Wasbum et aI. 1999, Kannan ct aI. 1996, Reed ct aI. 1996, Brandsma et aI.
1992. Somerville et al. 1987) do not provide ~nty analysis, and that exposure
concerunlion ar. a fixed distance from the pIalform is calculalCd using a determiniSltc
approach. Indeed. uncertainty is inhem1t and inevilab'e in the mixing procc:ssc:s between
the: produced WiIlCr and the amblieM seawaer. Therefore, there is a need to develop a
probabilistic hydrodynamic model. which coukl be integrated into an ERA model. for
ecological rist-bascd design of procb:ed wiler ood"all.
1.2. SCOpe lUId Purpose of the Research
This study has two major components: hydrodynamic madeline and ERA. The previous
section has briefly discussed the problems. which will be critically reviewed in subsequent
chapten. Some Jimilalions need to be established to ensure a realistic scope of the research
project. The,eneral objecti ve of this study was 10 develop a mechodoiogy for an ecological
risk-based. design of produced wiler disc:hqe from • otrs.I'w:R platform. This was carried
out through integratina a probabilisbc hydrodynamic: model with an ERA model as shown
schematically in Figure 1.1.
As indicaaed in Figure 1.1. the hydrodynamic modeling consists of the development of an
initial dilution model and iu intepaliOl'l with a far faeld model. The study was directed at
the case of buoyant-jet disctt.gc in unstntified moving Wa&er$. The ddtrministic far field
models were adapted from the published models and their development is beyond the scope
of this research. The integrated hydrod)1lamic model was used in the development of a
methodology for ERA. A framework for ec:oIogjeal·risk based design of produced water
outfall was then developed using the integralCd hydrodynamic and ERA model. A case
study was presented to highlight a potential application of the proposed methodology.
Probabilistic and uncertainty analysis was applied throughout the modeling process.
Keeping in perspective the above problem formulation, this research has the following
rntn specific objectives:
1. developing., initial dih.cion model;
2. integrating the developed initial dilution model with (ar field dilution models;
3. developing a methodology for probabilistic hydrodynamic modeling;
4. identifying methodok>gies for ecoIOBicai risk assessment of produced water
disdurge;
5. deYdopinz aframework for e<oIozi<aI risk-based desilJl of pnxIuc<d .....,OlIlfalls;
6. AppIyinZllle framework or e<oIozi<aI-risk _ dcailJl for a case study or outfall
design for an offshore oil platform.
Fi_ 1.1. Scbemalic diap>m of the I<SCall:h
1.3. OutliDe of the ThesIs
The thesis consists of eight chapcas. Background., objectives and outline of the thesis have
been presented in this chapter. ChapIcr Two~ a crilicaJ review dealing with
problems of presendy available initial dilution models and discusses poIential initial
dilution modeling approaches. which may be useful to overcome the drawbacks discussed.
Development and evaluation of an initial dilution model are presented in Chapter Three. in
which a new approach to initial dilution modeling is proposed. A unique initial dilution
model is presented in a deterministic and probabilistic form. An application example of lhe
proposed model is also provided. ChapIer Four provides reviews of approaches 10
integrating near and far flCld models in hydrodynamic modeling of produced water
discharges. A probabilistic hydrodynamic modeling approach is formull1ed in this chapter.
Chaper Five reviews availlbk: approaches to ecological risk assessment (ERA) and
identifies mclhodok>gies of ERA in the contc:xt of produced wiler discharp.
Chapter Six provides a framework of ecological risk-based design for produced wiler
outfall. A case stooy usinC data on potential discharge from the Terra Nova F1oatinC.
Production, Storage and Offioading (FPSO) system. localed at the Grand Banks.
Newfoundland. Canada (PetrM:anada 1996) is also given in this chapter. Different design
scenarios are evalua1ed on the basis of ecological risks. This makes it possible to classify
alternative designs (e.g. different geometries and/or different locations of outfalls)
aa:ording to the ecoIopeaI risks, which mipt arise from the discbarge scenario. and to
determine the degree to which one desip is more approprlllc than anochcr. Conclusions
and rccommendaIions are presenled in ChapIer Seven. lad the statement or oripnality or
the thesis is given in Chapter Eight
Chapter 2
Initial Dilution In Hydrodynamic Modeling:
Problems of Presently Available Models and Potential
Modeling Approaches
2.1. Introduction
Once produced wiler is discharJed into the ocean, it mixes with the ambient seawater. The
flow patem of the discharge may be: ca&egorizcd as a buoyant jet flow as it is oficn round
thIl the discharge has bodl initial mornenrum and a density difference between the effluent
and Ihe ambient seawater. Tobie 2.1 provides. summary of produced w..... discharges and
receiving Walef conditions from differenl regions. A typical discharge from a North Sea
platform has a discharJe rate of 10.000 m3per hour and a density difference of 13 kglm)
less than ambient seaWaIer (Somerville et aI. 1987). Smith ci aI. (1996) noced that typical
characteristics of a discharge result in a buoyant plume that comes to the surface within 10
...,.,. of Ihe open-ended outfall.
Hydrodyownic clwacterislics of Ihe disdIarge of produced water play .. imporlW role in
governing the fare of the effluent. ee.iderIb&e MIeftIion has been given to modeling
hydrodynamic mixing between the effluent and the ambient seawater for the assessmcnr: of
the environmcnlal ilDJ*t (Smith et aI. 1996. Brancisma and Smith 1996, Stromgren et aI.
1995. Somerville ct aI. 1987) and ocean environmental risks (Karman and Reerink 1998.
Meinhold et aI. 1996). In addition to plume ttajectory and turbulent diffusion. initial
dilution is one of the most important measures in such a hydrodynamic modeling
(Washburn et aI. 1999. Smith et aI. 1996. SlromgRll et aI. 1995. Somerville et aI. 1987).
This cllapter outlines the definition of initial dilution and its usc: in design of effluent
discharges. Critical reviews on presendy availablc initial dilution models are presented.. It
also discusses potential modeling approaches in dealinl with drawbacks of the models.
Table 2.1 Typical characteristics of discharge and receiving waters for different
regions (data from Brandsma and Smith 1996. Smith et aI. 1996. Somerville et aI. 1987)
Reg;on
............. IlassSCrUt GWfofMcAic:o Java Sea Noo1hSea
Oisct.ge Rate (m]/dIy) 14.(0} 3m.S 26,235- 10.(0}123.225EII1_t__ ('C) 90 29 62-90 30
EII1_ DeoRty lk&lm'J 988 1088 1014
..-Deosily' (k&lm'J 1026 1017 1027
Dons.y Qnd;",c Itaim') 0 0.15 0
Port Diamewr (m) or lIoIe.of
0.2 0.2 0.76
Dischqc configuration 2"x4"
Depth above Discharge (m) 12 0.3 3-15 5
""'lJricnulboo Downwonh Downward> RodW IbUnmaI
ScaWalCrDrcflCh(m) n 27.4 213-30.5 150
Sea W_ Speed (mi.) 03 0.03-(lli 03
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2.2. initial Dilutloa in Hydrodyuamlc Modeling aDd DesigD
In modeling. hydrodynamics of produced water effluent from an ocean outfall can be
conceptualized as a mixing process occurring in two separate regions. The first region is
referred to as the "near field" in which the initial jet characteristics of momentum flux.
buoyancy flux. and OUlfall geomeuy innucrtee the jet trajectory and mixing. For lhis region.
designers of the outfall may expect different characteristics of the initial mixing. such as the
degree of dilution. through appropriate manipulation of dcsip variables. The second region
is refmed to as the '"far fielcf" where the effluent plume travels farther away from the
soun:e. and the source chatacteristia become leu important. The trajectory and dilution in
the far field arc mainly controlled by characteristics of ambient seawaler. such as the
strength and direction of seawater currents, through buoyant spreading moIions and passive
diffusion (Doneker and Jirka. 1990). A typical schenwic depiction of the ncar and far fields
is shown in Figure 21.
In hydrodynamic modeling, initial dilution has been widely used as a measure of the
mixing in the near flCkL By definition. initial dilution is the dimensionless mio of pollutant
concentration in the wastewalcT effluent prior to discharge to the concentration aI an
equilibrium leveL or the free surface. or seabed. Initial dilution can also be expressed in
tcnns of centerline dilution. which is dilution lithe centerline of the jc:l above, or below,
me discharge port. Initial dilution oc:curs because of me entrainment of the surrounding
fluid during lhe rise or sink of lhe effiuem from the OUlfall ports. This rising or sinking
-.. 0<CUn bccaue of buoyancy n:suItinc from the diffemx:e _ the densities of
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WastewMCr Ind seawiler. Figure 2.2 shows a typical deptcbon of I risinl buoyant jet in I
cunent for typical initial dilution modeling.
I
I
R
r--I
,---,
R~
Figure 2.1. Sdlemali< dopi<tion ofbuo)'llltjct and plume following
I produced water discharge from offshore oil fields (MIlO scale)
The use of initial dilution for the evaluation of discharse scenarios has been a ttaditional
practice in the management of various WlSIeWaiers. including the release of sew.
discharges. coolinl water from I power plant, and produced Walei' from oil production
plarfonns. The discharge facility is usually desiped in such I way Ihal the effluent Doles
effectively with ambient seawller. The design is not simply 10 dilUlc the eflIucnl but, nKft
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importantly, to pemtit naruraI pnx:esses in the ocean 10 stabilize the WISle with minimal
environmentaJ damage. In such a design, initial dilution is used as one important measure to
investigate the degree or the mixing between the wastewaret cffiuenl and ambicnl seawater.
Proper design ensures that the discharge results in sufficiently high initial dilution with
minimal thickness of the cffiucnl slick. High initial dilution is also rcqui~ to maintain
acccpably low ecological risks or to comply with televanl water qualily standards within a
designaJed mixing zone.
Boil
i
Figun: II Skek:h definition ror typical initial dilution modeling
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1.3. Previous Work on IDitial Dilution Modeling
Many studies have been perfonned in the past for mode1inl initial dilution. For • stagnant
ambient water condition. Ctdcrwall (1968) provides a good. simple. empirical initial
dilution modeJ. This model is commonly accepted because its eSlimated dilution values
generally __ with ocher lheo<etically and e,perimenlally derived ...011S (Sharp 1989a.
Wood et aJ. 1993). In moving waIcB, l1owever. there appears to be no universally accepted
model for initial dilution calculations (Sharp and Moore 1989. Sharp and Moore 1987. Lee
and Neville·Joncs 1987a).
Mathematical modeling approaches based on the fundamental equations of motioo have
been employed for buoyant jets of drilling mud and produced water discharges (Brandsma
et aI. 1992. Brandsma et aI. 1980. Reed et aI. 1996. Skalun L996). In developing the initial
descent model. for example. the Offshore OperalOl'S Commince (OOC) model (Brandsma
et aI. 1992; Brandsma et aI. 1980) was based on the equations of conservalion of mass,
momentum, buoyancy and constituent flux. and funhcr based on the assumption of
independent clouds of the Lagrangian advection~spmion scheme. The mathematical
models for initial dilution are theomically sound., but suffer from a lack of well
docomenled, detailed daIa for validation (Sharp and Moore 1987). When applyin8
malhematical models. Andrade and Loder (1997) I10led thallhe applio"on sIIould no< be
viewed as reliable unless mey have been property validaled.
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Andndc and Loder (1997) compar<d 1hc performance 01 ma1hcmIIicaI model. for initial
dilution calculations. They found thai: the OOC model provides similar qualitative ftalUl'CS
of the: plume evolution and., in some cases. dose agreement in values of the plume radius
and dilution with those of the Unilcd Stale Environmental Protection Agency (U.s. EPA)
models (Mucllenhoff et aI. 1985). The OOC model was originally deveioped for discharge
evaluation of drilling wastes; and the U.s. EPA models are commonly employed for the
analysis of sewage discharges. However. Sharp and Moore (1989) found that the same U.S.
EPA mathematical models typically overestimated dilution by a factor of about 2 to 4.
An alternative approach to the modeling of a buoyanl jet is to use empirical equations
derived from experilMlw daIa. This approach has been applied for simulating initial
dilution of produced water in the Santa Barbara Channel ncar C.pnteria, CA (Washburn
et aI. 1999) using the RSB (Robms. Snyder and Baumprtncr's) model. which is based on
ctimensional anaIysi. and on Iabcnlory expcri-" _bed by Robcns Cl aI. (I'l89a-<).
Empirical equations for initial dilution have also been employed for produced water
discharge from the Krisna platform in the Java Sea. Indonesia (Smith et aI. 1996). In this
case, 1hc Camell Mixing Zone Espon System (CORMlX) model (lirka Cl aI. 1996) was
calibrated and used for initial dilution calculations. CORMIX is computer software that
compiles flow classifICations and mixing behavion of effluent discharges. For a given case
of flow classification. mixing behavior is based on published empirical equations or
experiments.
IS
Applying empirical eqUltiOllS for dilUlion _)'Sis does have the advantage of being based
on physical daIa (StL.p and MOCft 1987). so there is an inaeased confidence in the
reliability of the modeling. In deriving empirical equations for initial dilution. an
asymplOlic approach has been widely used. The approach derives equations with the aid of
dimensional analysis and data from laboratory or field experiments (Wright 19771, Fisher
.. aI. 1979. Lee and Neville-Jones 1987.. 1987b. Robert .. aI. 1989a. 1989b. 1989c. Lee
and Chou.8 1991. Wood 1993. and Proni .. aI. 1994).
Using asymptotic approaches. initial dilution of a round tmbu1cnt buoyant jet discharge in
unstr3tified moving waters can be physically represented by the relevant parameters
(Wrightl917a, Lee and Neville-Jones 19871, Lee and Cheungl99l):
5 =flQ. M. B.•• ,) (2.1)
in which S is me initial dilution. depch above discharze t: Ie is the ambient current speed;
and Q is the outfall discharge tale. M is the discharge momentum nux. defined as:
M=lIjQ
where tlJ is the velocity of jet disc:harge. B is the buoyancy flux. defined as:
B=Q,P.-P.
P.
(2.2)
(23)
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where g is me gnvitltional acceleration; and Po and Po are densities of the ambient
seawater and effluent, respectively. Since all these parameters have units of lengths and
time only, Buckingham's rt-lheorem indicates that the phenomenon can be defined by only
four dimensionless groups.
Following Wright (lma) and Lee and Cheung (1991), the jet-ambient parartletm can be
combined into length scales, each of which chanctcrizes a particular aspect of the general
proI:Ikm. The two tength scaJes that chanlcterize the jet disclwge are I", and Iflo which are
defined as:
(2.4)
(2.5)
where d is the diameter of the port. The length scale I,., is a measure of the dislanCe at which
the buoyancy becomes more important than the jet momenlum; the length scale 'a is a
~ determining whether the jet geomeuy will have a direct innuence on the now
characteristics.
In the pleSence of an ambienl velocity, two more length scales can be formed, Le.l. and IIh
which are defined as:
II'"
,=-
o •
(2.6)
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(2.7)
The length scale I. relares to the inleTaCtion of a momenwm4ominalCd jet: with a cross-
now; and the length scale J. represents the vet1ical distance at which the velocity induced
by the buoyancy (proportjonaJ co BlIJlllfl) has decayed to the ambient v.~)ocity value fl.
If the functional relationship in equation (2.1) is expressed in non-dimcnsional panunelm
formed from the v8ious length scates. one possible result is (Wright Ima):
["'. '1s=[ /'/'/
...
(2.8)
In dealing with this problem. a simplified solution usins an asymptotic approach is usually
acIopccd (.... and Neville-Joocs 1987...... and Neville-Joocs 1987b, Wright Ima)
because of the number of independent parameters that must be considered. In this approach.
the number of independent factors affecting the sysaem is mIuced through physical
reasoning. For instance. by considering the effects of the jet momentum and the buoyancy
sepualCly, the number of independenl param<ten is r<duccd. For buoyancy dominaled
discharges. 1"/1,, «I. and for negligible volume flux. 10/1. « l. the relationship in
equalion (2.8) becomes (Lee and Cheung 1991):
s=[rz!l.J (2.9)
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The relation de\leloped using the asymptotic sohllions is imerpmcd by examining the
relati\le magnitude 0( the \larious length scates. prim.-ily I. and I., and by assuming that the
analysis is 10 be applied for disunces somew!Ial paoer _ ~ from the sourte.
Large numbers of initial dilution models have been de\lekJped using this approach for
differenl cases (e.g. Wright 1977a. Fischer et aI. 1979, Wood et aI. 1993). For buoyancy
dominated discharges. e.g. freshwater discharges into the ocean. the following relationships
are commonly used (lee and Cheung 1991):
g£.c[~r forBDNF (2.10)ul; 1 I.
~=c{fr forBDfF (2.11). .
The terms BDNF and BOFF refer 10 the condition 0( the discharges. i.e. buoyancy-
domi_ .- field (BDNF) for (zI!. «I) and buoyancy-domi_ far field (DOFF) for
(tn. »1). Thecoefficienls C, andez. were determined fromexperimenlal data, and are 0.1
and 0.51 for the BDNF and BDFF,l<SpC<tively (lee and C1ICung 1991).
The reliability of using uymplOtic solution-based initial dilution models has been
-..sed from seven! aspeclS. AnalyticaUy, Shalp (l9~) noced 1JI.1 reamnging these
eql.Lllions reveal. thai. the ambient currenl speed is absent in the BDNF zone. and the
effiuent buoyancy will have no effed: in the BOFF zone. The model is therefore
concepwaIIy queslionable. Lee and Neville-Jones (1989) noced dw for IIlOder.Ilely small
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values of til. of about O.L. the dilution can exceed the dilution in still waaer by I factor of 2
or 3. and that this phenomena may be related to I rnarted change in now structure (jet
bifurcation). However. it was shown in the field observations or the Hollywood outfall that
a low value of til. of about 0.04 Co 0.1 was associlUCd with ambient seawater currents of
about 8.5 to 10 cmls (data from Proni et at 1994). This suggests that effects of the ambient
seawaaer cunent are not negligible even in cases with moderaIely small values of til,., and
thus should not be missing in the model fannulation (BDNF).
Numerically. the asymptotic solutions (equations 2.10 and 2.11) can also be of concem.
Figun: 2.3. presents a curve fining of equations 2.10 and 2.11 with the data from Lee and
Cheung (1991). Traditionally, the dilution data were plotted in the form of SQIIII; versus
til. (Lee and Neville-Jones 19871, Lee and Cheung 1991. Wood 1993, Proni et al. L994).
Huang et aI. (1998) suggest thai the: data may be planed in the: fonn of SQIIll~ versus til.
so thai the tnmsition belwecn BONF and BOFF is clearly identified. From Figure 2.3 it is
shown thai the tnmsition region is evident at tA. about 0.05 (Q 0.5.
It can be seen in Figure 2.3 that in the BONF region. in general, equation 2.10
undmstinwes dilution. There may be significant bias as the figure is presented in log-log
fonn. It is also evident that using either the BONF or BOFF cquabon may result in a
substantial error when it is applted in the tnlnsitional region. Facing this problem. Lee: and
Cheung (1991) estimated a value of initial dilution for the transitional region using the
BDNF equali... will1. modif.... ""'fficicnt of C, =0.21.
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The use 0( the BDNF equation with the modified coefficient seems to be prxtical. but it is
unrealistic when considering the narure of the data in the b'lnSition resion. Consider data in
the transition resion. unlike the sLope of the data in the BDNF resion, the slope in the
transition region is not negative as the data suggest. If continuous solu(ion from the BDNF
through the transition to the BDFF is expected. then the slope in the uansilion region
should be positive. NO( only does the modification (I...ce and Cheung 1991) Jive unrealistic
slope but, also discontinuity of solutions belwecn the regions (as shown in Figure 2.4).
'0 r;::=.===_=::::(LM=.....=:=:CIloung:==.,..=,:=)1-;----.:'--11
BONF (LMand Cheung 1991) I
-BDFf' (LM and Cheung 1991)
• i
.. .. , v ,. "'j
e. ·.:~;: -t,. ~. e .e•• ~.. e. .:
....~.1i:'~..,.T ~...:':;
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Figure 2.3. Curve fining of asymptotic solutions and laboratory data
Lee and NeviUe..Joncs (1989) noted that the concept of a BDNF and BDFF is strictly valid
only for EA. « I and » I, respectively. However, in the field. not all cases of ocean
OUlfall can u ..-tIy be cl-mficd into one of the regions (BDNF CIt BDFF). Fer eumple,
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field SluWcs 0( South florida outfalls reveal that the outfalls can be chlracteriz.ed as being
in the transitional region. i.e. between BDNF and BDFF (Hazen and Sawyer 1994.
Mukhwor et aI. 1999b, Proni et aI. 19(4). This raises more evidence of the need of
developing an allCmative initial dilution model applicable for such a case.
10.,.------,---.....,----,.---,.----
.. .
i,~i~~l!
0.1 J---....;..---i----'----'--~
~ ~ ~1 10 100
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Figure 2.4. Discontinuity or asymptotic solutions proposed by Lee and Cheung (1991)
To overcome the above problems. alternative uansitional initial dilution models have been
proposed. Alternative models were developed using a dimensional analysis combined wilt!
a statistical analysis (Hazen and Sawyer 1994, Proni et aI. 1994). The models wue based
on dala from field studies of Sowh Florida outfalls, specifically two single-pen discharJes
l,lIoIlywood and Broward outfalb) and IWO diffuser dischqes (Miami-Cen1ra1 and Miami-
North ouua.lti). A probabilistic initi;l dilution model using the same approach (i.e. a
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dimensional analysis combined with a statistical analysis) is also availabie for single port
di"'harI< based on daIa from Ihe Hollywood _all (Mukhcasor .. a1. 19991». However.
these models are limited for the tnnsition region defined by tA.,.ging from 0.04 to 5.
Huang et aI. (1998) proposed. a centerline initial dilution equation that spans all flow
regimes. from the DDNF. throuJh the ttansition. to the DDFF, providing continuous
predictions for dilutions. The model was derived based on the continuity equation for the
buoyant jet flow with a hypothesis of additive shear and forced enuainunent. Holding this
hypothesis. the Huang et aI. (1998) presented the following model:
SQ (')." b
:7='"4 +-(,)~,
I+e -
I,
(2.12)
where a, b, C, and d1 are model constants, which were delennined by "1rial and error". In
this approach. the coefficients from Lee and Cheung (1991) were used to~ne two of
the four constants in the equation 2.12 (a = 0.10 and b = 0.51). The other two constants
were dctmnincd subjectively using the goodness of fit, which was evaluaaed by eye
(c =0.10 and d2 =2). The performance or the model was compared to lhe asymplobc-bued
solutions and dlda from Lce and Cheung (1991) as shown in Figure 2.5.
Despite: inherml uncertainly because of physical instability as the data suggest. the Huang
et aI. (1998) model (equalim 2.12) provides unique values of dilution in the tnnsitional
repon. As can be seen in FiJlR 2.5, hcnvever. owidc the tnnsitional rqion, solutions
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liven by the Huang et aI. (1991) model ... pnctieally the same as dlose liven by the Ue
and Cheung (1991) model for BDNF. On the other hand. aI;fI, > 0.5 !he values liven by
!he Huang et aI. (1991) model ... somewhat higher thai dlose liven by the Lee and Cheung
(1991) model for BOff. Huang et ai's (1991) solutions underestimate dilutioo at BDNF
and overestimate dilution aI: BOFF. To investigate the problem more closely. residuals (data
minus estimaled value of y·axis) of Figure 2.S can be evaluated. Based on the data from
I..ee and Cheung (l99l). a residual plot at different regions of the BDNF. transition and
BDFF, is shown in Figure 2.6. As shown in this figure, the residuals are positive. about
zero, and negatjve for the BDNF. U'lnSition. and BOFF. respectively. This "suuclwed
bias", together with the use of the unsysaematic approach (i.e. trial and mor). leads to the
need to develop a new approach to initial dilution modeling for a buo)'ancy~rwed jet.
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MI'R 2.5. Comparison berween initial dilution models and laboratory data (dot poinl)
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Figure 2.6. Residuals at different region for the Huang et aI. (l998) model
2.4. Potential Modeling Approacbes
Encountering the concepcual and accuracy problems discussed Ibove. alternative
approaches to initial dilution modeling have been proposed.. An a1temalive approICh of
modeling was assessed by reanalyzing availabfe experimental dala, using methods of the
Anificial Neural NetWork (ANN) combined with me Response Surface Methodology
(RSM) (MukhlaSOl' et al. 2000d). ANN is an information processing system that consists of
a number of inlcrconnccted computational elements caUed processing elements or neurons.
By organizing the neurons into different layers and connecting them with proper ftights•
......orts thaI ... c:apobIeol"leaminC-c:an bede..1oped (Malik 1993)." Mukh........ aI.
(2OOOd). after nning and validarion. the ANN performance was then modeied usia. RSM
which is a collection of rrwhemalicaI aDd swisticaJ Iedmiqucs for dealing with cascs
where several independent variables influence a dependent variable. or response. with a
goal or opIimizing thi, response (Montgomery 1976). Detailed d<scrip6on and c1iS<llSSion
of ANN and RSM is not given hete. b!.r. can be found elsewhere. e.g.. Bishop (1994).
Montgomel)' (1976), Mycn and Montgomety (1995), and Smith (1993),
In Mukhtasor et al. (2OOOd). the ANN was trained using ex.perimental data, and the length-
scale ratios (rA", 1Il. 1Il.) were used as inpw pnmeu:rs of the network. After training. the
network was validated usin& different sets of data. The RSM was then employed to predict
the performance of the ANN in relating the initial dilution with associated~ The
aim of finding a replacement model for the ANN is to come up with a simple initial dilution
model that is easily inlegraled with OIher models for further analysis. It was concluded in
that study that the ANN provides better results than asymptobc·based models in tenns of
accuracy. However. the ANN-based RSM model did not result in satisfllC10ry results for
replacement of the ANN. The ruson for this prob&em is not clear. but it might be because
the ANN only provided average estimates of initial dilution. The variabilily of the dilution
data might be then reduced. Therefore. when the 0UIpU1S of the ANN were used as inputs of
the RSM, models developed by RSM cannot resemble lIC1uaJ initial dilution. These two
methods (RSM and ANN) were then no( used further because appropOaie laboratory data
specifically suitable for RSM modeling was not availabte. and because an ANN·based
initial dilution model is not easily inlegrar.ed with Olher models such as far field dispersion
'-1, and ecological risIt assessment '-Is.
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Considering the nonlinear nallft or the data (see Figures 2.3 10 2.5). it appears that
nonlinear regression modeling combined with kmgth scale analysis may be required 10
approach Ihe problem (Muldllasoreta1. 2OOla). The Huang et a1. (1998)'-1 is nonlinear
in nature. but it does not provide a systematic approach 10 modeling neither objective
meas~s of lhe goodness of the fit. Application of the nonlinear regression modeling for
initial dilution is an alternative 10 the presently availabie models as discussed in the next
chapcer.
2.5. Summary
This chapter discussed the concept of hydrodynamic modeling in tenos of near and far field
models. At the beginning of the chapter. definition of initial dilution and its importance in
the hydrodynamjc modeling and oudaJl design are outlined. Then. presently used modeling
approaches are reviewed and the focus is dim:ttd II critical review of concqJtuaI and
numerical prob&ems asSlXiated with presently availlblc initial dilution models. Ptuntial
modeling approaches to initial dilution are also discussed in this chapter.
Mathematical models based on the fundamental equations of motion tlave been proposed in
the past for modeling initial dilution. They are theofetically sound but suffer from a lack of
well documented. detailed data for validalion. An alternative approach employs empirical
equations based on physical daIa; this increases c:onftdence in the ttliability or the
modeling. An approa:h dw is widely used to develop eqaUical initial dilution models is an
asymptotic solution. which derives equDons with the aid of dimensional analysis and data
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from laboratory or field experiments. The asymptOtic approach gives a solution thai. is
limited for two different zones, namely the buoyancy..oominated ncar field (BONF) and the
buoyancy-dominated far field (BOFF).
The reliability of using asymptotic solution-based initial dilution models has been
addJ<sscd from sev,ra1 aspcc1S. Analytically, it has been conceplUaIlyq_ bec.....
rearranging the models reveals that the ambient current speed is absent in the BONF zone.
and that the effluent buoyancy has no effect in the BOfF zone. Field tesl data indicated that
even II moderately small values of tA. the effects of the ambient seawater cumnt can be
quite significant, and should not thus be missing in the model formulation (BONF).
NumericaJly, based on laboralory dala (Lee and O1eung 1991), the asymptotic soIuIion
underestimates dilution in the BONF region and has no unique solution in the rransitional
region. NO( only does the manipulation approach to the tnnsitionaJ region adopted in the
previous studies give an unrealistic answer but also discontinuity or solutions between the
regioos (BONF. transition and BOFF). Although it was believed that the concqK or a
BONF and BOFF is strictly valid only for zA. « land» l, respectively, in the field,
some cases of the discharges cannot exactly be classified into one of the regions (BONF or
BOfF). This raises another question of the applicability of the asymptotic solution for such
cases.
A1temaive models have been proposed 10 ove:rcome the above probkms by using a
dimensional analysis combined with a statistical analysis of field daIa. A probabilistic
initial dilution model using the same approach is also available for single pan disctwge.
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However. these models are limited for the b'W\SitionaJ ~gion defined by tAlI ranging from
0.04 to S. A model based on the continuity equation with a hypothesis of additive shear and
forced enuaintment was proposed as another alternative (Huang et al. 1998), which
provides an equation that spans all flow regimes, from the BDNF. 10 the uansition, to the
BOFF. A syslClllalic approach 10 modeling and objective measura of the goodrIess of the
fit are not shown in the Huang et aI. (1998) model. This model underestimares dilution in
the BDNF and overestimates dilution in the BDFF. Beside the assumplion of stagnant water
adopted for BDNF region. residual analysis shows that this model suffers from the
"structured bias".
Other potential modeling approaches are also discussed in this chaper. including ArtifICial
Neural Network (ANN) and Response Surface Methodology (RSM). However. previous
studies show that the ANN provides better results than asymptotic-based models in terms of
accuracy but the ANN--based RSM models did not result in satisfactory results for the
replacement 0( the ANN. Considerina the nonlinear nature of the data. it appean in this
dIapcer rha1 nonlinear regression modeling combined with length sc.aJe analysis may be
requil<d 10 approocft the prohIem.
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Cbapter3
Development and Evaluation of Initial Dilution Models
3.1. lntroduetloa
Conccpcual and numerical problems associated with pruently available initial dilution
models have been discus.sed in the previous chapter. A nonlinear regression modeling
combined with the additive entrainment hypothesis has been recommended as a pocentiaJ
alternative approach to modeline initial dilution. This ckapcer provides a In(R detailed
descripcion of this modeling. FoUowing discussion on the characteristics of initial dilution.
the approach used in the model development is described. After dw. model evaluation and
comparison with presently available models arc ~tcd. An application cumplc: is
shown at the end of the chapcer for dctenni.nistic and probabilistic initial dilution modeling.
3.2. Cbaracteristlcs of Initial DIlution Data
An empirical initial dilution model was developed in this SlUdy based on dau. from I..ee and
Oleung (1991). The _ was _ned from Lee and Oleung's (1991) series 01 48
!abontory c~periments (resulrinC in 107 sets of data) with a buoyancy-G::lminared vertical
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healed wllC'r jet in asteady crossnow. The experiments were carried out in a 10 mx 0.45 m
by 0.3 m wide Iabonlory flume. from which the variation of characteristic: jet dilution with
rAil was Sludied. A statistical summary of paramctm from the experiments is given in
Table 3.1. More detailed description of the experiment and the data can be found in Lee and
Cheung (1991).
Table 3.1. Owacteristics of initial dilution daIa from Lee and Cheung (1991) CJl.periments
--
....... ad;'" ....
"""
-. S%-tiJc 9S~)e
-.11./ 0.16 0.13 0.02 0.52 0.13 0.03 0.4S
',,(m) 0.02 0.02 0.01 0.03 0.01 0.01 O.oJ
I h (m) 6.11 0.42 0.0< 116.80 IS.l6 0.01 31.71
I .. (m) 0.08 O.OS 0.01 0.38 0.01 0.01 0.22
lQ(m) 0.001 0.001 0.001 0.001 0.000 0.001 0.001
z(m) 0.12 0.12 O.OS 0.32 O.OS 0.05 0.1
'llll. 0.4033 0.0s« 0.(0)2 '2.000c 1.2768 O.OOOS 1.8OOC
,oA. 0.1153 o.olSa 0.(0)1 2.6S8O 0.3160 0.0002 0.5809
I..A. 0.3122 0.1470 0.0032 S.1597 0.6491 0."" ,.-
kn. 1.5416 0.330S 0.0013 '9.6OOC "8246 0.0029 1.t3TI
Most hydrodynamic parameters shown in Table 3.1 have been defined in the previous
chapter. and IIj is the jet velocity at the outJet of the pan. The length scale ratios (the last
four rows of me table) show tJ\It the experiment caVeD conditions oClDIny operating ocean
outfalk. including produced Wiler outfalk dlat ... shown in Table 3.2. Thl<e of the four
produced water OUIfalls shown in Table 3.2. are in operaIioa but the last column. i.e. that
for Terra Nova. is DOt in operation and the values given in the Iasl column are cstimaled
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(Pmo-CInada 1996. Mukhtasor et .1. 2000c). II is evident that the labonlory experiment
covetS a wide range of characteristics of produced wiler outfalls and that the data can be
used to develop an initial dilution model for applicltion to produced Wiler discharges.
Table 3.2 Length scales lor typical produced w..... discharges
(dala from Brandsma and Smilh 1996. P1:lJo.CllNda 1996. Somerville et aI. 1987)
Parameters Roaia<
BassStraii GutfofMexico NonhSea TemNovl
..
Discharge Rare (mlJday) 14000 3978 10000 18300
Emuenl. Temperature ("C) 90 29 30 96
EmUC'DI: Density (kalmJ) 988 1088 (Ol4 988
AmbieDl Density· (talm]) 1026 1017 1027 1025
DeMity Gradicm (kglm1 0 O.IS 0
Port Diameter (m) 0.2 0.2 0.76 O.:lOS
Ileplh of [);,d,.ge (ml 12 0.3 5 10
PortOrieauboo Dowu..... Dowu..... HorizonW HorizonW
Sea Wafa' Depda em) 72 27 150 80
Sea Wiler Speed (lIIIs) 0.300 0.03100.25 0.300 0.140
II.Ali 3.7 1.3 0.' 0.6
'.(m) 3.6 0.7 0.6 2.5
'. (m) 2.2 2101168' O~ 27.3
I .. (m) 3.05 ItoS.' 0.57 5.6
IfJ(m} 0.177 0.177 0.613 0.270
z(mj 12 27 5 10
I.A. 1.653 0.001100.37' !.lI7 0.093
'.,A. 0.081 0.0002 10 0.088' 1.265 0.010
'OlA. 1.398 0.007100.5' 1.076 0.205
rII. B03 0.02310 13.4' 9.393 0.366
"Tbe dasity of produced wacr &om the Gulf of hbic:o is beavier than that of ambicDt
_.l<SUIling .. aepo;"''''''''''"''' ... tbe...- ....... deep ...1he<><ao.
""D.ua &om this w1111C1m is only c:siim.kd, at this time aID producaI waia was txp«led
~1996).
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3.3. Preliminary A.....ysls of the Data
As discussed in the previous chapter. from dimensional analysis Buckinpam's 'JE-theoreJn
indicates that there are four dimensionless parameIeTS. which can be used to model initial
dilution empirically. The length scale analysis (Lee and Cheung 1991. L.ee and Neville-
Jones 1987.. Wood 1993. Wricht 1977.) shows that for buoyancy-dominated discharge
with reillively negligible volume nux. only the length scale l'1lio of tA. may be employed
to parameterize initial dilution. Huang et aI. (1998) proposed a model lhar. relaleS initial
dilution in 1C111ISof~ vcrsusrA"only.
A saatistical analysis was employed in this MOOy to e...aluate correlation among the
independent variables used in equation 2.8 (Le. using lhree independent variables of 'ell".
l"/l,, and rA.). The equation is rewritten as:
(3.1)
Applying a Slalis<i<al analysis to the data !rom Lee and O1cung (1991), i, was fllWld lhaI
the functional relationship in equation 3.1 contains multicolinearity. This phenomenon is
indicalCd by a high variance innation faclor (VIF) of about IS 10 39, suggesting thai the
input variables have quilt: a saong conelation between one another. and that one variabLe
may be explained by lIIlOlher. Thel<f.... simp/if_on Jib: the JllUClllly used _Ii
(i.e. using one independent variable of rAe only) is both physically and statistically
aa:epIabIe.
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Prior to developing a model from data, it is first necessary to like a closer look al the
sbUCtUre of the dala. The dara in this study was plotted in the form of SQ/Iu.l venus 1/111 as
shown in Figure 3.1. It can be seen in the figure that five points are suspected to be far from
the expected fil of the rest of the data. These points are subject to funhcr analysis before
being used in the modeling. It is observed that points' 110 4 seem 10 be close 10 the OIher
data but when considering the log scale of the daIa. they are actually quite far off. Point t 5
is exuemely far from the rest of the data and it is not shown in Huang et aI·s. (1998) paper.
It is however not clear whether this point is removed in their analysis or just overlapped
with the legend of their graph.
100I.•.10.01••1 -I----+---..;....---<..;....--...;...--........j0.0:)1
at.
Rgure3.1. PIotsgr"i' ...... zII.foc 107 .....f_hom Lee and Cheung (1991)
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From the pkIt itself it is diffICUlt lO dctamine if these five points lie really outliers and
whelher they shouLd be removed from the analysis. Upon rechecking the dala.. it was found
lhar. there is inconsistent data in I'O'N , 26 of 48 in Table 1 of Lee Ind Cheung's (1991)
paper. This might be bc:c:ause of a m:ording, typing, or calculation error. As a result, point
, S is extremely far from the ochcn and was considered to be oudier. II was then removed
in the subsequent analysis. As for the other four points. it was difficull to identify whether
the same problem has been encountered so an effort of outlier identification was perfonned
as discussed in the following sections.
3.4. Model Developmeat
A centerline initial dilution model was developed based on the continuity equalion for the
buoyant jet flow with a hypothesis of additive shear and fon:ed entrainb'nenl (Huang et al.
1998). In stagnant water or in a weak current like in the BDNF region. the shear between
tho boundary of tho jet and tho ambient seawlICr __ eddies lhal cause shear
entrainmcm. On the other hand, when the ambient current is strong, a vortex pair is
genen1ed as a result of intenetion between the jet and the CUl'mll, resulting in fOfted
enttainmcnt. Holding the hypochesis of additive shear and forced enttainanent, volume flux
of the jet at the elevation zcan be fonnulated as:
SQ:Q + E,+E1 (3.2)
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the ambient current does not affect the shear entrainmenl. and that the forced entrainment
factor can be derived from its asymptotic bel\avion. as discussed in the previous chapter,
Huang et aI. (1998) proposed a cenlerline dilution:
( )"":~ =01 t . O.S(l )_'
1+0.1 .!.
I,
(3.3)
Modifications to this approach were made in this SlUdy; and as a result, initial dilution
model developed. here has a differenc fonnulation cornpftd to the Huang ec aI. (1998)
model. Measures of the JOOdness of fil were provided by using the least squares approach
and residual diagnostics. Unlike the Huang el aI. (1998) approach. it is assumed thac the
ambient CUl1'enI must affecl the shear entrainment. This implies that the power of the first
part of the righl hand side of equMion 3.3 I\as to be higher than -In so thai: dilution in a
weak current (i.e BDNF) will be positively correlated with the current. i.e. increasing
CUl'TenI should result in an increase in dilution.
An additional modification was made by reducing the number of coefficients in the second
part of the right hand side of equation 3.3. If this part is replaced with a fann of forced-
e1luainmenc faceor. f(lI'tt). and if it is assumed that the current affects the shear
entrainment. equMion 3.3 can be rewriaen as:
l6
(3.4)
where e and f are model coefficients to be delem'Uned based on me dala. The forced·
enuainment factor. ¢(zA.), is formulated by assuming thai: as 7/lh goes to infinity, equation
3.4 should converge 10 the advected thcnnal solution in wlUch the value of the left hand
side of equation 3.41ppf'OraChcs a constant 'Jbjs requires that:
t/(zII.)_ 0 aslA. -+ 0
astAh -+ ...
(3.5)
(3.6)
(3.7)
where w and h 1ft model coefficients. Using equation 3.7. equation 3.4 can be wrincn as:
s~ =e(!.)' +we,p [..!!..)
.. z t. }i (3.8)
Equation 3.8 is a nonlinear equation so thai. a nonlinear rqression can be. emplo)'ed to
_n thecoeffic:ienu (e.j. wand h). lbe__"l'I"""'hwu used sodwestillllla
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(i. i .~. andh) of the coefficients in equation 3.8~ de!ennincd by minimizing the sum
squan: em>r (SS.,). Given a ... of - ((~1.(t1) for i=1,2,3•... ,II. tile ,urn squan:
error was formulated as:
SS_ =t[( s~ ) - i('!')! -.. exp [i.-) ]' (3.9)
,..I liZ i I. j }{. ,
To minimize: this. equation 3.9 was differmtiarcd w;lh~ to i. i .IV and h. and each
derivative was set to zero. resulting in the following equations:
t[(S~) -i('!')! -....p(~l L(.!.)i )=0 (3.10)
,..I liZ j I., j();~ I. i
t.[(:~).- i(tr-.. exp(;')}i(trI{t1)=0 (3.11)
t.[(:~).- i(tr-....p[;,.l)[-exp[;, 1]=0 (312)
t.[(:~).- i(tr-..exp[;,lh;} exp[;,l ]=0 (3.13)
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Equations 3.10 to 3.13 are also nonlinear in the pmme:ter estimalOrS i.i.w and h.
Therefore. they cannot be: solved dim:tly but require some type of iteration process. A
method thal is often used in finding the IeasI square estimators in a nonlinear model is a
GallSS·NnnOll procedure (Mym 1990). Essentially. the procedure is an iterative process
which first expands the nonlinear function in equaaion 3.8 in a Tayior series around a
staTting valllt for the estimators - in this case the estimators are t. i .wand it -and which
retains only linear terms. Thus:
Equation 3.14 can be viewed as a linear approximation in the neipborhood of the starting
values. e•• i.. w~and ito. The equation 3.14 can be expressed in the form. of:
(:~],- 'o(tr-wo.xp(;r.l" Yo",,· y,"u· y,.., • y.... (3.IS)
where coj is the derivative of the nonline.- function (equation 3.8) with respect to the jth
pcamescr (roefficient). The r I is the: jdI pnmecer value minus the swting value. The left
hand side of equation 3.1S call be considm:d as the residual when the~ are
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replaced by SURing values. For a given starting value. theO'j are known and can be
considerul as regressor variables in a line.. repession. while the r I plays the ro~ of a
regression coc:fficien(. As a resul(. the Gauss·Newton pnxedute builds on the linear
regression structure:
when:.
y, =(:~l- i·(tf -w·"p(~l
and Ej is the morterm ofttle repasion model.
(3.16)
(3.17)
The jth parameter value, i.e. the value of i. i .Ito and h.. can be obtained from an iteralive
process as follows:
I. Delmninetheswtiogvalucohhejthparameter. io.io.woand ito.
2. Estinwe r i in equation 3.16 by multiple linear least squares. DenolC these lim
ilel'8lion estinwes by r JJ •
3. Compute the new value of the jth parameccr. e.g. i ,= i. +rIJ •
4. Use the jth pararnerer from SIep 3 (0 replace me swting values.
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S. Return to the first seq. Ind continue the process until converezence is reached.
The convergence implies thai. after. say r iterations. the residual sum squares and
the jth parameter estimaces are no longer changing.
This procedure can be carried out using a computer program or available statistical
packages. Applying this~. the coefficienlS in equation 3.8 were determined using
the statistical software SYSTAT from SPSS Science and DATAflT from Oakdale
Engineering.. Both software packages pve the same answers to third or rounh decimal
places; and for simplicity. second decimal places are given here. i.e. the mean ± SWldard
error of 0.13 ± 0.02. -ll.31 ± 0.03. 0.46 ± 0.02. and ~.22 ± 0.04 for ,.i.w and j,.
respectively. The coefficienlS in equation 3.8 (t'. f. w and h) can be replaced with these
estinwes by inll'Oducing an error tenn. E. so that the equation 3.8 can be ex~ssed as:
[ )i [ • ):~ ~,t >wexp ~ .. (3.18)
when: the mor~ f, is appro,jmalely nonnaIly distributed with a mean of aboul zero
and standard deviation orO.092.
3.5. Model Preseatatloo
The proposed cmlCriiDC initial dilution can be expm.sed in delerministic and probabilistic
forms IS shown in equalion 3.19 and 3.20. n:spec:tively.
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( )..." [)S, -0.22• ~ =0.13 I; • 0.46 up it. (3.19)
:~ = (0.13 ± 0.02\tro"". (0.46 ± O.02)cxp [(-0.22; 0.04» • N(O. 0.092)
(3.20)
where N(O, 0.092) is a random quantity normally distributed with a mean of zero and a
standard deviation of 0,092. This ruMk:tm quantity is basically the error term in the model
given in equation 3.18. The above equations 3.19 and 3.20 art: essentially the same ellcept
[hal equation 3.20 is speeifted probabilistically coruining an mor tenn, Eo and uncertainty
~ of the model coefficients. i.e. the meII'l ± standan:i error. On the Olher hand.
equation 3.19 is specified detemUnistically to estimate averase dilution for a given value of
input varibles. The advantaae of using the probabilistic: model is that uncen.ainty associated
with the model itself can be explained. By doing so, the probabilistic presentation can
contribute insigtu into the n:liability of answers given by (he model itself for a panicular
situation.
In outfall design. like hydraulic design in genenl, uncenainty could arise from various
sources, including. but not limited lO, data unc:erIainties. opentjonaJ uncertainties. and
_I IIllCCNintics (Tuall994, Mukhlasor .. at. 19991). Dala utlCettIinlics arc associaIcd
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refer to human factors that arc not accounted for in the analysis. Model uncatainties
include the facl that the empirical laws do not describe the c:ompfctc: fe:aw.res of the true
process and that some: coefficients in the model cannot be quantifte:d with absoIUIe
certainty.
However. empirical initial dilution models are commonly presented in a delerministic
fashion without explicitly stating or elaborating the associated uncertainly (e.g. Lee and
Cheung 1991. Wood 1993. Wright 1977a). As a result. applying this deterministic model
may lead 10 loosing sight of the intrinsic uncertainty associated with the empirical equation.
In d\a1 way. much of the information in the dala is unused. resulting in unnecessary wlSlc:
of information and perbaps flawed design decisions (Tung 1994). Therefore. the
probabilistic model becomes a nc:cessary allemalive for initial dilution design problems.
This is particuJuty important because: I delcnninistic: solution is only <me special case of
many of the probabilistic solutions. which encompass a wide specuum or possib'e answc:n
to a design prob&c:m (Tung 1994).
Figure 3.2 shows a comparison between deterministic: and probabilistic filS of the models
(equation 3.19 and 3.20) (0 the data. As can be seen from the figure. the delCnninistic:
solution (equation 3.19) provides a single: answer for a given value of input variables. For
example. at "'" of 0.1. sQlJu! is 0.3. On the 0Iher hand, the probabilistic solution (eqUMion
3.20)cstimares that there is SOlI certainly thatSfJlui equal 0.3 when "'" is 0.1. AI this "'.
value. it is also possible to evaiUlie me probability of pttinl any p.>ssible value or SQIta!
usi"l "'" pubabitiKic: model, for~. "'" pubabitity of !lavina sr¥o<i man: _ 0.5
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wilen lIf. is 0.1, IX' p(SfJ/wi > 0.5 given lIf. = 0.1). A man: dcuiled explanalion and
caJcuJalion procedure (or this probability can be: giva! using an application example as
praenlcd in Section 3.7 of this chapter.
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Figure 3.2. Deterministic and probabilistic fit of the models to the data
3.6. Model EvaluatioD
In !his section, the performance of the proposed models (equation 3.19 and 3.20) is
evaluared and compaRd with presenOy available models (\.<e and Cheung 1991 and Huang
et aI. 1991). However, the proposed probaltilisli<: model cannot be directly comparod with
lftSCIIlJy availaNe models. since they are delmniniSlic. For a quantilalivc compari5on
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models. meaning rhat only equation 3.19 is compued with presently available models.
Figu.. 33 shows acompori"'" bctweenlhc I!uaIlg et aI. (1998) model and equaboo 3.19.
10 r--;---T-----;=;:;:::=;==;:::::;l
• 011I (LIe Il'ld 0lewIg 1991)
- ............. 11996}
-Equnon3.19
~.....
100100.10~1
0.1 .l-__-;.. -'-__-;.. .;...-__~
0.001
...
Figuro 3.3. Compari"", bctweenlhc I!uaIlgetal. (1998) model andequalion 3.19
Figure 3.3 shows thai the performance of the proposed model is bener than thai: of me
Huang et aI. (1998) model. The proposed model gives a less-biased solution in the whole
range of the BDNF. the transition. and the DDfF regions. Compared to lite Huang et aI.
(1998) model, lhc JI'OIlOl<d model gives nigher and lower dilutiOllS for lhc BDNF and lhc
BDfF regions. respectively. The problem of "structured bias" as shown in the previous
chaplcr is J\OI. encowuered in the proposed model. For any region. the mean residual of the
proposed model is Ibcd zero. The comparison is shown in FiIlftS 3.4 and 3.5.
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Figure 3.5. Residuals ofequati0ll3.19
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From a residual diagnostic. the proposed model has mean values 0( the residuals of -0.017.
-0.007. and 0.004 for the BDNF. uansition. and BOFF. ~vely. These: mean values
indicale that the model is less biased than the Huang et al. (1998) model. which Jives mean
l'tSiduals of 0.065. 0.021. and-o.O.so forthe BDNF, lranSition. and BOFF. respectively.
Furthermoce. it can be seen from Figure 3.5 that the spread of residuals is about the same
for all cases. while Figure 3.4 shows that there is a wider spread of residuals in the
transition region. This sugesu that. compared with equation 3.19. the Huang et aI. (1998)
solution is relatively less precise in the aansition region. The accuracy (bias and ~sion)
comparisons may also be evaluated using a comparison between calculared dilution versus
data. as shown in Figures 3.6lO 3.8. In those figures. a regression equation associated with
the calculated dilution and data is provided for each model. Ovetall accuracy is also
compared in terms of pettentage error 0( calculated dilution. Statistics 0( the percenllge
error are presenICd in Figure 3.9.
From Figures 3.6 to 3.8. the performance of the three models CIII be assessed using the
slope and intercepl of the regression equation. For the unbiased model, the slope. inlerCept
and coefficient of deternUnation. R2• are one, zero, and one. respectively. As can be seen
from those regression equations, all models seem 10 be acceptable. However. Figure 3.9
provKles more meaningful companlive inaerpretation using the percentage error of dilution.
in which bias measure (mean. media>. pm::ision measure (st.IDdn deviation. l().. and go..
pcn:en.Ie~ ova>ll _y (..... "IWII" error, MSE) are provMled. In ....,aI, cquaIion
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3.19 is ttlatively more accurate as indiclled by the lowCSl value of mean, median. I~ and
9O-pen:entiles. and MSE.
Considering the above comparisons and problems discussed in the previous chapter (i.e. the
concepl:ua1 problem. non-unique solution in the transition ttgion. and sttueturcd bias).
equation 3.19 is considmd to be more justifiable and preferable than presently available
modcl~ i.e. Lee and Cheung (1991) and Huang et aI. (1998). The probabilistic fcxm of the
proposed model. equation 3.20. is also prefcrab&e for initial dilution calculations in
uncertain SiluabonS.
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Figure 3.6. Comparison belWeen calcul>led dilution (!luang et aI. 1991l) and the daIa
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Figure 3.7. Comparison between calculated dilution (equalion 3.19) and the data
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Figure 3.8. Comparison between calculated dilution (Lee and Cheung 1991) and the data
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Huang at al. (t99a)
mean 18.0
median 16.7
10 ......rct. 2.1
slc!ev 13.8
MSE 514.7
Lee and Cheung
(1991)
20.5
15.6
2.6
45.5
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753.0
Equation 3.19
16.1
11.3
2.2
35.9
475.8
Figure 3.9. Comparison of percentage error of calculated dilution
It should be mentioned here that the proposed model was developed without laking the data
outliers into account. Figure 3.10 shows the comparison of the models when the outlier
points are included. As can be seen from this figure. there are five points lying far from the
others. As discussed previously, there might be a recording, typing, or calculation error
associated with point #5. It was therefore considered as an outlier and was removed in the
subsequent analysis. In the Huang et al. (1998) paper, treatment of this point was not
discussed.
Points # I to 4 seem to be closer 10 the other dala because Figure 3.10 is presented in a log-
log scale. Actually these points are quite far off and affect the least squares solution
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significantly. The pn::sence of these points results in no.HKlrmaJ residuals of the model
using either the approach used in this study or the Huang et aI. (1998) model. Removal of
these points improves the normality or the residuals. This is shown in Figures 3. J1 10 3. J4.
Even arter removing outJien. the probability plot or the Huang et aI. (1998) model gives a
p.vmut less than the significant level of 0.05 (Figures 3.1 J and 3.13) so that the test docs
not show thas. residuals are nonnaIly distributed. On the other hand, Fi~ 3.14 shows that
residuals of equation 3.19 are nonnaJly distributed with a p-vaIl1t signifICantly higher than
the S% significant lc:...eJ.
10 ,-r===;;=.=;:;'='=:':'o==;:;o:=i------
• Data (LM IJ'lCIChlung 1991) .r.:;
...... Huang'UI.(1998) T
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figun: 3.10. Inn...tiaJ poi... producing IIigl1lt5icklals in the models
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Figure 3.11. Probability plot of residuals rorthe Huang et aI. (1998) model with outliers
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Figure 3.13. Probability plot of residuals for the Huang et aI. (1998) model without outliers
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Figure 3.14. Probabitil)' pia< of raiduoIs for tile proposed model without outIien
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From the above discussions. it may be staled thai a nonlinear regression modeling
combined with a~gIh scale analysis is apromising approach for modeling initial dilution.
This study suggests thai experimental work on dilution analysis may be usefully
supplemented with a suitabie data analysis. The approach discussed in this chapter may be
useful for such a purpose.
3.7. AppllcatioD Example
An example of an appIiealion is presenced here using a case. which characterizes many
operating outfalls. taken from Lee and Cheung (1991). The example considers a single pen
buoyant jet from an ocean outfall with a diameter (d) of O.S m. an initial jet velocity (lIj) of
0.6 mls. 8 relative density difference ratio of 0,026, and a seawater deplh above the
discharge (z) of 10 m. With this situation. the outfall has a depth 10 diameter ratio (zld) of
20. The volume, momenwm, and specific buoyancy nuxes are computed to be 0.1178
ml/s, 0.0707 mf/s2, and 0.03 mf/s). respectively: With reievaDt1ength scales to and til of
0.44 mand 0.19. respectively. relative 10 the depth. both the source pmctry and the initial
momentum an: not significant. tJw is, z» 10 and z» I",.
In order to evaluate the dilution in different regions, Le. the BONF, the transition. and the
BOFF, three values of ambient cunat spc:aL II, are specified at 0.025. 0.1, and 0.3 mls.
This results in different buoyancy length scaJes,l. of 1920, 30. 1.1 m, ~vely. and the
ralio of depdt 10 buoyancy Ien&'h scales, 7.1'" of 0.llOS21 (BONFJ, 0.33 <a-itioo), and 9
(BOFF), rapccbvely. For the asymptotic .ohllion (Lee and C!lewI! 1991t cenralin<
dilutions were cakuJated (or the: BONF and b1nSition regions using equation 2.10 with
coefficient values of 0.1 and 0.21. respectively. For the BOFF region. equation 2.11 with a
coefficient value of 0.51 was used. Calculated cenltTline dilutions are shown in Table 3.3.
in which equation 3.3 was used (or Huang el al. (1998) centerline dilution.
This study employed equation 3.19 for calculating average dilution. The associated
probability of failure. for a given case. was estimaced using equation 3.20. Figtft 3.15
iIIustra1eS a procedwe for inlel'p'Uing equation 3.20 using a simulation. from which a
probability of (ailure associated with unccnainty in the model can be quantified.. The
probability of failure in lhis typical example is defined as the probability of not achieving a
threshold design dilution and it is associated with uncertainty in the model itself. Le. by
assuming constant input variaba. In this example the threshold dilution is arbitrarily
assumed at S.,.. =20.
As shown in Table 3.3. in the BONF region. the proposed model provides higher dilutions
than those given by tile Huang .. II. (199l1) and Lee and Cheung (1991) models. by aboo,
15%. This is expeclcd because both the Huanl et aI. (1998) and Lee and Cheung (1991)
models lItldemtimate dilution al the BONF as discussed previously. In the BOFF. the
proposed model gives practiclily tile same answer as tile Lee and Cheung (1991) model.
whde the Huang Cl aI. (1998) model overestimares dilution. In the transition. the Huang Cl
II. (199l1) model and tile proposed model resul, practically in tile same answer (tile
difference is only about 2~). while DO unique soIUlion is given by Uc;n1 Cheunl (1991).
The solution of Lee and Cheung (1991) for the transition tqion can be obWncd if it is
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assumed that it can be cakulaled using the BDNF equation with a modiftcd coefficient (C,
; 0.21), resulting in differenl results of about 27...
Table 3.3. Comparison of estimaced centerline dilution among different models
e-.
-
........ CIloIrlg (1991) HUMg et aI. (1998) This"""'. SIP,)
1
BONF "I 12.2 12.2 14.1 (0.943)2 TfII\SitiOn 25.' 34.9 36.6 (0.022)
3 BOFF 129.9 142.0 131.1 (0.e1Oll)
'CakuIMed usinr: equIlions 2.10 and :UI
lliu1alcd usiaC cquaion 3.3
lCa.lcuialCd usiDr: equation 3.19. The "atue in the brackets is the probability of railure (pj),
ror whkh a calculation proccdUlt is outlined in Fipe 3.1.5.
Furthermore, &he proposed model can be used to evaluale lhe reliability of the model by
calculatinl the probability of not achieving a~Id design dilution ror a given discharge
scenario. If the threshold is set at S...,. ; 20, ror exampie, chen the probability of failure is
94.3%, 2.2%. 0% for cases where the ambienl cumnt speed, u, is at 0.025. 0.1. and 0.3 mfl,
respectively. On the ocher hand, using the delerministic: approach withoul considering
uncenainties in the model (e.g. Lee and Cheung 1991 and Huang et aI. (998), the resulting
dilution calculation would always com:spond to a 50% failure probability.
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3.8. Summary
A new approach to modeling initial dilution was proposed in this research. It was based on
the hypothesis of additive shear and forced ennnment combined with nonlinear
regression. The least squares approach and the Gauss-Newton numerical analysis wen:
employed in this study. Unlike a previously availab~ approach. which is typically "trial
and error", the: proposed approach provides an objective means of evaluating the model
performance. Using the proposed approach. an alremative initial dilution model. which is
mort robust, is praented in this chapter. The model provides an unbiased solution for the
whole range of the BONF. the nnsition. and the BOff. It gives a unique. continuous.
solution of centerline dilution. which is presented in equation 3.19. A probabilistic form of
the model is also given in equation 3.20. An example of an application for both
deterministic and probabilistic evaluation of initial dilution is also provided.
Comparison of the proposed model with ocher avllilable models shows thai the proposed
model is bener in a number 0( ways: (1) it does not assume that the current has no effect in
the BDNF. which asymptotic solutions do; (2) in the BOFF region the model has one
pararnc:ter fewer than the HUlna: et a1. (1998) model yet it is no less accunue; (3) in the
transition region it gives a unique solution which the lSymptotic: models do not; (4) unlike
lhe IIlWIJ et aI. (1998) model. lhe proposed model has approxi.....ly lhe ..... p=isiOll
for all ..,;.... i.•. lhe BDNF.lhe BDFF. one! lhe tronsiliOll; and (S) lhe proposed model can
also be presented in a probabilistic form char. permits caIcuJaion of faillD'e probability for
specified model inpw and a dftshokI dilubon.
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Cbapter4
Hydrodynamic Modeling:
Deterministic and Probabilistic Analyses
4.1. Introduction
ConceptS of hydrodynamic modeling and the importanc:e of initial dilution as an element of
the modeling have been presented in ChapcerTwo. An altemalive model for initial dilution
in the near fle5d has been proposed in Chapter Three. This chapleT discusses the integration
of near field and far f.eld modeling. and an approach 10 evaluale the intermediace regjoo
between the ncar and far fields. Hydrodynamic modeling of typical mixing processes,
which can oteur as a result of discharJing produced water into I marine environment, is
presented in this chapter using detemUnistic and probabilistic analyses. Previous work
related to hydrodynamic modeling of effluent discharges is reviewed in light of ils
application in the case of produced walei' discharge. Focus is dim:ted at evaluating
uncatainty associalCd with modeling and methods of dealinS with this uncertainty. This
chapoer abo describes III ;1lltplII<d hydroc!yDamK: ..-1 us;ng adet<rminiSli<: approach. A
--.ogy of probobiliSlic hydrodynamic "-ling ;, _ pIaCIII<d. An 'I'P!-
example based on available information relevant to a typical offshore discharge of
produced wiler is discussed in these sections.
4.2. Context
Hydrodynamic modeling using quantitative methods has been the most important tools for
outfall design and environmental assessment purposes. Some of the quantitative methods
have become quite elaborale and include sopfMsticaied analysis; however, inespective of
the ~vel of sophistication in the models. including e~perimenla.l models. they are
developed under some assumptions that simplify the problems. Consequently, they might
not reflect the actual conditions of the problems under investigation and arc: assocuued with
some degree of uncertainty. Furthermore. people have rarely provided compltle
in/ormation. such as values of paramc:ters and uncertainties in dIla.
One cannoc pmlict with certainty the occurrence (or nonoccurrence) or specific event The
underlying uncutainty may be due to: a) the inherent randomness or the nanuaI
phenomenon. b) the inaccuracies in estimaling the parameters and in choosing the
disbibution. and c) the inac:cuoocs of modeling, which is based on idealized assumptions
(Ang and Tang 1975). As a result, the use of a detenninislic approach, which docs not
e~p1icilly take these uncertainty facton into account in solving engineering problems,
although sometimes useful, may in some cases lead to unrealistic results. This may result in
a paltial10ss of information. misleading results, and inc:orTCCl soIutioRs. Properly, the tools
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of ensineering analysis should theTefOle include medKlds and concepu for evaluating me
signifK:anc:e of unc:enairKy on s)'SIem performance and design (Mukhtasor 1998).
In hydrodynamic modeling, uncertainty may be associaaed with a number of different
factors, including uncertainty in model Cannulations and model inputs. Many model inputs
used in hydrodynamic modeling, e.g. seawater current speeds and directions. are highly
variabk. In addition to this, 1$ discussed in the previous chapleT, model formulation may
pose some dep of u:nc:crtainty. which may in part be reflected by uncertainty of its
coefficients. However, hydrodynamic modeling of me discharge of produced water is
unable to deal quantitatively with these uncertainties (e.g. Smith et aI. 1996. SomerviUe et
aI. 1981). PTevious dfans of modeling typically use simplified. models (e.g. Rye et aJ.
1996) and assume a worst-case scenario by looking at dilution at SOO m from the platform
(Karman and Reerink 1998). Other approaches of modeling are aJso deterministic in nature.
sucI1 IS the use of buoyam jet formulMicn (e.g. SIwun 1996) or far- field dispersion
modeling (e.g. MUJnly-Smith et aI. 1996).
Considering a worst-case scenario withoul explicitly taking unccnainly into aceown, a
dcterTninistic approach is compelled to rely on conservative assumplions. When these
assumptions are compounded in estimating toxic chemical concentr3lion. for example. the
result becomes even maR consavative. and can lead to misplaced control activities and
environmental~ priorities (Finley and Pluslenbach 1994). III Ibis conIeltt.
pr<senOy widely used _nislic~ need 10 be compIemmt<d by • probabilistic
analysis. Results of a probabilistic analysis shoukl help risk manqas to make explicit
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decisions about how conservative their~ are (Finky and Paustcnbactl
1994).
4.3. Near Field Modeling
Hydrodynamic mixing of the effluent discharge in the near field. or initial dilution. can be
incroascd by !he proper design of !he geomeuy of !he _all for specified ch__of
the effluent and ambient seawater. This includes selection of the shape. size and
arrangement of effluent oudet. which may consist of a simpk open end (single port) or a
multipon diffuser containing a reJUlarly spaced line of relatively small pons. This Section
considers near field modeling or a single port discharge into a marine environment. The
reason for choosing the single port Iype is discussed in Chapter Six (Subsection 6.4.2).
The near field mixing presented in the previous chapten is appItcable for a dcep-Waler
condition. in wltictl a distinct buoyant jet rises to the surface and dilution occ:un because or
turbulent jet enuainment (Jirb and Lee 1994). Upon impingement on the free surface. the
effluent plume spreads 1aIcraJly in the fonn of a stable density current (Hamdy 1981). A
criterion for a dcep-Waler condition is defined u:
~ >O.22F,. (4.1)
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where H is the depth of~vin8 Wiler. andd is the diameter of port. F. is the dcnsimetri<:
Froude number. which is defined as (William I98S):
(4.2)
Equation 4.1 has little sensitivity to the discl'.arge anaJe (Jirb and Lee (994). When this
criterion is not salisfled, the discharF falls in the ealcJOrY of shallow WIlCT condition. in
which the discharge momennun may be sufficiendy strong to cause a dynamic breakdown
(instability) of the buoyant jet mcxion and create a local circulation zone as shown in Figure
4.1 (modified from Hamdy 1981). In order to maximize the dilution. unstable discharge is
typically avoided because of r=irtulliion of the plume and limited entrainment into the jet
(Halrdy 1981).
For stable discharges. Chapter Two defines the concept of initial dilution and discusses
problems associaled with praendy available initial dilution models. A unique. continuous,
initial dilution model, which was derived from experimental data covering conditions of
many openting ocean outfalls. including produced water outfalls. is presented in Chapter
Three. The model is suitable for • round buoyant jet. i.e. discharge from an opewnded
outfall into unstratified movinl warm. The deterministic and probIbilistic:: formulations of
the initial dilution model are rewrinen in equabons 4.3a and 4.3b. respectively.
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(4.30)
1 )'''''''''' [()]:~ = (O.ll± 0.02,\t + (0.46 ± O.02)exp -0.22;' 0.04 + N(O. 0.(92)
(4.3b)
where S is the initial (centerline) dilution (dimensionless) at an elevation z above discharge;
Q is the outfall discharge rue. u is the ambient current speed (mls); N(O, 0.(92) rqwesents
residuals of the model that arc nonnaJly distributed with a mean of zero and standard
deviation of0.092; and lb is the buoyancy length scale defined as:
(4.4)
in which g is the graviwional accelmibon; p. and Po are the densities of the ambient
seawarer and effluent, respectively.
Lee and NeviUe·Jones (1987.) provide a useful modeling approach to estimate the
tnjeclory of the buoyant jet. For alypical horizomal disclwJe. the _on in the horizon...
(.r-y) plane is driven by the jet momentum, M. and the ambient curmat, M. Since the
dischqc imparts no ve1'ticaJ momentum, the motion in the vertical (.t-l) plane is
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determined primarily by the: inlcrXtion of the: discharge buoyancy and the: ambieN flow.
The trajectory equations ~ve been reported in the: lilel"llW"e (e.g. Lee and Neville-Jones
1987a, Wright 1977b) and models for the: horizontal boil location ~ ar. the seawater surface
can be written as:
H~1l
for H «I. (4.5)r. = C1 /'fJ
H)/:
for H »1.r.zC~lfl (4.6)
where H is the warer depth above discharge. and CJ and C. arc coefficients determined
bued on fleld and 1-..lXJ' <!ala. Huang et aI. (1996) JlI'lPO'C'I an in1etpOlalion method 10
deal with the nonlinearity in the lrInsttion between the two cases (equations 4.5 and 4.6). In
this interpolation method. equations 4.5 and 4.6 arc used within the ~gion of HA. <0.1 and
>10. respectively. Between these two ranges. the value of a variable is a function of those at
other ~gjons. defined as:
(4.7)
where Io. t ,Ito and I". arc regional variables for HA. <0.1. HA. >10. and O.ls HA. S 10.
respectively. The coefficients QI and Qz are e:sIima&ed from (HUMg et aI. 1996):
~= O.S+O.510g.{fJ
(4.8)
(4.9)
Wright (l977b) reported values or c, (cqualioo 4.5) that depend on I!le melhod or obtaining
the data.. i.e. 0.6702 from photognphic: measurements and 0.4571 from concenuation
measu.rements. Huang et aI. (1996) used a value of 0.5824 for CJ based on the CORMIX
model (Doncker and Jim 1990). From Wright (l977a), a variation of CJ from typical
photographk: measurements is in the range orO.517 to 1.494.
While CJ is usually treated as a constant. it seems that there is no common agreement
whether C4 (equation 4.6) is • constant or a variable that depends on other physical
quantities. Lee and Neville-Jones (1987a) proposed a value or~ of l.t forestimaling time-
averaged boil kxation xt based on fickl experirncnts at six outfalls. Howe\-er. Wright
(1917b) nolCd lhal C4 varied depmding upon the ratio of the buoyancy and momentum
length scales i.e.
where I. is defined as:
[ J
'"c.=c,t
I = (-,0)"'
. -
(4.10)
(4.11)
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Values of Csalso depend on the mechod of obIaining the data, i.e. 0.6037 and 1.2761 baed
on data from photographic and concentratiOn measurements. respectively.
Aconstant value for c., might be acceptabJc for a site·speciflC outfall condition with a small
variation in the ratio of the buoyancy and momemum scaJes (equation 4.10). Funhetmore.
il is not uncommon praclice to treat c., as a constant. In produced walei' modeling, for
example. lI1is practice has been adopted by employing Ihe CORMIX model (Smill1 et aI.
1996). in which the value of CJ is taken to be 1.0 (Huang et aI. 1996, Donekef' and Jim
1990). Whether or noI CJ is actUally a variable is one problem. Even if it is assumed to be a
constant, there is uncenainty in defining its value, which is another problem. From the
Wright (1977a) expenmenlS. values of CJ are typically in the range of 0.2254 to 1.7075.
Methods of dealing with this uncertainty lie discussed in Section 4.6.
4.4. Intermediate ModeHng
Completing the plume rise in the near field region. SUlfate impingement takes place. The
jet is deflected and begins 10 spread horizOllWly. The process may ....h in Ihe pllenomcna
of the boil and the hydraulic jump. if a jump octurs. A conuoJ volume. which is a region
where the surface impingement takes place. can be defined as the intermediate region.
which connects the near and far fields. Figure 4.2 provides I schematic definition of the
in_*1<gion (modified from Iloneter and Ii... 1990).
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Figure 4.2. Typical inle1Tl'lediaIC region or discharges
_lie .. a1. (1987). Cor e~. adopIed the BrooI<s (l9liO) .-J as • Car Codd
dispmiOll modo:l. The illpulS or the modo:l .. taken dim:tly from the output of the initial
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dilution model. Smith et aI. (1996) used a similar approach to that of Somerville et aI.
(1981): modification of the initial dilution outpW. before running imo the far field
dispersion model. is not carried out in these cases.
Formulation for the analysis of the interrnediaae reJion is availatHc in the literature
(Donekef' and Jim 1990. Wright et aI. 1991 and Huang et aI. 1996). These are based on a
control volume approach. in which the inflow is the rising buoyant jet flow near the wiler
surface and the outflow is the surface plume that is advec:ted by the ambient current. The
outflow charac:leristics required for connecting the near and far fields include the bulk.
dilution S. (or alternatively the pollutant concentration of interest C•• where C. = C,/S•• and
C.. is the pollwant concenU'alion in the effluent prior 10 discharge). the piume width l- the
plume thM:kness h.,. and the distance !rom the bon ........ to the UpsbWn (1.,) and
downstteam. end of the control volume (.to). The formubtions proposed by Doneker and
lim (1990) and Huang et II. (1996) haY<: been panly calib<aled for typical field ..... of an
oulfall piwne. The deterministic components of these formulations are considem1 in this
stUdy for further modification into a probabilistic analysis of hydrodynamic modeling.
4.4.1. Bulk diluJion
The bulk dilution at the downsueam end of the control volume. SOl. is estimated
{Wrightetll.I991.Doneiler and lim 1990. Huanget 11.1996)15:
S. :;CS1 S
S,,:;Cj2S
/orHA. <0.1
for HAt > 10
(4.12)
(4.13)
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When fIA. < 0.1. the rising buoyant jet is only weakJy deflcctcd by the ambient current and
approaches the water surface II a neaN'mcai angk, In this case. an internal hydraulic
jump is expected to occur, As Rlevant experimental data is unavailable. the coefficient CSI
is typically estimated based on experiments in stagnant water (Wright et aI. 1991. Huang et
aI. 1996). This assumption. i.e. the applicability of a stagnant Wale!' experiment to a case
with a weak ambient current, poses some degree of uncertainty. which is unquantifiable.
Only the uncertainty associated with values of the coefficient CSJ may be quantifJed by
specifying iu values between 3 and S based on experiments from Wright et aI. (1991).
When HIT. > 10, the rising buoyant jet is strongly deflected by the ambienl cunenl and
approaches the water surface al a near-horizontal angle. The flow is advected with the
ambient velocity at the speed II of the surface plume layer. For this case. the constant Csz in
equation 4.13 is rr:portcd to be in the range 0( I.S to 2.0 (Doneker and Jirka 1990. Huang et
aI. 19(6). Typical fteklICSC-bascdca1ibrated values of the coefficients are 2.01 and 1.74 for
CS/ and C". rapecti",ly (H....g" aI. 1996).
4.4.2. PllUM widtlt GNI rqntnal inlnuion "ngtlt
The plume width II the downSbeam end of the control volume. 1- is estinwed
(Donewand Jim 1990. Huang" aI. 1996) IS:
L. zS.2L, forHA.<O.J (4.14)
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where L, is the upsb'e8n1 intrusion kngth. which is the discance from the boil center to the
upstream end of the control volume. For mis case (i.e. HA~ < 0.1). the parameter 1., is
defined (Akar andJirl<a 1_.!lOlleker and Jirl<a 1990) as:
1.,= 2.12H"'(I-cos 8)'" I.-,n fori","> 6.II(1-cos 8) (4.15.)
1.,=0.381. fori"," <6.II(1-cos8) (4.lSb)
where e is the angk between the rising buoyanl jeI axis and the Wiler swface. eslimalOd
When HA. > 10. the plume widlh at lhe downstream :nd of the control volume. 4 and the
distance from the boil center to the upstream end of the control volume. LJ • are estimated
from equations 4.16 and 4..7. in which an equivalent cross·section aspect ratio for the
outflow section of2:1 is assumed (Doneker and Jirka 1990. Huang do al. 1996).
I.=2~ forHA~> 10 (4.16)2.
L=~~ forHA.> /0 (4.11)
, sinB If II
The disunce ftom. the boil center to the downsIrum end of the control volume. XOo
is estimated by ISSUIIIiIll thai: iI is propoI'tiooaIto the depIh above: disc.... H. defined as:
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Xo =COl H
xo=CmH forHA, > JO
(4.IS)
(4.19)
where COl and Co2 are model coefficients. The: value of COl is typically set at 3 (Huang et
aI.I996. Wrigh,etal. 1991) and Cm "0.6 (H....setal. 1996. DonekerandJirka 1990). In
any case. the plume thickness h.. can be estimated from the continuity equation as:
h =S.Q
• flL.
4.4.4. TnuuidDlllll,..,....
(4.20)
Owacteristics of interest discussed above are defined as the regional solutions. i.e.
in the regimes of HA, < 0.1 and /lA, > 10. To have a smooch tnnsition between these
regimes. the same trelbnent interpolation method defined in equations 4.7 to 4.9 are
applied as sugestcd by Huang et aI. (1996). That is. a solution for a characteristic in the
transitional regime (O.IS HA, :.s: 10) is taken 10 be a linear combination of the solutions of
the other two regimes for that characteristic with a formulation presented in equation 4.7.
Values for the etwacteristics S.:r.... and h.. discuued in this section are then taken as the
initial condition for the far rack! modeling.
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4.5. Far FIeld ModeIiDg
Hydrodynamic mixing of III effluent plume and ambient seawater in the far field is larJcly
governed by two miJ.ing mechanisms: buoyant speading and turbulent diffusion. Buoyant
spreading refers to a sclf-driven plume dispersion process. in which the buoyancy residual
contained in the plume promoleS the vertical collapse and horizontal transverse spreading
of the plume. In addition 00 this sclf-driven process. oceanic turbulence disperses the
effluent plume. This later process is refened to as turbulent diffusion. Both buoyant
spreading and turbulent diffusion may be present in me dispersion processes of the effluent
plume in the ocean: however. the relative importance of each mechanism depends upon the
characteristics of the discharge and ambient waters (Ak,ar and Jilb 1994a. Huang and
Fergcn 1997).
Typical field tests of outfall plumes indicale thalthe effluents were domina&ed by buoyant
~nl over a ranF of several hundred meters from the outfall (Hazen IIId Sawyer
1994). Such sprading processes ...u1t from the buoyancy ron:es caused by the cIellsity
difference ofttle milled now relative to the ambient density. If the discharge is not buoyant,
or is weakly buoyant and the ambient is unstratified, there is no buoyant spreading
(Ooncker and Jirka 1990). This is, however, not the case: for most produced water
discharges as discussed. in Chapter Two.
One _h 10 produced Wiler dispcnico typically neglects the buoylllt sprading
without evalUliling wbed'Ier or not the residual buoyancy is significantly absent {e.&-
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Somerville et al.l987. Washburn et aI. 1999). A deferministic far field analysis of
dispersion processes considering the residual density diffcmK:e is provided in lhc new
vonion of I!le Offshore Opemors Commiocc (DOC) model (8- et aI. 1992). The
<XX: model was developed analytically by employing mathematical models of
conSC1'\'ation of mass. momcnwm. and energy.
A simpler formulation Ihan the OOC model has been proposed by Donckcr and Iirka
(1990) and was implemenled in the CORMIX model. The CORMIX model is widely used
for offshore discharge analysis (e.g. Huang Cl al. 1996, U.S. EPA 1997) and was calibrated
using many sets of Iaboralory and field data (Donekef' and Iirb 1990. Huang et at (996).
Figure 4.3 shows a sketch definition of a typical buoyant spreading process (modified from
Doocltet and Jim 1990 and Huang Cl aI. 1996). Typical model ronnulllliom roc I!le
spreading can be rewrinen as:
h(Z)=hft)""'
L(z) =+p[trt + tJ'"
(4.21)
(4.22)
where a is the cntrlinmcnl coeff'kient ranging from 0.15 to 0.6. with a typical field test
c:aIi_ value of 0.59 (Huang et aI. 1996. Doocltet ond Jirb 1990). P is I!le model
constaRl !mging from 0.701lO 1.414. with a rypica1 field tesI calibraled value of 1.33
7S
(H....g et aI. 1996, _ ond Jirb 1990), I, is the buoyancy Iengdl scale, typically
evaJuaied for current speed at the 5 m depth (Hazen and Sawyer 19(4), x is lhe diSlanCe
along the plume cenleTline and x =0 is set 11 the center of the downstream end of lhe
conuol volume. and L(x) is the plume wKkh. The parameter L(.r) is assumed 10 be related
10 the standard devialion 0(.%) of the concentration distribution across the pluRlC width by
4<) =2(3)'",*), beingconsi..... witll Brooks (1960).
PIIn View
-++F_zono
, ff G
1/k-'Y/I;$V/~m:vIk'Jk-
filUl" 4.3. A typical sketch definition of buoyant spreading
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Dilutions, or poIlUlM'It c:onc:enttabons. associllCd with buoyant spreading processes are
typically estimated by assuming that the concentration of a tracer in the surface plume has
an error fimction distribution across the plume width and a uniform distribution across the
plume thickness. Based on these: assumptions and a mass balance. the poUutant
concentralion at a point (.r, y) is estimalcd (Huanget aI. 1996) as:
C(x,y) = 1.832 C• ..!L.!.[.JO.273L. +y) ..J O.273L. -Y)] for X> 0 (4.23)
h(x)2 "l~ ·'l~
where y is lhe horizontal coordinaae perpendicular to the other horizontal coordinate x
(which is along the plume centerline), C. is the bulk poIlUUtlt concentralion at lhe
downstream end of the conuoI volume (x =0) eslimaled from the associalCd bulk dilution
(equations 4.12 and 4.13). erJ( Jis the error function defined as:
(4.24)
The error functi~ can be solved approx.imately usinl Simpson's rule (Markham 1993). The
function can also be evaluated from a statistical lable of the area under the Normal
Distribution curve by a change in variable such that (Williams 1985):
·iffw}=2A(z) (4.25)
n
where z = 1.414 W, and A(z) is the Ilea of the Standard Nannai Disuibutioo from 0 to z
along the abscissa.
As indicated, equation (4.23) may only be used for x ~ 0, OIherwise it must be modified. 11
is typically assumed that the concentration is zero when x < (-l.t -xo). When (-xo + £.,) <
x <0 the concentration is 1.2 Clf to be consistent with Huang et al. (1996). The average boil
concenU'ation [CJ(1.7 5)] is defined when (-Lt - xo) s x S (-xo + LJ), where Cn is lhe
concenU'ation prior to discharge and S is the centerline initial dilution (Hazen and Sawyer
1994. William 19985). A parabolic shape defined by Akar and Iirka (l995b) is adopted in
this study to formulate a relationship of the width and the distance of the plume within
(-4-xo) s x<Osuch as:
L(x) =L. (X+x. +L, J'"
xD+L,
for (-L, -xD) S x < 0 (4.26)
This (ype of deterministic hydrodynamic model that assumes buoyant spreading has been
calibrated based on data from laboratory and field tests, e.g. field ICSts on oulfall discharges
in the South Aorida marine environmenl (Huang el al. 1996). The model is intended to
estimate hydrodynamic characleristics of the plume: in the vicinity of lhe discharges, in
which effects of turbulent diffusion are less dominant than those of buoyant spreading. This
approach may be valid only for a distance relatively close 10 the discharge. As the
spreading plume travels downstream, the buoyancy effects gradually diminish, and at. a
particular distance the ambient turbulence of the receiving wiler is more dominanl in the
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mixing process (Akar and Jirb I99Sa). A criterion to charactcrize this transition is
typically set by using the flux Richardson number Rf which may be approximaced from
(Abrandlirb1_Donekerandlirb 1990t.
(4.27)
where K is von Karman constant. with a value of 0.4. h is the plume depth, u. is the shear
velocity, and g' is the reduced gravitational aa:eleration defined as:
g':g (P. - pol
P.
(4.21)
Rf can be used as a criterion in empk)ying f.. field hydrodynamic models. i.e. buoyanl
spreadinc or turbulent diffusion models. When R.j faUs below some critical value R/r the
buoyancy c:ffec:lS become relatively unimponant. Critical values of R,between 0.1 and 0.2
have been reponed from experimental tests., and an average value of 0.15 is typically
adopled (Abrandlirb 19940).
It should be noted here thai a1thouah the models formulated in this chapler may be
applicable for only a limited case, i.e. relatively close to the discharge location. they are
useful for evaluating discharge scenarios of produced wiler from offshore platforms.
Despite the fact that theIe are field variations in produced wale! effec:cs., studies show that
ecoi<Jsi<al effects of produced ..- <all ....,ally be assoeilled wilh the ......... from the
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outfall and WI: the effects ate usually limited dose to the discharge IocMion (within SOO to
1000 m radii). This may be because of rapid dilution in the marine environment (frost eI a1.
1998. SomeTVille .. aI. 1987. Sttomgren el aI. 1995). Besides tlw. die design of die
disctlarge scenario is usually directed at evaluating regulatory ambient water quality criteria
which are in tum typically specified using a mixing zone concepc, e.g. about 100 m or 200
m from the disclwge location. It is obvious that i( me analysis is extended in the range
larger \han \hal cons;dered i_\hi. slUdY. boIh of die phenomena (i.e. buoyant spoadi_g and
turbulent diffusion) may have to be considered (or the prob'em or incerest.
4.6. Integrated Model
The models discussed in the previous sections are delc:nninistic steady state models based
on physical principles. Local concentrations o( produced water near an ocean outfall
roUowing a discba'ge may vary continuously both in spKe and time, mainly due to
variability of ocean curttnts thIt advcct the effluent plume. To simu1alc the variation, a
coordinate system defined by Huang eI aI. (1996) is shown in Figure 4.4. This coordiUle
definition can be used to locate and simulate plume movement around the outfall disctwae.
In that figure, a fixed global coordinate system X,Y is defined: X is 10 the right (horizontal
direction), Y is to the top (vertical direction), and lhe origin is set at the oudaillocation. A
tnlnslating local coordiUle system x.y (or the surface plume is defined so that it varies
depending on the variation of governing parametm., such as ambient current speeds and
directions. A transformation between the tnnslating coordinate system and Ihe fixed
coordilWAt sys&cm can be defined as:
go
x:Xcm ~+ Ysm ~-X6-XD
y:rCO$~-Xsi,.~
(4.29a)
(4.29b)
where t/lis the current direction (radian) with respect tolhe X-coordinale direction.
If simulllCd concentrations II points of concern can be assumed to be a representative
sample of produced waICr ooncenualions. a simu1aled concenuation [leld at an instance
may be regarded as one possible "snapshoI" of an outfall plume. The concenuation [leld
can be defined by dividing an arulJOUnd Ibe outfall into grids (Figure 4.5). Concentralion
at every grid point is calculaced by employing ncar. intermediate. and far field models
discussed above. By doing this. the model may be regarded as a quasi steady stale model.
y
x
Fisure 4.4 Coordinaae definilion for kxating plume movement
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Fipre 4.5. Typical pid points showing nodes for the simulation
An application ell.unpte of an analysis is prescnled here by considering a hypothetical study
associated wid!. a potential disc:1w'Je of produced wlter from an offshore platform on the
Grand Banks, southeast or 5'- John's, Newfoundland, Canada (PebO-Canada 1996,
Mukhtasor 2000. Mukhtasor et aI. 2000c). The focus in this analysis is to show a potential
application of the: methodology outlined above lISing a deterministic approach. A
comparison is given using. presently available model. i.e. the CORMIX model (Juta et aI.
1996), wbidI is mcommended for use for • typical dilution 1nllI)'Sis of produced water
(U.s. EPA 1997).
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For this purpose. consider a poccntial discharge of produced wtlef with a flow rate of
approxima«ely 0.212 m3/s. and a ~Iabve density difference of about 0.025. A discharge
design is specified with a single port located about 11 m below the sea surface. Wim these
parameters, hydrod)1lamic characteristics of the disclwge would likely be in the range of
those calculated based on data from other produced wiler disclwges worldwide (Brandsma
and Smim 1996. Smith et aI. 1996. and Somerville et aI. 1987). Using this information.
simulations were carried out using the methodology discussed above and the concentration
distribution up to 300 mdownstmm is shown in FiJUre 4.6.
This study estimated that the far field dispersion region begins at about 22.9 m downstream
from the: boil location. with the centerline ernuenl concentration at the edge of the mixing
lone. 100 m downstream. of approximately 2.3% and average effluenl concentration of
about 1.4%. The CORMIX model (DOS version 3.20.1irb et al. 1996) was also used in
this study. and its typical plume evaluarion result is graphically shown in Figure 4.7. The
CORMIX model estimated the edge of the near field region to be at 23.5 m downsueam.
with an avaqe effluem concentralion II the edge of miJ.ing zone, 100 m downstream. of
approJ.imately 1.5%. The comparison shows lhatlhe two approaches ate generally in good
agreement. particularly in estimating average effluenl concentrations.
It should be noted here that the scale of the horizontal Dis in Figures 4.6 and 4.7. are
diffemn because or ratriction in the CORMIX model. in whictI the horizontal disIance
..... be spccificd IlIcaslIOO times dle ...... deph.1f dle deph of dle WIler II dle Gnnd
Banks site is about 80 to, for eJ.lmple, the minimum horizoncal disIanc:e Ihat has to be
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specified in the CORMlX model is at least 8 km, which is typIcally beyond the distance of
Interest In the case of produced water dIscharge. To mampul:ue thIs restriction, the water
depth of 15 m. i.e. 4 m below the dIscharge pon. and the honzontal dtstanee of 2 kIn ""ere
specified for the CORMIX simulations.
""1:
·300 i
·300 ·2S0 -200 ·\50 .100 ·50 0
X (m)
I
50 100 150 200 250 300
Figure 4.6. Concentration distribution (%), a plan-view of the produced water plume.
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Gran~Bank
Produc..d~uater"dlscharQe"scenarlo"1I1
CORMIXl Pred,c!lon
Filii': sL""Mulo:tasor.cxl
Figure 4.7. Typical CORMIX output, a plan-view of the produced water plume
In contrast to the methodology presented here, the CORMIX model provides only averaged
concentrations at different distances downstream, even though the width of the plume can
typically be as much as about 65% of the downstream distance as shown in Figures 4.6 and
4.7. Furthennore, since a regulatory mixing zone may also be defined in tenns of horizontal
area (Doneker and Jirka 1990, Huang et a!. 1996). the distribution of effluent concentration
in both X- and Y-directions are important to analyze so that the area of impact zones can be
estimated. In this situation. the approach employed in this study. which provides
concentration distribution in the horizontal (X-Y) plane. is more appropriate. particularly
when this is combined with an analysis of plume location around the boil as a result of
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vlriation of ambient CW'I'ent speeds and directions. In addition. the approach described~
is readily modified into I probabilistic analysis to estirrwe. for instance. concentration
distributicm or exceedance probability fields for prescribed thresho&d toxic concentntions.
Uncertainty associaled with modelinJ can also be evaiUMed for beUer~ of the
reliability of the modelinl as discuucd in the following section.
4.7. Probabilistic Aoalysis
The imrnediale objeclive in I probabilistic analysis is to present a systematic approach 10
deal with uncertainty. which is inevitable in hydrodynamic modeling. The term uncenainly
is sometimes assotiaaed specifically with panial ignorance or lack of perfect information
and it is different from variability (U.S. EPA 1996a. Frey and Burmaster 1999). In other
cases. like in this study. the term uncertainty may also be used to refer to either variability
or lack of peri'ect information about phenomena or model variables (Fenon eI aI. 1999.
Mukhwor eI aI. 1999a). Variability represenu diversity or heterogeneity in a well-
characterized population. and is a propeny of name and usually not reducible through
further melSlRment or study (Frey and Burmaster 1999). II may include temporal and
spatial variation. and heceroaeneily among individuals (ferson. et aI. 1999). For example. II:
different seasons an offshore site may have differenl ambient currents. no manu how
carefully they are measured. Furthermore. wnen a model is developed under partial
ignorance or lack of perfect infOllNlion about poorly<hmclerizcd phenomena being
invesligaled, unc::ertainly is also expo5Cd. The partial ignorance is a property associated with
tho risk analyst IIId i. someIimes..wc;b!e dllougft further measurement or study (Mey IIId
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Burmaster 1999). For example. even though a trUe daily CUl'Teftt speed Il a particular site is
not known. more samples can be taken to gain additional (but still imperfect) informalion
aboullhal daily cutmll speed.
One type of model uncertainty in hydrodynamic modelinl can be U50Ciawl with
assumptions on which the analysis is based upon. e.g. lhe assumption of equivalent cross-
section aspect ratio discussed in the previous section. This Iype of uncertainly is difficull to
lake into accounl quantitatively in the analysis. Other model uncertainly is also raised
because of the difficulty to accurately specify ValllCS of coefficients in a model. This latter
type of uncertainty may be quantified by using uncertainly measures of these coefficients.
Another issue: in hydrodynamic modeling is how (0 cope with variabilily in model inputs.
such as variabililY in the: ambieN. e:tIlRnt speed and directions.
Different approKhes have been employed to deal with uncertainty. as described, for
exampk. by Ferson et al. (1999). Deterministic or so-called wom case analysis is a
traditiooal approach, which recognizes the fact lhat uncenainly exists but does not try to
model it explicitly. In this iJlI'"*h, uncertainly is typically accounted for by selecting
values for uncenain parameters so as 10 come up with a conservative answer. meaning that
it is intended to be "safe". For example. values for uncertain parameters in hydrodynamic
modeling may be selected. so thai an estimared toxic concentnlion is noIlO be less than the
true concenlralion. allhouch the: trUe concentration is not known. so as to be
"envi.ruunenlall)' protec:tive". Rpm 4.6 and 4.7 above are typical results of deterministic
1IllIIYS;S.
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The: wom case analysis, considering its simplicity, is remarkably effective. It is also useful
as a pn:liminary saeening procedure (U.S. EPA 1996a). Despite the fact dlallhe worst case
analysis is useful and championed for some cases of engineering applications. Ferson et aJ.
(1999) highlighted problems associalCd with it. The main problem is that lhe degree: of
conservatism is not regulated in the wom case analysis. Futthermofe. extreme values are
not always selected for uncertain parameters involved in the analysis: irwead., a miud
approach thai. uses mean estimares for some parameters and eXlreme values for other
parameters is often found. Which parameters are estimated by which values is more a
product of tnMtition than the result of serious justiftCation (Fenon et aI. 1999). These
problems lead 10 situations where ecological risk asseument from different agencies, or
focused on different potential hazards. are difficult to compare in the context of
environmental management. Results of worst case anaJyse'i for differenl assessments may
not be indicative of the likely aetuaI outcomes or their rank order. This. as a result, limits
their usefulness in planning and dcc:isim making (Fmon et aI. 1999).
One approach 10 dealing with uncertainty is to use a sensitivity analysis. This approach is
lhe most suaighlforward way to figure out whal effed uncertainty has on a model by
repeating the calculation for each of several possible values of an uncertain puuneter of
intaest and depicting the final answer as l function of the uncertain parameter. This
approach may be reasoMbIy simp&c for some case5, however. when Ihere are multiple
numbers of uncc:nain prIRIDIeIa5 and a c:oatPex. modeling fOl'lnllJabon. this can be
compUlalionally prohibitive. .... 1OIIICli.... practically ClIDlbenome even lJlI compurcn.
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Worst of all. the results can be difficult to inlCfJlf'd and hard 10 explain ....hen mere is
oonelation among unc::eruin parameten (Ferson eI. aI. 1999). The: sensitivity analysis will
always be an important tool in modeling. particularly. for instance. for evaluaaing the
relative imponance of uncertainty in parameters of interest. However. it needs to be
complemented with methods that can provide an explanation about effects of several
uncertain panuneters on modeling results. such as a probabilistic analysis. This section
presents a methodology for the probIbiJistic analysis of hydrodynamic modeling to better
undentand effects of uncertainty on modeling results.
In order to proceed to a probabilistic analysis, uncertainty measures need to be first
determined so that they can be taken into acoounl quantitatively. The unccnainty measures
may include swisrics of the panmeten, such as the mean. variance, minimum, maximum.
and in some cases, the probability density function (PDF) or Ihc cumulative diSbibution
function (CDF). Table 4.1 presents uncmaimy measures associated with model coefficients
swnmariz.cd from thc modeling description presented in Pfevious sections. As discussed
previously, beside uncertainly in Ihc model.....hich is refIecIed by uncertain values of model
coefficients. llJ!Certainly may also be exposed because of variability in model inpulS. The
model inputs include (I) ambient panmeIm. e.g. seawacer current speed and directions.
seawl/et depth abo.. ditclwJe, and dcnsily of _ w_ and (2) disclwJe
~. e.g. now nee of the produced wiler dischuJc and density ofeffluenl
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Table 4.1. Uncertainty measures associared with hydrodynamic models
.I!rI<!IllII;
lnitiadillltion.S (eq.4.3)
..-a>o/ficimU
Eno<_,
Boil location. J'~
Modelcoeffx:ients
Bulk dihaioo.. S. (eqs.4,5-4.7)
Model coefficients
.I:Jt!IIMi
__(.... 4~1.4.22)
ModeIcoe:ff1ciau
~ =0.13 ± 0.02
f=-o.31±0.03
w=0.46 ±0.02
11 =-0.22 ±0.04
E =0±0.D92
CJ =0.5824
eJ =0.4~71 - 0.6700
e, =afunctioftofl~fI.
e, =0.6037 - 1.2761
e'l =3-5
Cn =lji·2.0
«=0.15·0.6
:0.707 -1.414
a) This 1besis. Sectioa 3.4
Sua)
Sua)
Sua)
Sua)
b) Hu.ang eut (1996)
Donet.erancllifb,(1990)
c:) Wrilht (l917b)
Suo)
Suo)
d)WriPt~ul.(199I)
Sub)
Sub)
Sub)
Uncertainty measures associated with ambient seawater currents havc beet; reported in the
lil<ralUle, '.8. Wood " aI. (1993), W,bb (1987, ond Orlob ond Tumeo (1986). AI_Rh,
when data are not available. the surface cunents might be assumed to be induced by winds
(Sullivan and Vithanage 1994). seawalcr current (or design or the discharge should ideally
be estimated based on site specific dIlL For cxample. when presenting discharge scenarios
oi produa:d war,~ (1996) "l"'"Cd _ chanacrisrics including ambient
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curmtt speeds and directions. The current speed of 0.14 mls used in the dclcrministic
analysis abow: was one of possible values based on information reported by Pftro-Canada
(1996). The IlepanmenI of Fisl1crics and Ocean (DfO, 1999) provides information on
ambient water characteristics for the East Coast of Canada. Data from DFO (1999) were
analyzed in dlis study 10 fit probability distributions 10 those data Figures 4.8 and 4.9 show
the best fil of the daHy-averqed ambient cumnt speeds (l.ognormaI distribution, p-vaJue >
0.10) and their dim:tions (Beta distribution. ".WJl. > O.IS) for moor depth of 20 mor less
"the Grand BanI<s, Iocal<d,. 48-N 48-W to 47-N, 49-W.
Uncenaincy measures for seawater deplh may be required when there is a significant
variability in the depth because of tide. which rises and falls gradually. Huang et a1. (1994)
took. tidal variation into account when cak:ulaling initial dilution using a time domain
simulation. Although they were unabie to til the daIa for tidal heighl into a theoretical
probability density f"","on, they IIllI<d tltal the distribution of the tidal heigh< might be
bimodal. and thai the distribution might be approximated using the uniform distribution.
They found thar. the difference becween the mean wiler level and the mean lower low water
level WD typically 1.4 m for the Miami-Central Outfall .. the east coast of South Florida,
and dlat me 10 percentile on the cumulative distribution for the tidal height was 1.0 m.
However. Lee and Koenig (l99S) suggeslCd Ihat it was unnecessary to consider tidal
variations because the variation in the Huang et aI. (1994) study wu small relative to the
total deph and because die dctcnninislic caJcu1aIions for tide is often accuraIe.
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Q.Q Comparison Between Input Distribution and
Beta(1.63, 1.24) • 6.25 + 0.0346
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(a) Q-Q plot of Beta distribution and the input data (unit in radian)
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(b) Cumulative distributions of direction of currents (radian)
Figure 4.9. Beta distribution of daily.averaged ambient current directions (radian)
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Petn>-Canada (1996) noocd thal!he tide oIong!he .... coast of Newfoundland and over !he
Grand Banks was associllCd with an amplitude of approximalely 0.4 m. F« a specific case
where produced wiler is discharged from floating Production. SlOrIJC: and Offloading
(fPSO) systems, effeeu afthc: variation in tidal height on the degree ofthc effluent dilution
might be negligible. If the pipe of the outfall is attached to the noating system. the rises and
falls of the tide may be: followed by those of the port of the jet so that changes in the depth
afthe: discharge. and thus in the dilution of the effluent. may be: negligible.
AnOlher ambient characteristic that is associated with the mixing process is the density of
seawacc:r. For eumplc. it is noted (Petro-Canada 1996) that the density of seawaler at 8 Ian
east of SL John's. Newfoundland. is typically subject to seasonal variability with the largest
seasonal cycies occurring II the surface. where maximum temperanJreS (greater than 12 "C)
and minimum densities (salinities of approximarely 3LIppi) cxaar in late August. The
annual minimum in tempmllR (less thin -I "C), and maxima in dcnsily (salinity 0( about
32.3 ppt) occur in March. The development of a stralified waler column in spring and
summer is evident in the monthly temperature and salinity. During the wiRier, stratification
throughout the water column is typically low. A similar pattern to the above seasonal
temperature..<Jensity variability is obsen'ed over the central portion of the Grand Banks.
The density of ambient water is an important parameter in governing mixing processes.
particularly initial dilution and buoyant spreading processes. However. its effects in the
mixing processc:s ~ relalivc, in that they are usually attribulcd 10 the relalive density
difference between densities of ambienl WaIa' and prOlb:ed Wiler. iDSlead of me absoIUlt
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value of the ambient density. The relative density diffemtee is usually expressed as
(P. - p.). where A and Po are the densities of the ambient seawater and effluent.
P.
respectively. During design of the discharge. howeYff. data on effluent density is nor.
avail~; and an esUlnIIe is the only information which can used in the design. Studies
(Brandsma and Smith 1996. Somerville et :aI. 1981) show that the relative density
difference in offshore disc:haraes of produced water varies significantly. typically 0.031
(Bass Strait. Australia), -0.069 (Gulf of Mexico. U.S.A.). and 0.013 (North Sea, Europe).
Similarly 10 the case of effluent density. uncertainty measures for produced waler flow rate
is very difficult to define accurately during the design stage. The flow raIe may. however.
be determined usinl esbmaleS; and for evaluation purposes. produced waler flow mes from
other offshore sites an be considered. Studies show thll the dischqe rIleS of produced
WaJe( from. offshore oil fields are on the order of 4.000 m)/day in the Gulf of Mexico,
U.S.A. 10 123,000 m)/day in the Java Sea. lndonc:sia (Brandsma and Smithl996. Smith et
aI. 1996. SomotvilJe ct aI. 1987). This """firms _lIS from Ihe JO.plalform stu<ly (U.S.
EPA (1993), indicalinl that the ralio of produced walei' to oil production rates is typically
in the range of 0.1 to more than 12. with the mean of the ratio of 3.5. The flow rate
typically rangeS from 210150,000 bbUday. The flow rate varies from time to time and from
field to field; however. it is JeMfIllly very signifICant in magnitude.
4.7.2. ~.11JJtNb
Probabilistic methods have been used in the past for wessing ocean discharge of
wastewaIer, however. for produced waIer'discharges. the assessment is usu.aIly based on a
_.istic approach. e.g. Somerville et aI. (1987). Smilh et aI. (1996). Meinhold et aI.
(19961) employed a probabilistic analysis in assessing human health risk iWOCiated with
produced water discharge. but uncertainty in hydrodynamic modeling was left unevalLWed.
In the case of hydrodynamic modeling. Huang et aI. (1994) proposed an approach. which
employs a Time Domain (11) simulation using field dala sets to generate a lime series of
initial dilution of sewage discharge. They presented input parameters including ambient
seawater currenlS, seaW11ef dcpch above discharae and wastewaler now r.Itc. in lerms of
time series., hourly dala sets. These wae then used as inpuu inlO a deterministic empirical
equation to prtWce a time series of hourly initial dilUlion. Values of thc parameten • a
given time were used to calculate me initial dilution ill dw time. Ottler possibte
combinations were not considered. As a result. although this approach takes into accotmt
the variability of the input paramelCfS. its application for estimating the extreme events can
be misleading.
Another method for addressing uncertainty is the first order second moment (FOSM)
method (Mukhwor et aI. 1998). This method may be applied in a very limited case, in
which the performance function of the system under consideration (e.g. initial dilution
equation) is simple. FOSM is a uscfuI method for cases in which informalion on the
uncenairwy of the parunelm is limited to the mean and variance of the inp.u: pwametm
and !he prollobilily distributicos of !he paruneterS an: left undetermined (Ang and Tang
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1971. 1984). The problem wilb Ibi. molhod i. thal il5 perfonnance _ unaccepubly
poor when il is used for complex systems (Mekhing 1995; Mukhtasor et al. 1998.2001b)
and therefore. this may not be applicable for complex formulations such as hydrodynamic
modeling described in the previous sections.
An alternative to these approaches is 10 evaluatc the available infomwion in a way lhat
reveals JUSt how probable each of the possible outcomes ICtuaily is and that typically
involves complex probability analysis. which can in tum be very difficult analytically
(Ferson ec aI. 1999). A practical approach 10 this problem is to use a numerical analysis
called Monte Carlo (Me) simulation. which involves random sampling from each of the
probability disuibutions characterizing uncertainty. The Me simulations can be applied 10 a
wide variety or problems involving uncertainly analysis. Driven by advancing
computational power. Me simulations for unccnainty analysis have been commonly used;
and software packages have become available providing general access to Me simulations
(Palisade 1997. u.s. EPA 19961). These software packqes make Me simulations
compuwiCNIly pracbcal and have been greeted with much cndwsiasm in the risk
assessment community (Ferson et aI. 1999. U.S. EPA 19961).
Me simulations have been used to consider uncertainty associated with the variability of
model inputs ofsew. discha'ge in the ocean environment, e.g.. Orlob and Tumeo (1986),
Webb (1987), Bale .. Ii. (1990). Me simulalion lift: performed by lql1ica1ing!he .... world
based on a set of lSSUIDpIions and conceived models of reality. In each simulalion, the Me
simulation uses a particular set of random \lallI:S generated in accordancc with the
COITCSponding probability dillribution function or the input parameters. Then. for each
simulation. me performance f~on is cakula1ed using the appropriate values or these
parameten. This simulalion process is repeaICd many times and the results are recorded in a
form or outpUt swistics or distributions. In other wortb. the main laSk in MC simulalions is
to genende random values from a pttSCribed probability distribution. For a given set of
generated random values. the simulation is delenninistic (Ang and Tang 1984).
One of the most important steps in MC simulations is a sampling process, which is a
process by which values of a model input of intetest are randomly drawn from a prescribed
probability c1istribution (Palisade 1997). Accun1e results for output distributions depend on
a complete sampiing or input distributions. MC sampling refers to a leChnique for using
random or pseuck:Hmdom numbers to sample from a probability distribution. The sampling
ICChnique is random wnpIing in a sense that any gi~ sample may fall anywhere within
the range: of the input distribution. Sampies are men likely to be drawn in areas of the
distributiOllS. which have higher probabilities or occurrence. In some cases involving
complex systtms. the number of iterations that is required in MC simulation to "recreate"
the input disoibutions throush sampling is typically very large (in the order of tens of
thousands) and is sometimes computalionally cumbersome or prohibitive. If only a small
number of iterations is performed, a problem of clustering may arise. The problem of
clustering becomes especially pronounced when the case includes skewed probabilily
distributions (Palisade 1991). ThaI is the reason why Me sampling often reqWR:S a large
number of sampies to approximate an input distribution. especially if the inpw: disttibution
ishiglllysUwed
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An improvement in the samplinc IeChniquc is developed by using • method of Latin
Hypercube Samplinc (UIS), which is designed 10 acx:URlely recreaIe the input distribution
through sampling in fewer itmlions when compared with random sampling in the MC
simulation. In the UIS approach. stratification of the input probability dislributions is
employed by dividing the cumulative curve into equal interVals on the cumulative
probability scales (0 to 1.0). A sample is then nmdomly drawn from each interval so thai.
sampling is forced to represent vaJues in each inccrval md thus the input probability
disuibution. The number of stntiftcations of the cumuJative distribution is equal to the
number of iterations performed. By this approach. LHS offers great benefits in lCrmS of
increased sampling efficiency. faster runtimes because of fewer iterations. and assuring the
representation of the input probability by forcing the sampling 10 include lhe outlying
events (Palisade 1997).
The traditional approach of using Me simulltion considers only unceftainly in rnolieJ
inputs (e.g. Bale et aI. 1990. Mukhtasor et aI. 1999a, Oriob and Tumco 1986. Webb 1987)
but the significance of uncertainty lSSOCiatcd with model coefficients and error term is left
unevaluated. As discussed in Chapter Three. Tung (1994) suges&ed that information on
this lype of uncertainty should be considered in the risk analysis. In this study, MC
simulations ftfe employed usinl random sampling and UIS for the case of the produced
WIKer discharge at the Grand Banks area, IS considered in the previous sections.
Uncertainty measures discussed in Subsecboa 4.7.1 wm used in this analysis, particularty
those related 10 the model uncertainty (Table 4.1) and the vmabillty in model inpua
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rekvant (or the Grand Banks discharze. Those uncmajnty rtItaSlRS are defined and
summarized in Table 4.2 ror Me simulations.
This analysis is typical in that it considers only one o( the possible scenarios in a discharge
design; discussion on evaluating different scenarios of discharge is given in Chapter Six.
Figure 4.10 shows a typical comparison of Me simulation results wing the random
sampling and UfS approa::hes. The simulations were performed using @RJSK software
(palisade 1997). As can be seen in Figure 4.10. using a "'sufficient" number of simu.lalions,
bolh the approaches provide the same answer. A sufflCienl number of simulations was
detennined by specifying a converaence criterion. To monitor this convergence, a set of
statistics (Iypically mean, median. skewness and pertentile probabilities) was calculated for
each output every 100 iterations (or interval) and compared with the same slalistics
caiculalCd at the prior interVal during the simulation. As more iterations (simulations) are
Nn. statistics describing each distribution cbanJC less and kss with additional iterations.
The processes continue until they "converge" or change less than a spec:irted threshold. In
this study, a typicallhJeshold is set at 0.5%. For a simple case. i.e. for a givm ambient
current direction. the UIS approach is typically about IS% more emdenl than the random
sampling Me simulation. i.e. the time required to perform simulation using the UIS
approach is IS% less than that using random sampling Me simulation. The simulations
were performed using a medium Iype or computet (Celeton 333. 64 MB RAM>. For this
reason. fiu1hcr probabilistic: analysis was perfonncd using the LIIS-based Me sirnulolions.
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(a) LHS-based MC simulations (ns = 24(0)
(b) Random sampling-based MC simulations (ns = 2600)
Figure 4.10. A typical comparison of random sampling and LHS-based
MC simulations (a simple case, i.e. for a given ambient current direction)
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The deterministic lNJ)'Sis presented in the previous section shows that the: produced war
conccnuation at 100 m downstream is 1.5%. Unlike the deterministic analysis. Me
simulations provide uncertainty measures of the concentration as shown in Figure 4.11.
which presents the distribulion of the concentration. Figure 4.11 shows lhe likelihood of lhe
conccnuations wilh the mean, median. standard deviation and 95% percentile of
approximalely 2.0. 1.9. 1.0. and 3.K. respectively. The concentration of 1.5% from the
dclenninistic malysis is associated wilh a cumulative probability of approximately 36%,
meaning that there is Mill probabilily lhat lhis concentration is exceeded. This is one
advanlage of the probabilistic analysis. that is the n:liability of the calculation can be
estimated.. Probabilistic analysis noc only provides distributions shapes. but also takes into
account the uncenainly factors simultaneously. Sensitivity and detenninislic analyses do
neilhcr. The probability analysis can also be presented in tenn of exceedance probabilily of
a given threshold IOx.ic concentralion as shown in Figure 4.12.
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Table 4.2 Uncertainty rneaswtS used in typical Me simulaIions
~
lniliadilUlion.S(cq.4.3)
ModclcoetrlCienls Ul
EnorICml. E III
BoiIIoc:atioL ....
ModeIaxtrJl:ialrs
Bulkdilulion.S. (cqs.4.5-4.7)
ModclcoefflCients
.f.!<..!lIMi
8uoyaM~(eqs.4.21.4.22)
ModdcodfJl:ialrs
v
t .. 0.13±0.02
,_-o.31±0.03
.... 0.46±0.02
" =-G..22±o.o.a
€ "'0:tG.092
C/",O..5824 al
0.4571 .0.6702 lJl
C4 _.functioIlofl.II. 0l
C, =0.6037.1.2761 01
CSI .. 3.5loll
Cs: _U_2.0 Cll
a .. 0.1S.0.6l:b
Ii.0.707 _1.414 al
Ul'lCftUiMy~
inrwicatMCsimulalions
Normal (O.I3.0.02)
Normal (-0.31. 0.03)
Normal (0.46. 0.02)
Normal (.Q.22. 0.(4)
Normal (0. 0.(92)
Tria'l!Je(0.46.Q.SS.G.61}
Uftifonn(o.60.I28)
Uniform C3. 5)
Uniform (0.15.0.6)
Unifonn(O.71.1.41)
Daily .... c:urrtI'I:speed$(.s) l.oplonDII(-).29.0.96)
DiRaion~CIII'ftrU(radianl 8da (1.63.1.24)·6.25 +0.0346
Note:
I. From OJapcerThRe of this thesis
2. From "_et~. (19%) IlllIlloneker IlllI Jut> (1990)
J. From WrigN (l977b)
4. From Wriafll et aI. (1991)
5. _""'''''' rromDRl(l999)
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FiguR 4.12. Excccdancc probability for Iypical threshold. concentrations.
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As can be seen in Figure 4.12, for example, if the threshold concentration is set using the
median fish survival and growth NOECs (No observed effect concentrations) of 2.5% and
4.9% (data from Meinhold et a1. 1996c), the exceedance probability is approximately
27.8% and 0.8% for fish survival and growth, respectively. The effects of the direction of
curtents on the concentration distribution can also be taken into account in this study by
presenting several statistics of produced water concentrations as shown in Figures 4.13 10
4.15. These figures were developed by taking the probability distribution of the ambient
current direction and other relevant parameters as defined in Table 4.2. The results in leons
of Ihe concentration fields are useful for ecological risk assessment and ecological risk·
based design as discussed in Chapters Five and Six.
Figure 4.13. Distribution of the mean concentrations (%)
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.~,
Figure 4.14. Distribution of the 95%-tile concentnllion (%)
ll_)
Figure4.15. Distribution of the maximum concentrations (Ill)
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4.8. Summary
This chapler .......ls analyses 0( hjdroclynamic _ling for produced water discharge
from an offshore platform. A mixing process occurring in two separ3te regions. near and (as
fields are wscusscd. Modeling of the intermediate region connecting the near- and far-fields
is provided using a con~ volume approach. An application example is discussed using
dctennirlistic and probabilistic analysis and a comparison with a presently availab~ model.
i.e. the CORMlX model. is also prcsenced. The probabilistic analysis presented in this
chapter considers uncatainty measures associated with model coefficients and model
inputs.
The dclemUnistic components of the proposed model presented in this chapter are not
entirely new in that the initial dilution model is based on the model developed in Chaplet
Three and the far rteld model and the conttol volume approach are adapted from published
_Is. HoweV<r, the methodology presemed in lhis chapIer has ... been applied for the
probabilistic analysis of produced water discharge. Although the intepaled model may only
be applicable for the limited area close to the discharge 1ocaIion. it is useful for assessinC
discharse scenarios of produced WaICI' from an offshore platform. This is because
ecological effects of produced water are usually close to the discharge location (within .soo
lO 1000 m) and because regulalOl'y mixing zones are usually defined at a distance of
typically about 100 mor 200 m.
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Comparison using a case study shows that the proposed model and the CORMIX model are
generally in good agreement, particularly in estimaling average effluent concentrations.
However. the proposed model also provides the c:oncentntion field in the X-Ydirections so
thai it may be applicable for the analysis 0( the mixing zone. which in some cases is defined
in lC1lm of horizontal area around the discharge location. The proposed model is also
readily modified into a probabilistic analysis to take into account uncertainty associated
with model inputs and model coefficients.
The probabilistic analysis was carried out in this chapter using Monte Carlo (Me)
simulations. Concern regarding the "excessive" number or simulation was addressed by
complringlWo methods of sampling in the simulations. i.e. random sampling and Latin
Hypercube Sampling (UfS) methods. A comparison betWttrl random sampling and UIS
for Me simulations or a case of hydrodynamic modeling shows thai: LHS·based, Me
simulations are typically about IS,. more efficient than the: random ~in& MS
simulations. This chapter also shows that probabilistic analysis not only provides
diSU'ibucion shapes. but also takes into account the uncertainty facton simultaneously. The
probabilistic analysis can also be presented in tenn of exceedance probability for a
specified threshold toxic concentrations. whi.ch may be used for further study of ecological-
risk based design of produced water discharge.
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ChapterS
Ecological Risk Assessment
S.l.lntroducdon
The term ecological risk assessment (ERA) is typically defined as "0 process ,ha, tvallUJtes
the Iiulihood thaI adverse ecological effects may acc"r or art occurring as tz result of
OPOSllrt to one or mort s,ressors" (U.S. EPA 1998). The purpose of ERA is to conuibulc
to the protection and management of the environment through scientifically credible
evaluation of the ecological effeelS of man·made activities such as disposal of wastes from
offshore oil production (Suter n 1993, Mukhwor et aI. 2000c). In the last two decades.
interest in ecological risk assessment has increased significantly and guidelines for the
assessment have been made: available from regulatory agencies. e.g. Canadian Council of
Minister of Environment, CCME (19968, 1996b. 1991) and U.S. EPA (1998). This chapter
reviews current approaches used for ERA of produced water discharges. Problems
associalcd with presently used approaches are discussed and a methodology relevanI to
design of produced water discharges in the marine: environment is identified. Application of
the methodology is provided in Chapler Six.
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5.2. Review ofERA of produced water discharges
Ecotogical risks have been assessed for specific polllDftts associaIcd with produced Wiler
disdwJles from oIfsllore oil flelds. Approocloes used in the ...........t vary from ~mple to
quite comprehensive. Neff and Sauer (1996) assessed ecological risks associaled with
polycyclic aromaric hydrocarbon (PAH) from produced Wa1ef discharp into the Western
Gulf of Meltico.ln this assessment, concentrations of individual and total PAHs in ambient
water, sediment. and whole tissue of marine animals were compared 10 the highest no
observable effects concentrations. or threshold concentrations. The conclusion was that risk
ofhann from PAHs in the produced. water was minimal. However. the level of the minimal
risk was IlOl quantitatively defined in lem1S of, for example. the probability of cxceedance
of one in a million.
.'\ quantitalive ERA was performed to evaiUlie risks associated with produced Wiler
discharged lrom the SuofjOrd and GuIll.... f..1ds (Kmnan et aI. (996). An approach. whidl
is based on the Chemical Hazard Assessment and Risk Manapnent (CHARM. Thatcher et
aI. 1999) model. was empIoj<d in the Karman et aI. (1996) study. The CHARM (Thatcher
et al. (999) model was originally de\lcloped for ERA of discharges relalCd m offshore oil
operations in the North Sea. In this model. the ecological risk is calculated by taking the
ratio of predicted environmental concentration 10 predicted no-effcct concentration.
(PtiCll'Ntic). For <alcuilling PNtiC in w_. the NOtiC (No Observed Effect
Conccnmlion) for the most sensitive effect panmecer (e.e-. growth. reproduction) is
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eonsidmd when data are available. When tollkity daIa for several species are available.
PNE:C is defined as (Karman" aI. 1996):
PNE:C=...!i!!!.-
1CXXl/,f;
(5.1)
where GM is the geometric mean of available ECj(J values (i.e. chemical concentration
resulting in observed effects in SO% of test animals). n is the number of species for which
toxicity dala is available for a particular chemical. In the above equation. thc: coefficient of
1000 is a subjective faetor{frmc:h 1999).
Karman and Reerink (1998) proposed a dynamic assessmenl of the ccok>gkal risk. by
assuming that risks can be eSlimated from the ratio of time·integmed predicted
enyjronmenlal coo;:enb'llion (PEe) to time·adjusted predicted no effec:r. concentration
(PNEe). Wilh this modificalion. they improved the curm1t practice of using the CHARM
model by taking inlo aecounI the variabiliry of exposure concentration. However. like the
CHARM approach, Karman and Reerink (1998) used !he hazard qllOlienl approach without
making any consideration of a probabilistic ERA. A recent version of the CHARM
(ThaIcher et aI. 1999) model vaguely addresses unc:enainly associ_ed with hazard or risk
quOOenlS by ~mpIy dividing and multiplying !he caJcuIaIed~ by 3 10 define !he
lower and upper!lO% COIlIidcnce level, l<SpC<1ively.
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Unlike studies on acute effects. very limited studies have been conducted on chroftic effects
of prodoced w_ disc/larJeS. Bee...... of this. Reed (1996) SUUCS'<'I thai the focus of
future resean:h in environmental risk of produc:ed Wiler should be on pocential chronic
effects. Reed Itt al. (1996) presented a model called PROVANN for assessing poIentiai
chronic effects of produced water. The model consists of four components: a near-rteld
release model, a far-field transport model. a biological exposure model. and a
bioaccumulation and biomagnification model. PROVANN was modified inlO DREAM
(Dose ..Ialed Risk and Effec" Assessment Model) (Reed 1999). DREAM (Reed 1999)
addresses several problems in ERA. including time-space variations of discharge
concentration fields. exposure of organisms wilt! differenl behavior panems. asseumenl of
mixlure of chemicals. and asscssmenl of sub-lethal chronic effects in terms of body
burdens.
A comparative summary among diffen:ru rist assessmenl models is presented in Table S.1.
The models differ in me degree of sophistication of file modeling as well as assumplions in
characterizing exposures, effects and risks. In genenJ, however. all me models do not
specify uncertainty associated wilt! modeling. An uncertainly cvaluation of produced WalCf
discharges was pracnlCd by Meinhold et aI. (19960). They proposed an approach for the
assessment of human health risks associated wim produced water discharges to open bays
in Louisiana, U.S.A. Monte Carlo simulations were used in that approach by focusing on
the human health cffects of the two conwninants: rwtium and lead. However, unc::ertainty
associllcd with hydrodynamic modeling was not evaiUlied in that approach.
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Table S.l. Summary ofrist assessmenl models for produced wllerdisclwJes
Module CHARM PROVANN DREAM
FATES Fixed dilution faaor Mathematical equations MalhcmaticaIequalions
for contaminant fas for contaminant flIeS
EXPOSE Gross exposure Exposure from water Exposure rrom water,
estinwelhroup only. sediments, and user-
water,sedirnent Exposure to single defined food web.
and food chain. chemical.
EFFECT No effect calculation Single-component Critical body burden
critical body burden (CBB) defined for
(CBB). shon and long-Ienn
eJ.DOI~.
RISK PEClPNEC> I Risk threshold set for Risk distribuled over the
implies non BBlCBB> 1 local populations.~i"bIerisk
As discussed above. considerable effort has been devoced in the past to assess ecological
risks of produced walcr discharJes. The effort was usuaUy directed towards monitorins
wilhout specifIcally considerin, the integration between ERA and enJincering design of the
produced wiler owfaJls. Fulhermore. in the presently used approaches, the endpoint of the
assessment is not well defined. Defining assessment endpoint is critical because it is an
explicit expression of the environmental valuc to be procected.. "Ecological risk QS#mrtDII
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5.3. MetbodoIogy for ERA
The objective of ERA in this study is to evaluaEe the likelihood that adverse ecological
effects may oc::cur as a result of eApt'lMft (0 produced WIler from a designed outfall.
Guidelines for ERA are presently available but they are commonly intended for a wide
f1Ilge of environmental issues. This section considm available ERA guidelines and
applicuions such as Efroymson et ai, (1996). CCME (l996a. 19961>. 1997). and U,S, EPA
(1998), particularly those ~Ievant for produced water discharges in the marine
environment. A typical framework for ERA is presented in Figure 5.1. which consists of
two major elements: characterization of effects and characterization of exposure. II
provides a focus for conducting three phases of risk auessment, i.e. problem formulation.
anaJysis. and risk characterization. enclosed by a dart solid line in ttw figure. Adapcation
of this framework to design of produced water discharge is discussed in the: following
subsectioRs. A compilation of information relevant for ERA of produced wiler discharge is
also provided.
5.3.1. Problem rOl'llllllatloD
Problem formulation is the first step in the risk assessment framework. It provides
the foundation for the ERA processes and covers description of sources of contamination
with relevant features of the environment. identification of ecological endpoinu. summary
of thIl information in tmns of a concepwal model of the hazard posed by the contaminants
10 !he endpoint _ and analysis plans,
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Integ,"teA..Ueblelnlromll;on
E.polu,e
Anely,11
EcologlcllRuponlu
Anlly,11
Communlnllng Ruulll 10 lhe Rllk M'neger
R..'IHlle,,_IIIII1ClC_llllclllllt
IlNoltoto III"'"," plIf1ln
Figure 5.1. GeneraJ framework of ecological risk assessment (afler U.S. EPA 1998)
(rectangles designate inputs, hexagons indicate actions, and circles represent outputs)
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(i)ScMaruo(2"t'· t wi ",pm
Produced waccr is the major WasIC stream during oil production. in rerms of
volumes and amount of pollUllllts. It includes formation WIlCT, injected wiler. and any
chemical added downho'e or during the oiVwacer separation process. The quantity of
produced water from an oil field varies considerably and depends on the: characterislics of
the oil reservoir and lhe age of me field A typical variation between 2 to 150.000 bbUday
has been reported in t.he literalute for associated production rates of 40 to 24,000 bbVday
for oiUcondensate and 0.1 to 150 MMCF/day for gas (U.S. EPA 1993). Generally,
produced water can account for between 2 1098% of the extracted nuids from the reservoir
(Stephen"", 1992. Wiedeman 1996).
Following treatment at the platform. pnxb:ed waler is often discharged into the ocean.
Although it is subject to treatment beiore discharge. produced waler effluent commonly
still contains toll.ic chemicals. The composition of the effluent varies from place 10 place
and includes variOlJS inorganic. orpnic. and radioactive chemicals (Roe: et aI. 1996.
Stephenson 1992). Tables S.2 and 5.3 show chemical concentrations in produced water
compiled from different regions as well as a summary of the range of chemical
concentration in produced water worldwide. These chemicals have been identified to be of
potential ecological concern for ecological risks and have been subject to many
environmental studies, e.g. Frost e:t al. (1998). Neff (1997). and Roe: et aI. (1996).
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Figure 5.2. Typical chemical concenlraclon in produced water from differenl regions
(in fJ.&fL or otherwise stDted. dIIla compiled from Roc et al. (1996), Smilh et a!. (1996), Stephenson (1992»
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Tab&e S.3. Range of concentration oforzanic chemicals and metals
in produced waterwoddwide (after Neff 1997)
_or
Concentnllion (ulUl)
To<aI Olpnic Carbon :s: 100 10 2.100.000
TOiaI Satural<d Hydrocarbons 17.000'030.000
Total Benzene. Toluene. Ethylbenzenc:. Xylenes (BTEX) 6810 578.000
To<aI Pol}C}Clic Aromatic Hydrocarbons (PAHs) 80 to 3.000
Soerancsffri_ 140 to l7S
Ketones 1.000 10 2.000
Phenols 600 10 21.500
Oopnic Acids s 1.0 10 10.000.000
Sulfales :s: 1.000 to 8.000.00l
Anenic 0.00410320
Barium :s: 1.0 10 2.00l.ooo
Cadmium O.OOOS 10 490
Chromium :s:0.()0110 390
Copper s 0.00110 SS.OOO
Ltad :s; 0.00110 18.00l
Mert:ury :s: 0.0011033
Nickel :s: 0.0110 1.674
Zinc 0.005 10 150.000
Neff (997) discusses in detail Itle environmenlal hazard of these conlaminanlS in the
marine environment worldwide. based on a chemical specific basis. Table SA pro'Vides an
example of en'Vironmenlal hazards associated wilh specific chemicals. A whole effluent
IOxicity e'Valuation has also been reponed for produced water. For example, typical
produced w_ from Nonh Sea platforms has been associ_ with ecoIoaical impactS.
alp: (based on ""<><lay e'poswel of 45 '0 535 mill (Btaldehaug et aI. 1992). Lethal
concentrarion wilh SO% mortality based on one~y expos&lft: (l.C50) was 100 mUlto the
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oopepod CIlIaNu /i-moicw (SommeTviIi. et al. 1987). For fish. l!le lowest value
n:gisterM of LC50 is for guppy. Po«Uia mivtdata. II a value of 7.>423 mVl <Jacobs and
Manjuenie 1991).
Table 5.4. Environmenlal hazards associalCd with spec;fic chemicals
(dala from MiddledilCh 1984)
SubswIo;. Conr:entralion(DDm) SubielhlleffClCt
Cd 0.01 Copcpod...wioo ...weed
0.028-0.11 HydroOl arowth .... _
O.OS Decapod Iar....1developmeN rewdc:d
0.078 Scallop JrOWlh ratt: reduced
0.1 Pdyc_~_
0.S6-~5 Pdyc_~"'I'I"CS"'!
0.1. SlwUrc>gillsbll<_
>2·10 rahhaldlr'Medern:ased
100 FIIlIdIct crab rep:acntion retarded
C,(Vl) 0.03-0.1 Pdychoele Ifla..... MJ>;(ed
O.OS.Q.I Pdychoele""'-"''''I'I''CS'''!
0.1 PdychoeIe.....-... halraI
C. O.OI..().4 1'IIylopIonIoaoarowth .... .educed
O.Ol.o.0l3 H~powth_
O.OI2'().OS AlpIpowth.educed
O.02.Q.OS l>mo/IqeIloIepowth.educed
0.04 S~arowth .... _
0.1.Q.25 PdychoeIe.....-...~
0.1 8amIc~IaMC~.m"""
0.25 ClaminhalanisipllonC<ftI'ICU
Pb 0.2·5 Pdy,haete~_sed
I.Q.IO FlShhalchralCdecrc:lscd
I!& O.OOl6-0.00L7 H~ arowth ;,w1lUed
0.01 Phytoplalliaan powth .... .educed
O.OS.Q.I Pdyc-"'I'fOCIvctioo"'l'l"CS"'!
O.I.Q.S C..b~_
Za o.J2.Q.S6 IPoh<_
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Once produced water is discharged into the ocean. it mixes with the ambient seawaIeT and
its concentration decTeases. Characteristics of the ambient water and the effluent vary
considerably from place to place as discussed in the previous chapter. For example. the
density of produced water from different oil production fields typically varies from m to
1088 kglm' (1lransrna and Smilh 1996; U.S. EPA 19961». Considering the density
diffetenee between effluent and ambient seawater. some produced willer discharges result
in a posilive buoyant plume that comes up to the sea surface, while others produce a
negative buoyant plume that sinks deep into the water. Variation in density stralificalion of
ambient walei' makes the environmental effects assessment~ complex. in lenn of which
ecological entities are exposed to the produced water discharges.
(8) S....!!..., ...........
Assessment endpoints are selected to provide an explicit expression of the
environment value to be pnJIeCIed.. The selection is based on ecological relevance.
susceptibility to known potential suesson (pollutants) and relevance co management goals.
Ecologically relevant endpoints reflect important chantcteristics of the system and are
functionally reilled to other endpoints (U.S. EPA 1998). These endpoints may be identified
at any level of OIJanization. e.g., individual. popuJation. community and ecosystem, as
discussed in a subsequent phase. i.e. characlerization of effects.
The relevance of an endpoint in the assessmenl can be reilled to appropriateness of scale.
An endpoint has appropr1l1e scaJe for a site if toxic effects on the site could have a
sipificanl effect on the endpoint. Forexampie. a siae under assessment supports only a few
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particular fish. which forms a very small hction of the biologjcal popuJalion to which they
belong. In this case. individual fish or this kind have an appropriale scaJc. but the fish
population does not. Ecological~ are considered susceptible when they are
sensitive to the stressor to which they are exposed. Sensitivity refers to how readily a
particular SlJ'esSOr affects entities. It is related to the mode action of the stressor and is also
influenced by life history characteristics. Measures of sensitivity may include monaIity,
growth. or adverse reproductive effects from exposure to the stressor.
As discussed earlier. the inleraCtion between the effluent and the ambient seawater
determines which ecological entities may be potentially exposed to the contaminants from
the effluent plume. Considerins variation in the characteristics of produced waler and
ambient water to which produced waler is discharged. selection or an endpoint is site
specific. Typically. effects on survival and growth of pelagic (e.g. fish) and bcrKhic (e.g.
scallop) species are considered to be an appropriale assessment endpoint. This is because of
their ecologjcaJ and societal importanee and their suscepc.ibiJit)'. and because of availability
of daIa on those endpci... rq>cXtcd flOOl Iabonlory experiments (U.S. EPA 1993). The
ecological sipificance is due to the fact that much of the energy flow passes lhroush Ibese
species; the soc:ietal imponance comes from economic (e.g. fishery) activities. Pelagic and
benthic species are sensitive to a variety or contaminants contained in produced water as
rq>cXtcd by Neff (I997~
Assessmenl endpoints are CJ.pltcit expressions of the actual environmenlal value that is to
be proIeC1Cd. Measurement endpoints have 10 be defined to enable estimation of changes in
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the: ISSC5Sment endpoin15. Measumncnt endpoints are thus measurable responses 10
stressors dw can be correlaaed with the assessment endpoints. Typically, they can be a
kthal concentration of S(tll, of the species (LC50). or a No-obsc:rved effect c:oncentntion
(NOEC).
(Ill) CoamPt!!!!l .....
A conceptual model in the problem formulation is 10 identify relationships between
ecological entities and sttessors. The major emphasis is the: development of a series of
hypotheses regarding how produced water might affect exposed ecosystems. Under the
conceptual model. a wide range of hypotheses about the effects of produced waaer on a
marine ecosystem couJd be consideted. including interactions with abiotic environment and
impactS on ecosyslCm structure and function. Which hypothesis needs 10 be evalualed
during the discharge design may depend on specifIC problems under investigation. Typical
hypotheses which can be considered in the assessment might be dw "produced WIle1' may
cause adverse effects on survival and growth of fish and shrimp species. If exposura are
long, and the periods between exposures are short enough. a significant number of species
may be blled." These hypotheses can be tested during the analysis by assessing exposures
and effects based on laboratory or fteld data, or modeling. as discussed in the following
subsections.
(wi M!!!!!u!!!IlI
An analysis plan includes a delincalion of &he assessment design. data needs.
measures, Jnd meIhods for conducting tbc: analysis phases of tbc: risk assessmenl k c:aa be
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viewed as an assessment checkpoint to ensure thIl the analyses will provide informacion
useable for decision making. When ecoIogjcal risk assessment is performed during design
of produced water discharges. the interest is not only on the quantification of pocelllial
ecological risks, bul also on comparali...e e...aluation of diffmnt design sc:enarions. During
design, Klual information rele...anl to the case under assessment is usually limited. or e...en
DOl a...ailable. For example. no infonnation is known about the quanrily and qualilY of
produced water during design of the facility, until it is -=tuaIly produced in the field.
Therefore. auumpc..ions or methods of obtaining such information need to be carefully
considered. Typically the information can be obtained from sites that.e assumed lO ha...e
similar characleristics 00 those of the case under c:onsidmtion.
The analysis plan also includes the analytical methods planned and the nalure of the risk
char1cceriz.ation options and considerations to be aener*d. e.g.. quotients. narrative
discussion. stressor-response curve with probabilities. In the design stllC. a quantitative
expression of risk is preferable as it is easier to corDpIl'C: uoong different design alremati...es
in terms ofecokJgic:a1 risks usociaaed with such desips.
5.3.2. ADalysls phase
The analysis phase co...ers the two primary components of rist assessment
charactcriz.aljon of exposures and chmc1erizalion of effects. The analysis connects
~ formu1ali... Mill risk_. The ..........", cndpoinlS and concepwaI
mode~ developed during~ fortllU1abon provide Illc focus and _ for Illc
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analysis. Uncertainty is considered throughout the analysis phase. The objective is to
describe, and where possible quantify, the knowns and unknowns about exposures and
effects.
(I) Chans1sriptioaol_m
Chanclerizing exposure describes the potential or actual contact of strtssors with
endpoint biota. It is based on the measures of exposure and the ecosystem., and also on
ctwac1eristics of the endpoints. h analyzes sources of pollution, disuibution of
conraminants, and modes of contact between stresson and endpoinu. In this stage, the
focus is directed at the identification of pollutant sources, the exposure pathway, and the
intensily and distribution of stressors.
Chemical contaminanlS may come inlO a marine environment from many dirrerr;nl sources,
including produced water, sewage, drilling mud and so on. However. assessing potential
ecological risk associalCd wilh I scenario of produced wiler discharge may focus on a
single type of source, i.e. the produced water outfall itself. Produced Wiler discharged from
the oudaIl may consiSi of formation water, injecled water, and any chemical added
downhole or during the oiVwalCr separation processes. Typically, the source of the
discharge can be associaced wilh well and deck. drainage-based effluent as shown
sehe_cally in Fil'""' S.2 (modified from U.S. EPA 1993). Table S.S show. typical now
..... of procIuc<d warer from oil production platforms. The !able indic.... thal the flow ....
of produced warer is substlntial wilh a waler-to-oil ralio ranging from 0.1 to more than 12.
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Figure S.2. Typical produced WaleI'treaunent system
The second objective in the clwx1eriz.alion of exposul'C is co describe the expDS'ft:
palhway and thus the contKt between sacssor and receptor. Suessor disuibulion in the
environment is examined by evahllling palhways from sources. Ecological entities in the
wacer column may be most affected by the effluent plume when the inltl'aCtion between the
effiuent and the ambient seawater results in a positive buoyant plume. On the other hand, a
negative buoyant plume may pose higher risk to biOla living at the sediment. For shallow
discharges, both pelagic (waaer column) and benthic (sediment) community might be
exposed at a comparable inlCRSity. In the case of deep and strIIified density or ambient
wiler, the effiuent plume may be tr1ppCd. at a Walei'" depth and animals living at this dep(h
may be exposed ~pUfi<aoOy.
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TableSS. Produced .._in oil and gas production (dala from U.s. EPA 1993)
No Cocnpony OiJorcoadeftsale Gas
_w....
W~loOiI
(bbIIdaV) (MMCF/dav) (bbIIda) ...."
1 Canoco 76.6 IS2 62.0 0.8
2 Mobil 807.0 13.1 2005.0 2.5
3 Conoco 890.0 3.4 2817.0 3.2
4 SheJi ~.O 14.0 1298.0 1.4
, Gulf 228.0 13.8 495.0 22
6 SheJi 39>.0 38.0 634.0 1.6
7 Enoo 250.0 02 625.0 2.5
8
-
1200.0 150.0 500-2000 0.42·1.67
9 SlleJi 7SO.0 45.0 1200.0 1.6
10 Mobil 3500.0 '.0 2000.0 0.6
11 SheJi 21500.0 63.0 97)].0 OS
12 Canoco ISOI.O 02 3'0.0 02
13 SheJi 2000.0 30.0 22000.0 11.0
14 Gulf 40.0 6.0 2.0 0.1
IS PIocid 1500.0 100.0 1470.0 1.0
16 Chevron SOl.O 1.2 4610.0 9.2
17 Chevron 2815.0 '.0 12S00.0 4.3
18
"""""
3000.0 7.0 8OO·UO) 0.21·0.3]
19 Gulf 2800.0 10.0 10720 0.4
20 Shell la79C.O 11.7 6S9O.0 0.6
21 Tex"" m.o 28 11023.0 126
22 Gulf 6000.0 18.0 8400.0 1.4
23
"""""
2244.0 10.7 ISl:m.O 6.7
24 Canoco 745.0 23 1578.0 21
2S Canoco '713.0 IS.' 10721.0 20
26 TeXICO '>4.0 0.1 3796.0 6.9
27 Shell 2091.0 12.1 7S32 3.6
28 Shell 1800.0 1.3 JIOO.O 1.7
29 Sllell 24000.0 40.0 ISOOXl.O 6.3
30 Shell 5000.0 8.0 3000.0 0.6
"The walltr-co-oil ratio has • meaD. mediaA. rrUiJD.unand mWmwn of 3.s. 1.7.0.1
and 12.6. resptCtively. Tm:sugesrs tbatbc ra ofthe produced..., is gmmIly
verysipificuL
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In general. pelagic fish art: e~posc:d primarily lO conwninants in water. whereas benthic
organisms are e~poscd lO those in WalC'r and scdimmu (i.e. pore Wiler in the: sediments).
Those benthic organisms thai live on rocks and organic debris are primarily e~posed to
contaminants in water. Total concentrations may be used as consen'ative estimates of the
e~posure concentration (Efroymson et aI. 1996). Alternatively, it is typically assumed that
aquatic biota are e~posed to the dissolved fraction of the chemicals in wiler because that is
the bioavailab&e fonn. A leaching flClor (I..F) is usually used to conven concentration of a
chemical from toW concentrIIions inlo dissolved fractions (e.g. Meinhold eI al. 1996a, US.
EPA 1_).
Contact between conlaminant and ecological entities may be quantified as the amount of
the chemical ingesled. inhaled. or maacrial applied to the skin. Some SIreSSOrS must not
only be contacted but also musr: be internally adsorbed to be able to result in effects. In thai
case uptake is evalualed by considering the amount of stressor incemally adsorbed by an
organism. For aqualic: systemS. orpnisms are conlinuously e~poscd to dissolved
contaminants in the WalCt' col.wm (CCME (997). "l'hmfore. in ilS simpaest fonn. contact
may be qualified as an environmenlal concenttalon. wuming that contaminants are well
mixed or that ~iSrM move randomly through the medium (U.S. EPA 1998). In the
absence of compl... _Icelge about the COlllaCt. the _h (U.S. EPA 1998) may be
empfoyed for a conservative assessment
The dUrd objective of exposure analysis is 10 describe the distribution of sttesscn in the
environment. Ecosystem chlnctcristic:s influence the trIrtSpOrt of all types of SbeSSOB; the
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challenge is to determine the particular aspec15 of the CCOS)'SICfD that are most important In
the marine environmenl water moves very rapidly and it is therefore likely to be more
variable in time than in space. Efroymson et aI. (1996) suggest that the mean water
concentralion in a sub-region is an appropriate estimate of chronic uposures experienced
by fishes. and the upper 95% confidence limil on the mean concentration is an
appropriately conservative estimate or this exposure. Unlike WMer. sedirnmt is likely to be
more variable in space than in time due to its relative immobility. The organisms living at
sediments are also TClativdy immobile. and it is lherefore more appropriate to use the
median sediment concenlration as a centra.I tendency of the conwninant data than
averaging their exposures to sediment over space or time (Ef'roymson et aI. 1996).
Funhermore. Efroymson et aI. (1996) suggest that an approprialC conservative estimate of
this exposure is the maximum concentration.
The final product of exposure analysis is an exposure profile. which can be combined with
effect assessment to characlerize ecological risk.. A typical exposure profile may be in terms
of disuibution ofeffluent concentntion at particular organism habitats. following discharge
from a produced WalCr oulfall. The analysis should take impact of uncertainty on exposure
estimates into consideration. for example using methods described in Chapter Four. In
general. the disuibution or contaminants may be: assessed by means of fteld monitoring or
modeling. or a combination of the two. Models are very important if a quantitative
TCiationship between sources and stressors is desired. In the case of design of the discharge.
the modeling approach is the only means possible to estitDllc the distribution of
conlaminants. Hydrodynamic modeling to cstimIIe the disttibution of the coataminant
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concentrations is required in ttUs step of ecological risk assessment 0l.apIers Three and
Four provide a methodology for modeling the concentration distribution using delmninistic
and probabilistic approaches. This study uses lhis methodology to clwactcTize the
contaminant distributions.
(0) C!w!s!v!plIon of"""" sir....
Characterization of ecological effects includes describing the effects elicited by a
strcSSOf(s), liking the effects to the assessment endpoints, and evaluating how they change
with varying stressor level. In general, ecological effects of produc:ed water may be
categorized as acute and chronK: effects. AcuIe means I stimulus severe enough 10 rapidly
induce an effect usually measured in terms of lethality. In aquatic s)'SIems, an effect
observed in 96 hours or less is considered acute (U.s. EPA 1990. On the other hand, I
chronic effect or so-calk:d ..lottg-term eJJ«f' is defined as I stimulus thai is lingering or
continues for a long time. often one..tendt of the life span or more. It depends on the life
cyde of the species. Chronic effects include growth, reduced reproduction. etc., in addition
10 ietIIaIity (US. EPA 1991).
Many investigatOrS, e.g. Frost et aI. (1998), have reviewed vlrious 51udies on ecological
effects of produced Wiler. These studies show thai thcR: an: rleld variations in the lOJl.icity
of produced water. However, in general, ecological effects can be as.sociaced with the
distance from the outfall dischqc: points. Oscnberget aI. (1992) evaluarcd. infaunal density
II different distlnc:eS from produced water outfall by surveying infauna II a tola1 of 20 sites
along. gncUen'_ and~ of the oudaD. In 0saIbcrg .. aI. (l992~ oopnisms
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were picked from the sediments. counted and idtnbfted according to broad taxonomic
Calegories. There was evidence that infaunal densities were strongly associated with
distance from the outfall. They also found that mussels near the produced Wiler outfall
tended to grow more slowly than those far from the: outfall. Tissue production for mussel
W~ also comlated with the diSW1Ce from the oudall. Sites farthest from the outfall had
production about two 10 three times greater than those near the outfall.
Ecological effects may be~ at individual level. e.g. growth of species, or at
population level, e.g. population density. Frost et aI. (1998) summarize responses and
eff«ts at different level of the: ecosystem as shown in Table 5.6. Measum; of effects are
required to define their swe of changes associated with the discharge. As data gaps
between the assessment endpoints and measures of effects are usually encountered due to
limited resources or a practical means to acquire more dala. extrapolations may be the only
way to bridge the gaps (U.s. EPA 1998). Extnpolabon may be between taxa (e.g. among
diff...nt kinds of shrimp), betwml responses (e.g. mortality to~~ from
Iabcnlory to field, between geographic areas. and from dala coIlcctcd ova' a short time
frame to longer·tenn effects (U.S. EPA 1998).
The CCME (1997) provides examples of the exuapolalion. such as the earthwonn IcSI,
which rqwcsents soil invencbrales and the rainbow troul, which represents frcshWaICT fish.
Following the CCME (1997) and U.S. EPA (1998) approoch of extnpolalion, and laking
survival and IfOWth or full and shrimp as Iypical asscssmc:nt endpoints for produced wa1et
discharJe in the mmnc: environment. toxicity infonation IhaI is available for the
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Sheepshead minnow. Cyprinodon WJriegahU, and the Mysid shrimp. Mysidopsis bahia.
may be used as measures of effects. Mcasmement endpoints may then be defined by. for
example. LC50 or NOEC of these species. Table S.7 shows typical results of toxicity tests
associaled with producut waler.
Table 5.6. Responses and cffcclS at Del.I level at differenllevcls oCme ecosystem
(ahet Frost Cl aI. 1998)
Level Types of response
Biochemical level lmpainncnt of melabolic pathways
Detoxification
Effecu at next level
Disruption in cncI'JCocs
Reduction in energy stores
Adaptation oforpnism
Organism
ommuniry
~icchanses
Behavioral changes
IDcreascd iDCidmc:e of disease
Reduction ia growth and n:pnxb.Ictioa
AdjllSlmCnCSmmefuftcti08s
Disc:asedefenc:e
ChIa... inJlOl"'bOon......,.,.
........... ofpoplllolioos 10 .....
Chaaacs in spccic:s composition
R<duced ""'Il' flow
_,...,.adaptation
Reduction in perfonnancc: of
p:lIlUJations
Effeeu 011 COCllistinl twpnisms
and communiI)'
DetericnIion of community
R<duced secondary production
No change in community stability
As chemical composition of the produced water is diffemll from case to case, then: is
concern if tDxicily tests from one site might be applicable to another site. It might be
applicable if it is assumed tIw the produced Wiler from die two sites have similar toxicity
chlnCteristics. A typical SlUdy on toxicity evaluation from ditremu plMforms wilh various
disdlarJo and sampling times (Moffin Cl aI. 1992) round no ~gnific:ant
diffem.ces obs<ned _ taUI1S hom ......... collected It diff time periods
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or from different offshore platforms with varied. discharges rates or between any
combinarions. A typical compilation of loxicity information associated with 96-hour 1£50
of mysid shrimp is shown in Table 5.8.
Table 5.7. ToxicilY of produced watcr from differenl plarfonns at Gulfof Mexico
(concentration in % cfflucnl. data from Moffin et al. 1992)
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Table 5.8. Compilation of toxicity of produced water on Mysid Shrimp (units in ClI efnuent)
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this lab&e for visualc~ purposes.
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Characterization of effeclS can also be more detailed by presenting the entire relationship
between concentration and one or more responses. In lhat way, a broad range of effect.
magnitudes. e.g. LC.o. LCzs, LCso. LC" etc.• is related to different levels of stressor
concentrations. Figure 5.3 shows a typical dose-response relationship for toxicity of
produced water on Mysid shrimp and Sheepshead minnow. Beside whole effluent-based
effects, chemical specific effeclS may also be considered (Middleditch 1984. Neff 1997).
As shown in Table 5.4 above. sublethal effects of several metals associated with produced
waters are observed
100 ..-------,-----.====----..
!:1
I'" 1~ :I--'----------.-~
,.8 12 16 20"""'"'*''''('1<0__
Figure 5.3. Typical dose-response relationship of produced water toxicity
(data from MoffiA et aI. 1992)
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Characterization of effects is to some Clttent subject to uncertainty because of the difficulty
in obWning complete infonnation required in the analysis of effects. For example.
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modifying factors. which ~ any characteristics of an organism or the surrounding wiler
affecting toxicity, can contribute to uncertainty by eilhcr i~ng or decreasing the
conccntmion or a contaminant n:quired to produce a biological~ or effect. Another
source of uncertainly is the extrapOlation in modeling discussed previously. Models have
been developed for extrapolating among taxa. endpoints. and labontory and field data with
some degrees of uncertainty (CCME 1997). Usc of the models is the only way possible for
conducting ERA, particularly in predictive risk analysis like in this study.
5.3.3. RIsk cbanlderlzallon
Risk characterization is the final step in ERA and is the combination of problem
formulation and analysis of cstimaled adverse effects associMCd with assessmenl endpoints.
Risk. characterization clariflCS the relationships between the smssors (i.e. produced Wiler or
associated f:Ofttaminants) and effec:ts on endpoints 10 reach the conclusions (i.e. estimalCd.
magnitude and probability of the effects). It combines the results of characterization of
exposure. which cstirrwcs the concentrations of contaminants in the environment. and
characterization of effects. which estimates the effects associated with various
concentrations. The risk estimate in the context of me significance of adverse effects is
described, and uncertainities and assumptions in the risk assessmcnl are discussed. The
conclusions explained in the risk characterization should provide information for
environmental decision making (CCME 1996b, U.S. EPA 1998).
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Ecological risks may be described qualitatively or quantitatively. Qualitative
methods do not quantify the magnitude or probability of effecu, and in many cases. depend
on professional judgement Qualitative methods are usually used as I preliminary means of
identifying problems of concern (CCME 1996b). The CCME (l996b) provides examples of
methods in use. In I produced water study, I qualitative method was used by Neff and
Sauer (1996) to study ecological risks associated with polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbon
(PAH) by comparing concentrations of individual and total PAHs in ambient waler,
sediment. and whole tissue of marine animals to published concentrations in these media
equivalent to the highest no observable effecu concentr:llions, or threshold concentrations.
Since the magnitude or probability of effecu are not quantirlCd in the qualitative approach.
it is not readily appIicabac 10 enJincering design for providing relative merits of different
design scmarios of I produced Wiler outfall. In this case. I quantitative approach is
requimt. Basically. there are two methods of quantitative approach: qUOlient methods and
continuous exposure-response methods (CCME 1996b; U.S. EPA 1998). Quotient methods
require input of benchmark conccntnllion (BC) and exposusc concentration (EC), and may
be expressed as:
QuoMu=§EBe (5.2)
The quotient meIbod identifies the prCSCDCC of potential risk by. for exampk. defining I
quocienllcss lban one 10 indicale kJw or extremely low risk or probability of effects and a
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quotient equ.alco or more than one co indicale potential risk or effects. There .-e several
types of quotient methods. The: first. simptesc, type is a defenninistic quotient meIhod.
which charalcrizes relative risks by comparing poinl estimaaes of EC (e.g. mean
concentration) to point estimares of Be (e.g. NOEC). This method has been adopted for
produced w_ discharaes••.g.. !he CHARM (Thalcher et at. 1999) and !he PROVANN
(Reed et aI. 1996) models. Being based on the deterministic method. uncertainty associaled
with ecological risks - or in this case hazard quotients - is left unevaluated. Furthermore.
Thatcher et a1. (1999) acknowledged the uncenainty in the CHARM model, bul it is
vaauely addressed by simply dividing and multiplying the calculated hazard or risk quotient
by 3 to define the tower and upper 90% confidence levels, respectively.
The second type of quotient melhod is a probabilistic approch. in which uncertainty is
evaluated in the analysis. Figure S.4 shows degrees of qu.mtirtcalion of urartainty for
quotient risk characterization methods (CCME 1999b. U.s. EPA 1998). As seen in this
figure. the analysis may consider uncertainty by defining probabilily diSlributions in Be or
EC Of bocll (CCME 1996b).
Another vmion of the quotient meIhod has also been used in other fields or ERA by using
different values of Bes associa!ed with species representing the community under
assessment. Lcnwood et at. (1998) assessed ecologiuJ risks associaled with metal
contamination in the surface Walen of the Chesapeake Bay Waamhed. They compared the
probability dislributions of environmenlal. exposure eoncenualions with probabilily
dislribulions of species ned from IabonIcry studies. The objecti.. of
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the analysis was to protect at least 90% of the species 90% of the time. They repeated this
exercise for both chronic and acute data separately. Risk was defined on the basis of
exceedence of me 90'" percentile ofexposure to the lowest let" percentile of response value
(to protect 90% of the organisms 90% of the time). The U.S. EPA (1998) provides an
illustration of this approach. This approach can be shown graphically in Figures 5.5.
,BC
1---+
I
, I
, ,
Concentl8b
Figure 5.4. Degrees ofqu:ntific3tion of unceruinty in risk ch=cteriZ3tion
(Curves show probability diSlriblltiOll and strai..mow. show point estimale)
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Figure 5.5. Typical risk estimation teehntque relatinc stressor·~ curve
with a cumu1l1ive disuibution of e~posurt
(comparison orgoa pen::entite exposure with ECso)
The second type of quantitative approach is continuous exposure-raponse methods. Unlike
quotient methods. they do not rely on single SC, e,g. EC:so. bul use the entire relationship
between concentntion and one or more responses (CCME 1996b). Thus. a broad range of
effect mqni~s. e.l. EelOo EelS. EC5O, EC1S etc., is considered in chancterizing risk. The
continuous Cll.posure-response methods are particularly useful when the risk assessment
outcome is not based on exceedanc::e of a predetermined decision rule like a loxitity
beelunartr. level (U.S. EPA 1998). Comparinc a strCSSONCsponse curve with an exposure
distribution (Fipre 5.5) can inctQSC the: apability of estimllinl changes in the magnitude
and likelihood of effects for different Cl.postft sc:eaarios (U.s. EPA 1998).
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Many choices of approaches and methods are available to characterize ecological risks. For
the case of produced water discharge. particul.-ty in design of an outfall. a quantitative
approach is requiml for doin& ERA !be complexity of the methods that can be employed
depends on the availability of the required dab.. !be information compiled in this study
indicaICS that both methods of quantitative approach. i.e. qlKlCienc methods and continuous
exposure-response methods. may be employed depending on the details of the assessment
rtquiml. An example of application of these methods is presented in Chapter Six.
fli) Dsdp willi efIIumt sopIIipig • mixture 01 dmtse..
Another issue that is relevant for discu.uion is how to deal with effluent consisting
of multiple chemicals or mixtures. This is particularly important because produced water
contains various chemicals as shown previousJy in Table 5.2. making the chancteriUlion
of effects very complex. &ch chemical in produced WMel' might be :wocialed with
different degrees of effects. Developing models addrcssinz multiple chtmic:aJs is
theoretically possible but might be technically diffICUlt in practice: (CCME 1997). In this
situation. there are CWo approKhes to characterizing ecological effects: chemical specific
and whole effloent toxicity approaches (U.S. EPA 1991). In the chemical specific toxicity
approach. each chemical component is evaluated based on its dose-response relationships.
The whole effluent toxicity approach considm the effluent as "one entity" thac has a
specific: dose-response relationship. Evaluating the potential toxicity of the effluent does
not necessarily evalUllc all chcrnicaIs contained in the produced water.
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Each of the approaches has its own advantages and limitations. Conducting a chemical
specific study is sound in terms of identifying cause-and-tffect relationship. However. it is
difficult to identify which chemicals contribute more to the toxicity of produced water.
Frost et al. (1998) summarize toxicity studies indicating that the major contributors 10 the
acute toxicity in produced water might be associated with the aromatic and phenol
fractions. Polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PARs) may lead 10 cancer in fish. while
alkylated phenols are potential endocrine disrupters. In another case. metal. particularly In.
was considered relatively important so that produced Wafer containing relatively high Zn
was more toxic than thai: with low Zn (Stromgren eI al, 1995), Furthermore. Sauer et aI.
(1997) argue that for most produced water samples. toxicity to anyone fraction represented
only part of the toxicity of the whole sample,
This complexity poses difficulty in conducting ~ctive risk assessment of produced
water discharge: on the basis of a chemical specific approach. Nevertheless, Neff and Sauer
(19%) conducted qualitative ecological risk assessment for produced water by using a
specific chemical approach. in which risks associated with individual and total PAHs are
studied. Quantitative ERA also commonly employ a chemical-specific approach in risk
characterization, and defines total risk by summing up all elemental risk associated with
each chemical. The problem in this approach is that it is difficult 10 be sure how the
resultant toxicity may be influenced by the combination of the different chemicals. The
overall effluent toxicity could be equal to the sum of each chemical's toxicity (additivity).
less than the sum (antasonism), or greater than the sum (synergism).
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Unlike the chemical speciflc approICh. the whote effluent toxicit)' approach docs not
~uire assumptions reprdins the resultant toxicity because the toxicilY tests~ conducu:d
in terms ofthc whole effluent Wiler quality associlled with wa5Cewaler discharge can also
be evalualed using the whole effluent toxicity approach. The U.S. EPA (1991) provides
examples on the use of water quality standards. whicfl are specified in terms of who5e
erfluent toxicity. For the case of produced water, many toxicity studies are condue:ted using
the whole effluenl approach. for example. Brcndehaug et aI. (1992) and Moffin et al.
(992). In this approach. resullS of the toxicity test may be used for further anaJysis of
ERA. Concern in doing risk characterization on the basis of the whole effluent approach
arises because the toxicity test in this approach is performed on the effluent before it is
discharged, while when discharging it in the ambienl wuer. the effluent composition may
change. and individual substances may partition according to their physico<henticaJ
propmies(1'holcheretll.I999).
Because of this. many studies used a chemical-specific basis. e.g. CHARM (ThaICher et aI.
1999). However, there is inconsistency in their appro8Ch. On one: side the preference 0(
using the specific chemical approach is based on an acknowledgment that individual
substances may partition according to their physico-ehentical properties; however, when .
calculating concentration of a specific chemical at a distance from the discharge, the
composition of effluent is assumed to remain unchanged so that concentration of the:
chemical can be caJculated by dividing the concentration of the chemical before discharge
by the dilution faetor of the emuent (1'hoIch<r el II. 1999). The same _h of
calculaling chcmicaI concetltralion is used to estimaIe chemical concenInIions a.socillCd
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with di.sch.uge of drilling fluids (U.s. EPA 1999b). On the basis of this discussion. the
paentJy used chen\ical·spc:ciftc approach for analysis of produced water discharge is DOC
more scientifically sound than the whole effluent approach.
Use of a whole effluent approa:h may be possibte in ERA of produced water. panicularly
for design of the dischuJC facility. because it does not rcqui~ assumptions ~garding the
resultant toxicity and because many toxicity studies of produced water pnent their ~sults
in terms of whole effluent toxicity (Brendehaug ct aI. 1992; Moffitt et aI. 1992). Another
consideration in designing a discharge facility is that chemical composition of produced
WalCr is nOi known and that: a luge number of chemicals arc present in produced wiler with
a great variability in quality and quantily among produced waccrs from different fields. In
this situation. chemical spcciftc analysis is seriously subject to uncertainly.
Similar uncertainty is also faced when doing whote effluent analysis because of vuiability
of lOxicity data among produced wiler from diffcmll oil production fields. However.
problems associated with variability of such loxicity data as paented in Table 5.8. may be
handled by using a probabilistic approach. It is found in this study that toxicily dala shown
in Table 5.8. was lognormall)' distribulcd. This is graphically shown in Figure 5.6. Until a
better and more scientifICally sound method is available, the spcciflC-chemical and whole
effluent approaches may be employed depending on their suitability to the case under
consider1l:ion.e.g.availabililyofdala.
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Figure 5.6. I..og-normal probability plot of Mysid shrimp LCso (95% CI is also shown)
In general, there are sc:VCTaI sources of uncertainty, including inherent variability,
parvncter uncatainty and model errors (CCME 1997). InhcTtnt variability may be
associaaed with the natural variability such as variability in ambient water characteristics
possibly affecting different bioloPcal responses for a given discharge of produced waters.
Parameter uncenainty may be associated with estimation of paramclCrS such as chronic
benchmark concenuation from LC50S. Model uncenaincy may include uncenainty
associated with using a few variables lO model many complex phenomena, or using
inappropriaae boundaries 10 define the system under investigation, or employing
assumptions 10 simplify the analysis. An example of Ibis is the use of the rist assessmenl
approach by employing an 1£50 derived from a 96-hout laboralory test using constanl
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exposwe levels, which may not be the most appropriate for an assessment of effects on
reproduction resulting from short-tenn, pulse exposures (U.S. EPA 1998).
The relative importance of these sources of uncertainty may vary among cases. Inherent
variability may be the most imponant soun::e of uncertainty for retrospective and empirical
ERA. whereas parameter uncertainty may be a more important source for predictive and
theoretical ERA (CCME 1997). Approaches to dealing with uncertainty have been
discussed in Chapter Four. The U.S. EPA (l996a) provides guidance for use of Monte
Carlo (MC) simulations for risk assessment particularly relevant to human health risk
assessment. Mukhtasor et aI. (l999a, 2001b) use MC simulations for dealing with
uncertainty in ocean outfall design and analysis. Use of MC simulations in ecological risk
assessment associated with soot deposition in the marine environment is shown in
Mukhwor et aI. (2OOOa). This method may be employed in ecological risk assessmenl of
produced water discharges, particularly in discharge design as shown in Chapter Six.
5.4. Summary
This chapter reviews cutrent approaches used for ecological risk assessment of produced
wiler discharges.· Problems associated with pmently used approaches are discussed.
Substantial efforts have been devoted in the pasl for assessing ecological risks of produced
wilier discharges. and seveml models are now available for that purpose. The effons were
however usually directed at monitoring purposes, making no consideration for the
integration between ERA and engineering design of the produced water ootfalls. In the
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presently used approaches. the endpoint of the assessment is 110I: well defined; and
uncertainly associllCd with me assessment is evaluascd only vaguely. or 001 al all.
ApproIches are identified to deal with specific problems re&evant 10 design of produced
waICT discharges in a marine environment The approaches are adapIed from the lileralUR
and consist of three phases of ERA. i.e. problem formulation. analysis and risk
characterizalion. Uncenainty associated with each phase is also identifted. Discussion of
the approaches is directed at how to adapt the state-of·an of ERA to cope with specific
problems in produced water discharges. particularly in design of ocean outfalls.
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Chapter 6
A Framework and Case Study for Ecological Risk-based
Design of a Produced Water Outfall
6.1. introduction
Ocean outfall design is a very small subset of the: engineering designs necessary to mate
the world a more environmentaJly safe place 10 live in. The main pwpose of ocean outfall
design is to optimize the milling process so that the wlSteWlIer effluent. i.e. produced
water, is mduced to a ievel that is accepcable to the environment by utilizing nMUnI
processes which are available in the ocean 10 dHule. dispcnc and assimilaIC: the wastes. A
great deal of work must be condUC1ed to properly design an ocean outfall system. The work
lies on arange from economic and ecological studies to technical evaluations. including the
seleclion of construction methods. the design parametm, the effluent dilution calculations
and the evaluation of potential environmental effects.
One of the IDOSI impoRant tasks in the design is lo milipte ~y bannful local ec:06ogicaI
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associaled with the emuenl discharge under a plrtkular design scenario. This chapIcr
provides a framework for the desip on the basis of P'fential eco&ogical risks. The
methodology of hydrodynamic modeling and ecological risk asscssmenl discussed in the
previous chapen is integralCd here in the conleXt of the design. The applicability of the
approach is presented by evaluating scenarios of produced water discharge relevant to an
offshore oil production platform localed on the Grand Banks. southeast of St. John's,
Newfoundland. Canada. Instead of offering a solution for a pa!ticu)ar problem of an
existing oil field, the emphasis of the case study is to show how a risk-based engineering
design could be potentially undertaken.
6.2. RelevlUlCe
Risk.-bascd design of ocean outfalls has.been a subject of international discussions. e.g.
Mukhwor (2000). Mukhwor" aI. (20001>. 2000::, 2OOlc), Mukhwor and Husain (1999).
The primary considemion in such a design is to ensure thai. the outfall effluent is well
assimilalCd in the ocean by maintaining the assimilative capacity of the OttaIl, Refming to
Goldberg. Wolfe (l988) defined the assimilative capacity as "a concept for ....aste
1JIQIIQg~mt1ll in which the waste i"plUs to an envirotllMlIl are balanced agairut nDllmu
environnwual processes of dilUlion. di~rsiOfl. aM degradation to mailllain the
porellliaJly IJINtfU enviroNfttnlal impacts within acceptable bounds," Thus, the
assimilative capacity of the ocean rcfJccts the extent to which the ocean can receive wastes
discharged from the outfall without unaccepIabIe implCtS such as extremes in oxygen
_deficil,_hetici_and_o'~lprohIems.
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Outfall design has traditionally been undertaken on a dctenninistic basis where worst.
normal. and best condition scenarios would be analyzed 10 ensure compliance with
regulations under aU operating conditions. However. many environmental standards
(guidelines or criteria) include probabilistic elcmcnlS and that has spuned an interest in
probabilistic design (ChrislOulas and Andreadakis 1994. Huang et al. 1996. Mukhtasor et
al. 19991). The standards applicable to the discharge are generally set in IWO ways: based
on the quality of lhe discharge (end-of-pipe approach). or based on the quality of the
ambient water. The end-of-pipe approach is applied by specifying the physical and
chemical quality of the effluent. The second approach is usually applied using the conccpt
of a mixing zone. that is an "allocated impact zone" where numeric water quality criteria
can be exceeded as long as toxic conditions are prevented (Doneker and Jirka 1990).
The end-of-pipe approach is commonly expressed in tenns of oil and grease concentrations
in lhe effluent to be discharged. Canadian guidelines (National Energy Board et al. 1996)
specify that produced water should be treated 10 reduce the concentrations of dispersed oil
to 40 mgIL or less. as averaged over a 30 day period. Similar guidelines are applied in oil
industries worldwide. but the level of concentration and frequency of monitoring may be
different from place to place. depending on the local regulatory bodies. The Norwegian
sector of the North Sea specifies the oil and grease concentralion at 42 mgIL (Ray 1996).
The maximum pennissible concentration of oil and grease in produced water discharged in
Australian marine water is in the range of 40 to SO mgIL (Neff and Sauer 1996). The United
States Environmental Protection Agency (U.S. EPA 1993) provides guidelines limiting oil
and grease 10 a 29 mgIL monthly average and a 42 mgIL daily maximum. Oil and grease
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are used as contaminant measures partly because they serve as indicators for toxic
pollutants in the effluenl, including phenol, naphthalene. ethylbenzenc. and toluene. and
partly because it is noc: technically feasible to control these toxic pollutants (U.S. EPA
1993).
The standards for the second type of approach specify the quality of ambient water being
procected. In lhis approach. the critical condition of ambient water is specified, and the oil
industries arc: required to study or monitor prior to and during the production to ensure that
the effluent discharge is in compliance with the SWIdards. The: marine water quality
standards vary in terms of "environmental protective measures" and acceptable levels of
measures. Table 6.1 shows the: variation in ambient water quality standards from several
counlries. As shown in Table 6.1. Australian and New Zealand guidelines (ANZECC and
ARMCANZ 1999) usc measures associated with toxic chemicals expressed in terms of a
procection level of (a,b%). The protection level (a,b%) is the concentration of chemical that
should not be exceeded in order to proteCt all! species with b% confidence. In a slightly
different way, the U.S. EPA (19998) uses measures of the criterion maximum concentration
(CMC), the criterion continuous concentration (CCC), and the human health criterion
(lmC). CMC is an estimate of the highest concentration of material in the surface water to
which an aquatic community can be exposed briefly without resulting in an unacceptable
effect. CCC is an estimate of the highest concentration of material in swface water to which
an aquatic community can be exposed indefinitely without resulting in an unacceptable
effect. HHC is based on an individuallife-timc cancer risk of one in one million following
consumption of organisms from the polluted. Waler. Relatively simple guidelines are found
ISO
in Canadian water quality guidelines (CCME 1999). in which a single thJeshok1
concentration is given for each of a number ofspecified toJ.ic chemicals.
Table 6.1. Ambient walei' quality standards (~I/l) from different countries
applicable to several chemicals often found in produced waters
(ANZECC and ARMCANZ 1999. CCME 1999. U.S. EPA 19990)
Australia and New Zealand Canada United States
Paran'aor 95~ 9O~ CMC CCC HIIC
As 12.5 69 36 0.14
Cd 5 12 0.12 42 9.3
Cr 10 2S 1.5 1.100 SO
C. 1.3 3 4.8 3.1
Hg 0.1 0.4 1.8 0.94 0.94
Ni 190 380 74 8.2 4.600
Pb 210 8.1
Zn 10 21 90 81 69.000
-
110 71
Toluene 215 200.000
N.Dthak2le 40 60 1.4
In addition Ie the chemical-specific based criteria discussed above. water quality SlancWds
are also availabte in terms of whole effluent 10J.icily. In this case, they are usually given in
tenns of 10J.ic units (W's). namely tOJ.ic unil acute and 10J.ic unil chronic. The U.S. EPA
(1991) defines the toxic unil acwe (TU.) as me reciprocal of the effluent concentration dw
causes 50\\ of die orpnisms 10 die by !he Clld of die acute e.posure period (i.e. 10lllLC,0);
and the 10J.ic unil cfuonjc (W.,) as the reciprocal of the effluent concentration that causes
no observable effect on the test organisms by the end of the chronic: ex.posure period (i.e.
lOOiNOEC). The use of tou units makes il easy 10 quanlify the toJ.icity of 1ft effluent and
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to specify Wiler quality criteria based upon toxicity. For exampe. an effluent that has 20
TUr is twice as roxic as lhaI: with 10 TUr (US. EPA 1991). Based on the whok: effluent
toxicity apprwch. the U.S. EPA (1991) noted thai for acute and chronic protection. the
CMC and CCC should be set at OJ TV.. and 1.0 TUr • respectively. to the most sensitive of
at least three test species (e.g. a fish. an invertebrate. and a plant).
Each of the approachc:s discussed above has advantageS and disadvantages. In the end~f·
pipe approoch, the opmI<lrS (disdlarJon) know exoetly when: they stand and sampling foc
compliance is relatively simple. However. the proIeCtion of ambient waler quality is not
explicitly considered in this approach and measures to protect the ambient Waler into which
the effluent is being discharged are missing. By adopting the end~r.pipe approach alone.
the protection of ambient water quality becomes the responsibility of the regulatory
authority. On the other hand.. if criteria or guidelines are set for ambient water. then the
responsibilily for meeting these crilCria or JUidelines rests with the dischargers. Nowadays.
thm: are cases where boIh the approaches are used prior to issuing a pennit for produced
Wiler discharges (U.S. EPA 1997).
Developmenl of water quality standards is usually based on scientific toxicity data
combined with acccplab5e riw. For example. as discussed above. the tnlC assumes that
thm: would likely be a carcinogenicity risk of no~ than one in one million with
consumption of organisms from contaminal<d Wiler (U.S. EPA 1991, 1999lI~ The
diffemx:e in chemical conccntralion IeYds specified by different regulatims rdlects a
willingness to *Xept different depIlCS of risks. As a raul.. a produced wiler d:isc:barp: thIl
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is in compliance with the standards speciftcd by one reguillory body may no( be in
compliance with those 0( others. Under this situation, environmental (ecological or human
health) risk assessment provides more direct measures of~aJ effects.
In many cases, environmental risk assessment was applied for the purposes of monitoring
or mitigating of wastewater discharges, e.g. Meinhold et aJ. (l996b. 1996c). On the other
hand. in engineering design of such a diKharge. efforts are conventionally directed at
compliance with relevant water quality standards, which. as discussed above. lUt in tum
conunonly speciftcd upon an epidemiological and ecological viewpoints. This raises the
possibilily that the design of produced wllt'r ourfalls could itself be looked at from the
point of view of the ecologica.l risks from exposure to produced w8lel'.
In addition. and of more imponance in the: near future. the approach of ecological risk·
based desip should be sufficienl to provide I guide to the relatift merits of different
designs from an ecological risk. viewpoinL It will thC'reflft pennil designen to classify
a1femative designs (e.g. dirrettnl geometries and/or diffemu locations) according to the
ecological risks, which might arise from their consuuction. and to determine the degree to
which one design is more appropriace than another. In this conte~t, there is a possibility that
the outfall design criteria themselves mighl be changed 10 reflect an awareness of
~ogicaJ risks by incorponling engineering principles and ccoloxicological studies. In
light 0( the advances of the methodology in engineering design and CCOlox.icotogical
studies, tho opprooch described in lhis c!laper provMles a means for tho _
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understanding of ecological risks associated with a potential discharge of produced water
under particular designs.
6.3. Framework
The framework of ecological risk.-based design is based on the integration of hydrodynamic
modeling and ecological risk assessment. The focus of the framework is directed at
providing design recommendations on the basis of ecological risk perspectives. The
framework consists of six steps. namely:
I. Formulate a problem of ecological risk-based design of produced water discharge;
2. Identify and evaluate preliminary design scenarios;
3. Screen the preliminary design scenarios, and if poIentiaily acceptable scenarios
are not identified in the screening. return 10 step 2:
4. Perform analysis of exposures and ecological effects associated with potentially
acceptable scenarios;
5. Characterize ecological risks associated with potentially accepuble scenarios;
6. Provide discussions and design recommendations on the basis ofecological risks.
The first step in this framework is to define a problem of ecological risk-based design of
~ waler discharge. As characteristics of produced water discharge and ambient
seawater are site-specific. the problem formulation may also be site specifIC. Once the
problem has been formulated., steps 2 and 3 are conducted co identify and screen
preliminary design scenarios. These two steps rely heavily on principles of hydrodynamic
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modeling and engineering perfomwlCC: as well as infonnation about ambient water
standards or benchmark. concenlRtions of the produced WIlC1' toxicity. The hydrodynamic
modeling is then inlqrlled with ecological risk assessment in stepS 4 and 5. The last step is
to provide discussions and design rec:ommendation. which are based on descriptions of
ecological risks and princip&es of outfall design. A more detailed description and an
example of an application of the framework is provided in the next section.
6.4. Deseriplioa or !be framework ..... cue study
A descriptton of the framework for ecological risk·based design is presented in this section
using a case study. The case study is based on infonnalion relevant to a p<MCntial discharge
of produced warcr from an offshore paarfonn. the Tern. Nova FPSO (Aoating Production
Sunse and OlDoadinll v....l. Iacal<d" 1lle Gnnd Banks. Newfoundland. Canada (P<Uo-
Canada 1996). Figure 6.1 shows the locltion map of the Tern. Nova project (modifted from
MUN 2001 and CNOPB 2(01). The FPSO vessel is locltCd about 350 Ion east·5O',lIheast of
St. 101m's. 35 Ian sou1lleast of Hibernia. • Gravity_ Stno<ture (GBS) oil produc1ion
plltform. The reason forchoosinl the Tern. Nova is d\a1 informalion n:11lcd 10 estimaleS of
the potential discharJe of produced water wert availab~ (e.g. Petro-Canada 1996). and
that. based on the development application (Peuo-Canada 1996). no similar framework
using an eco&ocica1 risk-based dcsip has been undertaken for the produced wiler' outfall.
The primary objecti.. of 1lle analysis is 10 provide an .umpIe of an appI_ of 1lle
_exit. Thus. this cumpIe mi&flt not refIc<t a<llI.Il problems of dlc opmIionaI oil
production platfonn because assumpIions were made when information was not available.
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Figure 6.1. Location map of the case study (modified from MUN 2001 and CNOPB 2001)
The produced water discharge under consideration is from the FPSO. which is a ship-
shaped vessel with integrated oil storage from which oil will be offloaded onto a shuttle
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tanker. The vessel is about 292.2 m long and 4S.s m wide. Crude oil storage capacity is
about 960.000 bomb (7.5 days _ '" peak producticn). h has • Topside Processing
Unit tJw i. designed 10 produce • muinllllft of l2S.ooo bomb per day (BPD) of stabilized
crude oil. and to treat and discharp: produced Wiler thai. is~ during the prockJction.
In a typical offshore oil production. a module or produced wiler/glycol takes up a
significant space in the mo. Table 6.2 provides typical module weights. showing that
produced water ltand1ing takes considerable attenlion on the FPSO.
Table 6.2. Module weights in the FPSO (Terra Nova Project 2<m)
Modules Weights(tonnes)
T08 RareTower 600
M09 Power Gcnm10r 1484
MOS SeponIion Low -.... COIJIIl"SSion 1790
M04 Pnlduc:ed Watm'GIl"oI 1400
M03 Sepantion High -.... ComplOSSion 2167
M02 W_lnjcction 1086
Probiem rormulation ror ecological risk assessment (ERA) has been discussed in
Section 5..3.1 (Chapter Five). Two prilnK)' objectives or the: problem ronnulation in this
[.....work call be IIighlighl«l lief.: (1) deftni"ll a problem of e<oIogical risl>-ba5<d design.
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and (2) outIimng a plan ror analyzing the prob&em. Prob'cm defimtion is a process or
develcping hypod1eses-. what ecological c1fccu might occur iF a dischal!< of produced
water is intJ'Oduced into the marine environment. This includes describing characteristics or
the discharge and ambient seawaler, and identirying potential risks to ecological resources.
A plan ror analyzing the problem includes determining methods or conducting the design
on the basis orttJe ecological risks. which will be used in the analysis.
(il I!!!dIIm c!erPd!riIllp
AI the lena Nova FPSO p1alform. the produced water !hal is sepanted from the
crude oil during the production process will be passed through a produced water treatment
system to reduce its oil COlltent to meet the guidelines (National Energy Board el al. 1996,
PelrO-Canada 1996). During the lire or the field, about 46,S x 1~ m) or produced Waler,
which contains a llWtimum or 1863 m) of oil, will be discharged. The Floating Production
Facility will be designed to treIt 18,300 m)/d (0.2118 m)/s) or produced water~
Canada 1996). The produced Wiler was estinwed to consist mostly or "'breakthrough"
injected seawater. Estimates or produced water ctwxteristics indicate that it will be
warmer and less dense than the receiving seawater and, ir discharged. would rorm a
buoyant plume.. It has been decided to enhance dispersion of the produced water by
disctlarging it 10 m or more below the sea surface (Petro-Canada 1996).
Since procb::ed water has DOt been actually generaIed fiom the Tc:m. Nova project yet. its
chemical composition is presently not Down. The previous chaplet ind:icaled Ibal the
chemical composition of die pnllb:cd w_ is sire specirlC (Chaper Five, Tallie 5.2), and
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in general includes various organic. inorpnK: and radioactive chemicals (Roe et aI. 1996.
Slephenson 1992). In the absence of site specific data, particularly during the design.
estimates may be based 011 chemical concentrations from other existing oil fields. For
example. when diSCUSSinl poICIltiai effects of produced water from the Tern Nova project.
feuo.Canada (19%) considm polycyclic aromali<: hydroartJons (PAIl) as the "most
IOxic" romponenl$ 0( produced water based on a study done in Australia. Therefore.
chemical compositions of producm Walei' in Table 5.2 (Chapcer Five) might be used as
estimates for !he case study under consideration.
(II) ,,_,..d!ml!er!I!!q
Ambient characteristics at the Terra Nova ~ (the Qnnd Banks) MYe been
described briefly when mscussing uncen.ainty measures of ambient paramctm for
probabilistic analysis of hydrodynamic modeling (ChapiCr Four). In gcneral. characteristics
of the environrncnl of the: Tern Nova project can be summarized as follows (Tern Nova
Project 2000):
• Water depth: 9S m.
• Air lCnlpet'Il1ft: ranging from·17.3 to 26.8 to-C with a mean of.5-C.
• Wind speeds: 3S kmIh on average.
• WaIcT temperature: ranging from -1.710 15.4-c.
o Fop....nal (May-July)
o Sea Ie<: ~ ia:bcrp: ......... (April-J....)
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As discussed in Chapter Four. analysis of the available data (DFO 1999) shows lhII
averaged daily data of cunent speeds and directions fit LognonnaJ and Beca disuibutions,
...pcctively (Chapter Four. Table 4.2~ As for tide dala. PeIJo.Canada (1996) rq>or1Cd Ihal
tide in the area had a typical range of about 1 meach day, with a muimum tidal amplitude
above mean wiler level of about 0.53 m and a minimum below mean waler level of ~.51
m. Seasonal variation is observed for temperature and density of the water. The venica!
profiles show that the water column is a ~Iayer system over most of the year, excepl in
winter when the water coIwnn is uniformly cold. The upper portion of the water column is
most stratified in August. when the thickness of1he upper mixed layer is about 15 m deep.
(iii) P!rtn!!" scMcigI rtIb
Despite the possibility thai some pIN of the chemicals in the effluent. particularly
heavy meWs. might Je-.=h, it is estiT1\lled that the proOJccd water distributes mainly into
the upper pan of the water column since the density of produced waler from the Tma Nova
project is expected to be Jess than that of ambient wiler. Once it is in the seawater,
ecok>gicaI entities. particuJarty those in the water column in the vicinity of the discharJc art:
potentially exposed to produced water. wttich is toxic; or contains tOJ.ic chemicals. As
discussed in the previous chapter, produced water tlas been associated with a number of
ecological problems. Examples of the problems include inhibition of growth and survival of
fish, shrimp. alg.. and mussel (Bmldehaug " aI. 1992. Moffit " aI. 1992. U.s. EPA
19961>. Osenberg et aI. 1992).
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In the context of the Terra Nova project, fish and shellfish might be potentially at risk. Fish
and shellfish species thac occur in the Terra Nova area are not unique to the area and
include both pelagic (e.g. capelin, mackerel and tuna), demersal (e.g. skate, flatfish and
cod). and shellfish (e.g. northern shrimp and snow crab) (Petro-Canada 1996). Fish and
shellfish are important not only economically for humans but also ecologically as predators
and food for other species. As an e:umple, one of the economically imponant fishery
resources on the Grand Banks is Atlantic cod, which inhabits cool-Iemperate to subarctic
waters from inshore regions to the edge of the Continental Shelf. They may be found from
the surface to deplhs of greater than 400 m. For the Grand Banks study area, exploitable
biomass in the early 1980s was estimated to be about 100.000 to 220,000 Ion. and the
eSlimated uawlable biomass in the early 1990s was about lO,ooo ton (Petro-Canada 1996).
Table 6.2 summarizes species caught commercially on Grank Banks and landed at
Newfoundland pons in 1992-1994.
Based on produced water studies from different oil fields as discussed in Chapter Five. the
hypotheses may be that produced water from the Terra Nova project might cause adverse
effects on survival and growth of fish species. Other ecological entities may also have
adverse responses to produced water. As the ecological effects are a function of
concentration of produced Wiler or toxic chemicals associated with it, the effectiveness of
the mixing processes of the effluent and ambient seawater detennines the degree of
ecological effects. The level of the toxic concentrations and the extent of the distribution
area, which is a function of the discharge scenarios, should be considered in evaluating
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discharge scenarios on the basis of ecological risks. Therefore. the problem in an ecological
risk based design is (0 find design scenarios associal:ed with the least ecological risks.
Table 6.3. Species caught commercially in Grand Banks and landed
at Newfoundland pons between 1992-1994 (after Petro-Canada 1996)
Slimpson surf clam
Snow crab
Sc~I"I"
S....
Redfish
Capelin
Hening
Wimer flounder
Atlantic cod
Q........
Monkfish
Turbot (Greenland halibut)
Lob=
Swordfish
Wilch flounder
American piaice
Squid
White hake
Halibut
PoI""k
Haddock
Wolftish
Eol.
Mxkml
BluermlUna
Roundnose grenadier
Mussels
Rotkcod
Yellowtail flounder
Silverl\ake
Lumpfish
Dogfish
T_
1lM'''''''
MaalTJlMrU polynyma
ChiOMc~t~J opilio
ChltmryJ iJlandica (pmiom.J
Raja radiata (pruOIPLJ
Sebast~s spp.
MallotuJlIilloJW
Clupea JUJreJl811S
Pleuron~CkJ ~riCtDlllS
G","""""",",
M~rcmtJriamt!rc~JIQria
LophillJaNrictuIJIS
Rh~inJUJrr/liw hippogloJJoid~J
Homarw amtricaItW
XiphitIJglodiw
Glytoc~pIwlw cynoglOJJILf
HippoglcmowtJ plat~JJoid~J
lIlajfl«~broJw
Urophycis tenws
HippoglosJUJ hiPP0810sJUJ
Pollachiw vinllS
M~lanogranvruu tugltfinw
AlttJrdliduu lllplU (pmlom.'
Anguillarouratil
Scomber scombrw
Thunmu thyrwu
C~IfOiMJ rvptJtris
Mytilw~dllliJ
Gadwogac
l..imandaf~""giMa
M~rllllXillSbiJiMariJ
CycJopI~rw /umpfd
Squa/w IlCQI1thUu
$Qlmo tnma, SalwlilwfontinaJiJ
Van·OKS"
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(I.)~
In the following sections. the problem of ecological risk·based design will be
analyzed by integrating the methodology of hydrodynamic modeling (Chapler Four) and
the principles of ecological risk assessment (Chapter Five). A quantitative risk
characterization is used in the analysis in order to enable comparative evaluation among
different discharge scenarios on the basis of potential ecological risks. The hazard quotient
methods will be employed using available toxicity data of single and multiple species.
Whole e!nuent and chemical specific approaches will be employed in the analysis. Before
characterizing ecological risks. hydrodynamic characteristics will be analyzed to ensure that
the discharge scenarios are acceptable from an engineering viewpoint. In addition. a
preliminary analysis to screen scenarios will be undertaken so that only the most atU'3Ctive
scenarios will be carried out in further analysis. The final OUtpUlS of the analysis will be
descriptions of ecological risks of the attractive scenarios. and recommendations for the
design on the basis of potential ecological risks.
A toxicology study of produced water 10 site-specific ecological entities from the Grand
Banks is nOi readily available for the analysis. In this situation, toxicity data (NOEC) on
survival and growth of Sheephead minnows and Mysid shrimps will be used as
measurement endpoints because they are economically and etologically important to the
area of interest as discussed above and because standard toxicity tests for fish are usually
performed using these species, e.g. Klemm et al. (1994). Available infonnation rehued 10
the case study was considered in the analysis, including information from the
Environmental Impact Statement of the Terra Nova project (petrG-C.mada. 1996) and OFO
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(1996). In absence of the data, assumptions will be used as discussed in the following
scctions.
6.4.2 Ithlflihittr tJNI fflI1IuJtiIIr pnUMiJuJry 4fti", ...1I<lrim
~liminary ~os of the disclwge design are identified and evaluated in this
second step. based on princip4es of hydrodynamic modeling and engineering performance.
Guidelines on analysis of lhe type of the outfall (single open-end and diffuser), length
scales. criterion of the deep water discharge. depth of the discharge, orientation of the
discharge, and diameter of the port(s) are used to idenlify and evaluate the scenarios.
General guidelines associacecl with engineering aspects of outfall design should include
(SIIarpI989a):
I. If required to m.uimize initial dilution, several portS may be used weh thai the
flow disuibution is nearly uniform along the diffllSCf when ambient velocities are
zero or approximately constanIS. If there is a variation in ambient velocities a10nl
the diffuser (ports). the discharge effluent should be approximately proponionallo
the ambient discharge disbibution;
2. Flushing velocities (0.6 to loO mls) should be obtained in the manifold pipe at least
once per day to inhibit settlement of solid (particularly for designs involving
horizonral pipes and considerable suspended solids);
3. Arrangement of the oudall should be made to permit periodic flushing if it is
'"'Iuiml;
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4. Pons of the outfall should be designed to flow full in order to prohibit seawater
intrusion which can lead to clogging because of marinc growth. This requires the
jet densimetric Froude number (EQ ) to be in excess of 1.0;
S. h is good practice to ensure that the ratio of the sum of the areas of all ports is less
than (preferably between 1/3 10 213) the area of thc manifold pipe;
6. If possible. pons should discharge horizontally and should be separated by about
one third of the depth above discharge.
Thc geomeuy of the jet may be designed by selecting the type of outfall oudet. i.e. a simple
open-end or a multiporl diffuser containing a regularly spaced line of relatively small pons.
For large-diamclCT outfalls. the multipart diffuser has become a conventional design
feature. In this design, the end of the pipe is capped off and wastewater flow enters the sea
lIuough a series of small holes spaced along the sides of the outfall. The length of pipe
through which effluent leaves lhe outfall is called me diffuser (Grace 1978). The use of a
multiporl diffuser for produced water discharge is reported in Washburn et aI. (1999). The
purpose of such multiport diffusers is to enslft a much greater initial interception of
ambient water by the effluent strwn in order to obtain greater initial dilution.
However. a multipon diffuser provides increased initial dilution only within a small mixing
zone near the diffuser. At the disrancc of a few lengths downstream. particularly for density
unsuatified conditions. the plume dilution distribution becomes independent of the diffuser
length. Unlike a multipart diffuser. a simple open end is the easiest lenninus to build and
maintain. Therefore. use of a simp~ open end is recommended in cases where it will
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provide adequate initial dilution 00 meet design rcquiremenu. and in cases where plume
submergence due 10 a diffuser is undesirable.
Furthermore. if the ratio of the pan spacing 10 the discharge depth is grearcr than aboul one
third (113). diffuser discharges toUld be considered equiva&enIIO single pan discharges
with a now rate taken to be a flow rale of one port (Proni el al. 1994, William 1985). This
ratio crilerion is (0 ensure thai jets do not intcrferc or n'lCrge with each other before they
reach the wltcr surface, This particular case is usually refemd to as "adequately Spited
pons or diffuser". Many operational and designed produced waleI' oulfalls arc open-ended
(Brandsma and Smith 1996. Somerville et aI. 1987. PelrO-Canad.J 1996). Based OIl the
above discussions. whenever possib'c. this study focuses on a single port disclargc and if
necessary. a modification into "adequately spaced portS or diffuser" may be considered.
With this modiftcation. the: hydrodynamic modeling presented in the previous chapter may
still be employed even thougtl the case S1udy involves an outfall with the 0U1Iet consisting
of more than one pan.
For the analysis of the lenath scales. Ihe case sludy considers data from Petro-Canada
(1996). whkh estimated a produted water flow ratc of0.2118 m3/s and a discharge depth of
about 10 mor more below !he sea surfac:e. If it is assumed for now that the diameter of the
pan can be estimaaed 00 be O.30S m (single open-ended pipe), the: same as dlat used at the
Hibernia oil producing platform (Hibernia Management and De'CIcpmenI Company 1996).
various iength scaJe ratios defined in Chapccn Two and Three can be caku1aIed for the case
study uncIer __• i.e. lq'I, of 0.01. 1.//, of 0.20S. and 111, of 0.3M. These
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characteristics are in the range of those cakulated based on data from other produced waler
discharges (Brandsma and Smidl 1996. Smidl et aI. 1996. and Somerville et aI. 1987). or
r",1d 'CWO&" discharges (Bennet 1981. Beness and Munro 1980. Lee and Neville-Jones
1987a. and Proni et aJ. 1994). The laboratory data used in developing the initial dilution
'-1, (ChaplerThree. and Lee and Cbeun8 1991) and lhose of Wright (1977.) an: also in
a range that accommodates these values.
Design scenarios are identified and evaluated by further considering two types of
parameters: (I) discharge parameters and (2) design parameters. Scenarios for the first type
of parameters are required when the pl"OdLtced waleT has not actually been generated in the
production. meaning thai actual numerical values for the discharge parameters are not
known. Theref<R. sctnarios of the: discharge parameters ret1ect as.swnptions about the
discharge clwactcristics. e.g. scenarios of the flow raIe and the relative density difference.
On the other haad. scenarios of the design parameters arc identifted and evaluated so as to
be in compliance with specifted guidelines and criteria. e.g. selection of the depth above
disch_ and the diameter of the pon.
Table 6.4 shows possible preliminary design scenarios. which could be identified for the
rem Nova case study. The single round open-ended outfall is considered with three
possible discharge scenarios. The now raIc: is sel at a fixed value of 0.2118 m}/s to be
consistenl with the esUnwe from Peao-Canada (1996). Since information on the relative
density difference is noI avlilalHe, thn:e diff~( values are assumed based on produced
w..... discharges from other oil r",1ds discussed in Chapcer Two. The depth of the disch"F
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is varied, ranging from 8 10 20 m. The cstimale of me discharae depth from Peuo-Canada
(1996) is 10 mor more. which is within the range considered in this table. The diameter of
the port is given in the form of a ranae. where the minimum diameter is 10 satisfy !he
deepwater criterion, and the muimum diameter is 10 satisfy the crilerion for !he
densimelric Froude number and the flushing vekxity.
Table 6.4. Preliminary discharge scenarios for the case study
S<e..no Disc!lanl'c,I' Dtsclwe'2~ Disc! are '3"
• H(m) d(m)tarlRe H (m) d (m) ..... H(m) d(m)raJlIe
I • 0.028 - 0.483 • 0.024 - 0.446 • 0.020·0.391
2 10 0.024 - 0.483 10 0.021 - 0.446 10 0.017-0.391
J II 0.022 - 0.483 II 0.020·0.446 II 0.016·0.391
• I. 0.019 - 0.483 I. 0.017 - 0.446
,. 0.014 - 0.391
, 17 0.017 - 0.483 17 O.OIS - 0.446 17 0.012-0.391
• '"
O.OIS - 0.483
'"
0.013 ·0.446
'"
0.OIl-OJ91
NoIe: DischarJe flow rare is taken II 0.2118 mIls (PeIro.Caaada 1996).
Relative density diffcmw:e is spccifted (or each c1ischaqe sccurio. i.e.:
• 0.037(bued on thedischqe lithe Bass Strait. sceTabk :l.I.Qapler2).
~ 0.02S (the mean of !be uniformly disaibwd rdIIivedensiry difference tarlging from 0.013
to 0.037)
·0.013 (based en !be dischqe at !be North Sea. sceTabie 2.1. Chapcer2).
The scenarios identified in Table 6.4 need 10 be further evaluated. As an example. consider
a case of evaluating the diameter of the pan. Although the range of the diameter satisfieS
the criteria discussed above. not all values in the range may be technically and
cconomicaIly possible. For instance. setting a diameter al the minimum value of 0.01 m
(disdwge 13, design scenario to) is tc<lIniaIly diffICUlt in openIion and mai_.
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Furthermore.....ith this diameter and the specified flow tale. the system requires an
exrremely high discharge velocity. i.e. more than 2600 mls. which could be economically
expensive because of the: excessive energy requimi to maintain the discharge.
It can also be seen from Table 6.4 lIlar: the estimate based on dala from Hibernia, i.e. port
diameter of 0.305 m (Hibernia Management and Development Company 1996). is on the:
upper side of the range. Being on the upper side. sening a diameter of 0.305 m is suitable
only if the now rate does not fall below 9.7 ml/d (0.1123 ml/s). However. a lower
discharge rate is possible particularly in the early stages of production. Based on the
~uction and injection forecast (Petro-Canada 1996). the now tale of about 0.1123 m}/s
is J1O( reached until 2013 (i.e. 13 year old production). In order for the outfall to now full
and prohibit sea....ater inuusion. which can lead 10 dogging because of marine growth. the
possibility of having a densimetric Froude number below unity should be minimized. An
example of a design that mictn be associlled with a densimetric Froode number below
unity and thus potentially be at risk of seawaler inuusion. is dw from the North Sea oil
field presented in the last column ofTable 2.1 (Chapter Two).
Based on the above discussion, the diameter of 0.305 m may not be the most suitable for
the: case study at hand. A diameter of about 0,2 rn may be set and may still be suitable even
at a now rate as low as 4.1 ml/d (0.0475 ml/s).....hich is the estimate for the earlier stage of
oil production at the Tem Nova project (Petro-Canada 1996). The diameter of 0.2 m is also
compnb&c to that from other oil flClds. i.e. Bass Snit, AltSInIia. and the Gulf of Mexico.
u.s.A. (Table 2.1. ChapIer Two).
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The third SIep in the framework is a screening process prior (Q pcrfonning further
analysis of ecological risks. Initial dilution and effluent eoncentnlion of one-dimensionaJ
(1·0) cases, e.g. concentration as a function of distance downstream, can be used as
screening measures. The term 1·0 case: implies that only one direction of ambient current.
and thus effluent plume. is considered and it is towards the location of inlefeSt. e.g. 100 m
downstream. In the evaluation. concentrations of whole efnuent or specific chemicals at the
localion of interest are compared with threshold concentrations. typically benchmark
concentrations of the produced waler toxicity (e.g. LCso and NOEC). or ambient water
quality standards. Scenarios lhIl are not in compfiance with the threshold concentrations :are
screened off and are not considered for further analysis.
The ambient wacer qual:ty standards can be used as threshokl. concenuations in the
screening based on the chemical sp:ciflC approach. The SWldards applicable for chemicals
that ow often found in produced water have been discussed and presented in Table 6.1
(Section 6.2). As can be seen in Table 6.1, the level of the concentrations varies for
different chemicals. If several chemicals are subject to consideration. the number of the
analysis can be reduced by a modification. For example. wiler quality standards associated
with lhese chemicals may be modified by converting concentrations specified in the
standards into equivalent dilutions. which are calculated by dividing the concentration
specified in the s&andards for a given chemical with the concentration prior to discharge for
the same chemical. The ttiJhest eqwva&ent dilutions can be used IS representative
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thresholds to evaluate different design scenarios based on the initial dilutions or chemical
concentrations. ....hich are also in lCnnS of equivalent dilutions.
When the who&e effluent toxicity approach is employed in the sa=ning. the standards are
typically given in lCnnS of toxicity units (as discussed in section 6.2). or alternatively. they
may be replaced by using benchmark concenltations of the produced ....ater toxicity. e.g.
LC50 and NOEC. Toxicity of produced water for shrimp and fish from various studies at
different oil fields has been discussed in Chapcer Five (Tables 5.7 and 5.8). A larger data
base of toxicity data for produced water from more than 220 outfalls is available at the
Louisiana Depanment of Environmental Quality (LDEQ). in which the median NOEC to
fish (Sheephead minnow) is 2.5% and 4.9% for survival and growth. respectively
(Meinhold et aI. 1996c).
For the case study. preliminary scen.-los presented in the PJevious subsection are evaluated
using the whole effluent analyses. For each scenario in Table 6.4. the initial dilution was
calculated using equations 4.2 (Chapter Four). The effective depth above discharge. t. for
the equation was laken at 75% of the lotU depth above discharge. H (William 1985). The
ambient cunent speed as an input parameter ....as based on the value of the mean and
maximum daily-averaged ambient cunent speeds of 0.056 mls and 0.30 mls. respectively
<dau !rom Ihe Depanmenl fisheries and Ocean, DFO 1999), Resul.. of Ihe caiculalCd
initial dilution arc shown in Tabie 6.5 and Figures 6.2 and 6.3.
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Table 6.S.lnitial dilution associated with the ~Iiminary discharge scenarios
-
H(d)
""'no'" "", ... Ift ......... '-S
. mlm S(ar:mun'd S(.mull' S(.meanll' S(al I!'DX II} S(31 nan IIJ S(al:lNltll'
I 8(0.2) 4.7 26.4 4.1 26.' 3.4 :!fl.4
, 10(0.2) 6.8 41.4 6.0 41.4 ,.. 41.4
] 11 (0.2) 8.0 SO.I 7.< SO. I ,.. 49.7
4 14(0.2) I~I 81.2 10.7 BO.' .., BO.I
, 17 (O.2) 16.7 119.7 14.9 119.1 IB 117.7
6 20 (0.2) 22.1 165.4 19.9 164.4 18.8 162.4
Nett.: Discharge flow rate is taken .0.2118 ml/s (Paro-Canada 1996).
Relati ...e deMiry differmce is specified for eadl disdwJe sccaario. Le.:
• 0.037 (based on the disctuqe It the Bus Strait. see Table 2.1. Chapcer2).
• 0.025 (the mean of the uniformly djsaibuled ~lative density difftrellC't ranging from 0.013
100.037)
c 0.013 (based on !he discharJe at !he North Sea. see Tabk 2.1. Chapcer 2).
Mean If iSlhe mean daily......erqed ambient current speed of0.0S6 nVs.
Mat II is the maximum daily...veraged ambient CurTenl speed oro.3O nVs.
Effluent concenb'ations at diff~t distances downstream are cakulaced based on the
methodotoay of hydrodynamic modeling (~Four). Results of evaluating ~Iiminary
discharge scenarios (Tabk 6.4) are presen1ed in Figwa 6.4 to 6.6. The mean daily·
averaged ambient current speed of 0.056 mls was taken for the evaluation. and the effluent
concentrations downstream associated with the maximum ambient current speed of 0.3 mls
are e"'peeled to be less than those presenled in Figures 6.4 and 6.6. Those figures also show
threshold concentrations. i.e. benchmark concentrations of the produced water tolt.icity
using the median fish survi ...a1 NOEC of 2.5% and the median fish growth NOEC or 4.9%.
upon which .:ceptability of the ~limina-y scenarios may be evahwed.
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Figure 6.2. Initial dilution as a function of depth above discharge
(at the mean daily·averaged ambient current speed)
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Figure 6.3. Initial dilution as a function of depth above discharge
(al the maximum daily·averaged ambient cum;nt speed)
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Figure 6.4. Centerline concentration as a function of distance downstream
(relative density difference of 0.037)
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Figure 6.5. Centerline concentration as a function of distance downstream
(relative density difference of 0.025)
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Figure 6.6. Centertine concenualion as a function of distance downstream
(relative density difference orO.013)
As discussed in section 2.3 (Chapter Two). sufficiently high initial dilutions are required 10
maintain minimaJ thickness of the effluent stick.. Unlike mixing in the far field. which is
mainly governed by ambient characlCrislics. initial dilution is highly dependent on the
design of the discharges. Despite its importance in design. however. no fixed threshold
value has been defined as an "acceplable initial dilution", This might be because it likely
depends on the type of the discharges (e.g. sewage, cooling water, produced water etc.), the
quantity and quality of the discharge. and the environment where the discharge takes place.
For example. an ocean outfall discharging sewage from a small town in Newfoundland inlO
Spaniard's Bay was designed to achieve initial dilution of about 30 (Gowda 1992); whBe a
diffuser design for SCVo·agc discharge from a mwopolitiln cit)· of Boston W:lS b<1SCd on :m
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experiment, in which initial dilution was aboul 60 to 80 (Robens and Snyder 1993). For
produced WaI:er. Hodgins and Hodgins (2000) estimated that a potential produced walcT
discharge from the: White Rose oil fteld, Gr.Ind Banks, Newfoundland, would have initial
dilution of 35.
The above calculations show that the range of dilution values associared with differtnt
ambient current speeds for a given scenario is very wide. for instance, the initial dilution
for the discharge .1 and scenario IIfJ (Table 6.5) ranges from 22.1 (at the mean current
speed) to l65.4 (at the maximum cuncnt speed), showing a more than 7-fold differtnce.
Initial dilution is also sensitive 10 the depth above discharge. The effect of the density
difrerence is less dominant than thai. of the ambient CUrm1t speeds as presented in Figures
6.2 ancI6.3. Those figures show that, in this typical analysis. at the: ambient current speed or
0.3 mls the initial dilutions are practically the same irrespective of the variation in the
relative density difference. Because of this, the number of discharge scenarios associated
with the relative density diffe~ may be reduced in the next analysis by considering the
minimum and. muimum eWmalCS. i.e. 0.013 and 0.037. Another treatment may also be
employed by laking the probability distribution of the rtlative density difference. instead or
using only its mean value or 0.025.
Although the initial dilution is relatively low at the ambientc:unent speedofO.OS6 mis, the
centerline concentrations are rcducci very fast within 100 m downstream as shown in
Figwoes 6.4 to 6.6. When the: rtlative density diffmnc:e is high, i.e. 0.031 (Figure 6.4), at
100 m downsm:am all scenarios of depth above disc:harJc result in centerline
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concentnlLions bek)w !.he fish growth NOEC of 4.9%. The majority of !.he scenarios (except.
!.he 8-m depth) is associated with centerline concentntions below !.he fish survival NOEC
of 2.5%. In Figure 6.6. however. half of the scenarios are not in compliance with the
lhreshold concentration for fish survival allOO m downstream.
From lhe above analysis. it can be setn that the deeper !.he discharge pon.. the better lhe
perfonnance of the outfall in terms of thc initial dilutions and effluent concentralions
downstream. Howevcr, for the reason of construction. operation. maintenancc and cost, an
extremely deep outfall may not be appropMaie. If the distance of 100 m downstream is
assumed as the ~gth of the mixing zone at which the cffluenc conct:ntratioll should not
exceed the most stringent throhoId value. i.e. the fish survival NOEC of 2.5%, scenarios
*1 and 1/2 (the deplh abo.. discharge of 8 and 10 m) may then be sc=ncd off. The
scenario" 3 (the dcpch abovt: discharge of 11 m) cxceeds the tIueshold value only when the
relative densily difference is low, i.e. 0.013 (figure 6.6), bul not in lhe other IWO cases.
Because of this, and because the above analysis is very conservativc (i.c. cffluent plume is
assumed always to be spreading towards the location of inleteSl. no other direction is
considered).lhc scenario,,3 (the deplh abovt: discharge of 11 m) will still be considered for
further analysis. On the other tland. the scenarios IS and" 6 (the depth above dischugc of
17 and 20 m) have almost the same value of the eFfluent concenttations at 100 m
downstream in all three cascs, which m: well below both the threshold concentrations.
Only one of them needs to be considered for fwthcr analysis. Therefcxe. scenarios '3, 14
and.5 (i.e. Ihc deplh above discharge of II, 14 and 17 m) will be further evaluated as
discussed i.n !.he following steps.
The analysis of ex~ and ecoiogical effects is based on the principles of
ecok>gical risk assessment discussed in CMptr:r Five (Section S.3.1).. The analysis of
exposure considers the: source of the pollutant. distribution of the contaminants. and modes
of contact between the pollutants and the endpoint biOla. No ocher source of produced water
is identified near the: Terra Nova project; the nearest is that from Hibernia (at about 35 km
distance). Furtherdeveiopmerlts at While Rose (85 km away) and Hebron (20 km away) are
also beyond the distance of interest considered in the mixing zone analysis. It is therefore
assumed that the source is a single source of produced water outfall.
The U.S. EPA (1998) approach. which is discussed in Chapter Five (Section 5.3.2). is
adopted in the case study to estimate the: exposure. In this approach. the exposure is
quantified using an environmental conc:entralion of pollutant. assuming that the effiuent is
well mixed in the: ocean or that organisms move randomly through me Wiler. ~fore.
disuibulion ofeffiuenl concentrllions can be ~ferred to as "exposure concenuations" (U.S.
EPA 1998). The exposure concentrations may be evaluated for each scenario under
consideration. The distribution of the exposure concentrations for the case sludy was
estimated based on hydrodynamic modeling discussed in the previous chapter (Chapler
Four). For the case study, the SIalislics of the concentrations are pteSCftled in Figures 6.7 to
6.12. showing the mean and the 95%~tile exJ'OS'ft concenlrations at different scenarios of
depIh above discharge (i.e. II. 14 and 17 m) and ~Ialive density difference (i.e. 0.013 and
0.037). The 959J.ti1e exposure concentralions based on uniformly diSbibulcd ~Iali\'e
densil)' difference (~fened to as discharge 14) are also shown in Figures 6.13 106.15.
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Figure 6.7. Exposure concentrations (%) associated with discharge #1, design #3
(Top is the mean concentrations, bottom is the 95%-tile exposure concentrations)
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Figure 6.8. Exposure concentrations (%) associated wilt! discharge #1, design #4
(Top is the mean concentrations. bonom is the 95%-tile exposure concentrations)
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Figure 6.9. Exposure concentrations (%) associated with discharge Itt, design *5
(fop is the mean concentrations. bottom is the 9S%·tile exposure concentrations)
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Figure 6.10. Exposure concenlrations (Ill) associated with discharge "3, design"3
(Top is the mean concentrations, bottom is the 95%-tile exposure concentrations)
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Figure 6.11. Exposure concentrations (%) associated wilt! discharge #3, design 14
(Top is the mean concentrations, bottom is the 95%-tiJe exposure concentrations)
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Figure 6, 12. Exposure concenlralions (%) associaled wilh discharge #3. design #15
(fop is the mean concenlrations, bottom is lhe 95%-tile exposure concentrations)
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Figure 6.13. Exposure concentrations (%) associated with discharge #2. design *3
(fop is the mean concentrations. bottom is the 95%-tile exposure concentrations)
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Figure 6.14. Exposure concentrations (%) associated with discharge #2, design #4
(fop is the mean concentrations, bottom is the 95%-tile exposure concentralions)
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Figure 6.15. Exposure concentrations (%) associated with discharge #2, design #5
(Top is the mean concenlrations, bottom is the 95%-tile eltposure concentrations)
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It can be seen from Figures 6.7 to 6.15 that the effect of the depth above discl\arge 10
e.~ concenuar:ions is genenJly significallL For ex.ample. for the relati\le densily
differmoe of0.037. the area of the mean e.posurr: conccnuations ofO.s~ or more Iypically
reduces from approximalely 17.000 m2 (Fipre 6.7. lOp: II m dep(h) to appro.imately
1.900 m2 (figure 6.9, top: l7 m depIh). or about 88% in reduction. Similar evidence is also
observed for the area of the mean e.posure concentrations of 0.5% or more at the relative
densily difference of 0.013 (Figum 6.10 to 6.12. top), and for the area of the 9S%·lile
e.'<posure concenlJ'alior.s at the relative densily difference of0.013 and 0.037 (figures 6.7 10
6.12. bonom).
The effect of the density difference is also obser\'ed from lhose figures but in general is
l'tlatively less than thai from the depch above discharge:. From the previous section, il
appears ttw Ihc: effect of the l'tlalive density 'Jifference on the uposurt concentnWons is
!ess dominanl than thai of the ambient current speeds (shown in Figures 6.2 and 6.3).
Uniike the depIh above disctwge. which is a design scenario and is specified upon the
Oecision of the designer, the relalive densily difference is a discharge characteristic
depending on the physical characleristics of produced. watcT, which are not controllable. In
addition, only a range was a\lailable for me estimates of the relative density difference and
there was no evidence to support whether one value has more likelihood than another does.
For these reasons. uniform distribution may be a reasonable assumption to represent boIh
cases, the lowest and highest esOmaIeS of the relative density diffettnee. 1'heR:fore. the
following risk charxteriz.alion considers that the relalive density difference is uniformly
dislribuled.
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Once exposure c:oncentralions have been defined. they may be: integralCd with the analysis
of ecological effetts to enable charactcrizalio of ccoIogical risks. The analysis of
ecoiogK:aJ effects determines the relalionships between the exposure to the contaminant and
effects on the measurement endpoint. and it is usually bMcd on results of toxicity studies as
discussed in section 5.3.2 (Chapter Five). Ecological effects of produced water at lhe
organism level have been reported in the literature. e.g. Brown et aI. (1992). Meinhold et aI.
(l996b. 1996c) and U.S EPA (l996b). Although field tests may be possible. most toxicity
tests of individual organisms are performed in lhe laboratory. Results of toxicity leSlS of
individual animals can be used as the basis for the effects assessment (Meinnold et aI.
t996c). Acute and chronic effects are usuaJly reported in tenns of \he 96--hours mecfjan
lethal concentration 1£50 and the stJtVival or growth NOEC. respectively. Table 6.6 shows
typical results from toxicity studies of produced water on two organisms. Le. Sbeephead
minnows (fish) and Mysid stwimps (aquatic invertcbnlc).
Table 6.6. Typical results from whole effluent toxicity TCSU (after Meinholdet aI. 1996b)
MjSids Shcepshead Mimows
Statistics (Mv$idDfJsisbahitJ) (Cyprinoclon vorie QtMJ)
96-hour 7-dNOEC 7-dNOEC 96-hour 7-dNOEC 7-dNOEC
LC" Survival Growth LC" Survival Growth
Mean 9.5 2.9 4.0 24.4 7.1 9.0
SlaIldarddeviabon II 2.9 3.5 38.2 5.7 6.9
MirimIm 0.2 0.0004 0.1 2.4 0.2 0.2
Muimmt 71.2 11.4 12.1 19.1 25.2
No.of_ 41 43 42 39 41 39
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As can be seen from Tabte 6.6. the aquatic organisms respond differencly at various ~veIs
of produced war concentration. As discussed in the: problem formulation. the SW'Vival and
growth NOEC for both Shcephead minnows and Mysid shrimps are considered as
measuremenl endpoints. However. since the survival NOECs are more sensitive measures
lhan lhe growth NOECs (see Table 6.6), the use of survival NOECs as measurement
endpoints can reflect the procection level of both survival and growth NOECs for these
organisms.
Other ecological entities. which may also have adverse mponses to produced water, may
also be considered. Aquatic ecolopcal entities in the area under considendion are various.
which may be retlected by feeding relationships among species as shown in Table 6.7. For
produced water as a whole effluent. n:::porl5 of lOx.icily effects on various aquatic organisms
an:: ROC readily avajlable. However, they may be evalualCd in terms of chemical specifics
usually found in produced Walel'S. As discussed previously. various chemicals reported in
produced WalaS worldwide are shown in Tables S.2 and S.3 (Chapter Five). For the Terra
Nova project, studies have constdercd hydrocarbon chemicals (i.e. PAIl) during the
evaluation of produced water effects in the environmenrai impact statement (Petro-Canada
1996). This analysis will therefore focus on OIher specific chemicals, i.e. a metal and a
radioactive chemical.
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A detailed review of eooIogjcaI effects of~ hydrocarbons.. meWs. and radioactive
.....nal, has been lOport<d in Neff (1997). For metals. Neff (1997) noced Ihol Barium (Ba).
e-ium (Cd).lnd (Pb) and Zinc (20) typically ha.. the highest enrichment factor (i.e.
the ratio of concentration in produced waler and thai in solution in seawater of
approximalCly on the order of 1IXX)). In the context of ocean discharge of producui waters.
the review showed that Cd is generally the most potentially hazardous to the environment.
compared with the other th~ chemicals. Dissolved, ionic Cd is bioavaHable and highly
tollic to marine organisms: even relatively low concenuations in sedimenlS are considered
tollic (Neff 1997). Table 6.8 summarizes available tOllicity infonnation of Cd for different
species. Figure 6.16 presenls the tOllicity data from Table 6.8 in a fann that is suitable for
assessing effects on the ecological community of inlereSt. This figure employs a plotting
position approach so thal the da1a can be assumed as a probability distribution of species
responses consistent with a methodoiogy presented by Lcnwood et al. (1998) and the U.S.
EPA (1998).
Olher specific chemicals as.socia&ed with produced water. which have not been assessed in
dewl in the Terra Nova environmental impact statement for their pxential ecological
effects. are radioactive materials (radionuclides). Radionu.;:lides ate known to occur in
produced water with typically very high enrichment. which can be up to about 6000 (Neff
1997). In addition to other decay products.~ UlRa and 2lGrb may be expecled in
produced water at relatively high concentration compared with other radioactive materials
(Meinlloldet aI. 1996b. Neff 1997).
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Figure 6.16. Pklcting posilion for the toxicity data summarized in Table 6.8 below
Table 6.8. A summary of availablc data on ccoIogicai effects of Cd
on different species (adapted from Kennish 1997. Midd1ediu:h 1984)
A Coprp3d~redIIc:cd 10
B ~ IarvaIduelopmrcmri:d so
C ~(armlNlimiIiDDoaanddnelopanlo(se:r.lIICtIillqp) 600
o Fisb(mb:cdfcnitizaioaofs,m.,.~'Itt'""') 5
E Fish{reducedpowtllofffl1l~JpIlIkUll) 5
F FishhllchraacdmnKd 2000
G HydrvidpowtllrllCmIumi 21
H Hydroids{aIIcmIlly*WhlllrJrllhololY0fw-yjridMle) 10
I HydroidI(redllcccIpowdloC~f/lZMOJiI) 195
J Pt!y1opbaUoQCmtuc:ed I"cliuDonl I
K ~(l'tdIced~) 112
LPoIycbIne~~ S60
'" 1'oIycbMa(......... inrqnUt:ioaoCc.,-u.c..., S60
N PD/ydlMa(~in~olClnDdrilaKm8J) !500
a 1'lllyd.-s(.m.n-in~oC~J~' 1000
F s.:.iillpI""*'IA,*1NMol ':t01___ '60
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Radioactivity has been quantified in lennS of the number of spontaneous energy emitting
transformations per unit time - a quantity known as activity. An example of a
transformation is the decay of a radium 226 nucleus into a radon 222 nucleus. an alpha
particle and gamma ray. The unit of activity has historically been the Curie (Ci). in which
one Ci is equal to 3.7 x 1010 disintegrations per second. In the SI system. the unit has been
redefined as one disintegration per second. known as the Becquerel (Bq). One Curie is then
equal to 3.7 x tO IO Bq.
Exposure 10 ionizing radialion can result in injury at the molecular. cellular and whole t:Mxiy
level (Meinhold et al. 1996c). The exposure to radionuclidcs is relared to the absorbed dose
and dose rate. The absorbed dose is a measure of the energy impaned to matter and has the
SI unit of the Gray (Gy. 1 JouleJtg). The ecological effects depend noI only 011 the
absorbed dose but also the type and energy of radiation. R.tiation weighting factors ~
used to account for the diffem'lCCS in biological effectiveness of different radiation. such as
gamma and alpha particles. The absorbed dose modiftcd by the weighting factor is refmed
to as the equivalent dose expressed in units of Jouiclkg or Sievert (Sv). Meinhold et aI.
(1996b. 1996c) have reviewed lhat thresholds of effects on aquatic mota~ expected at the
equivalent dose of 0.004. I. and 10 mSvlhr for no adverse effccts. reduced reproductive
success. andi~ mortality threshold, respectively. Based 011 the International Atomic
Energy Agency (lAEA) dose conversion facton for typical fish species in ~
contaminalCd walCr (Meinhold et aI. 1996c), these doses ~ iISSOCialcd with radium
concentration in the wiler of 0.783. 19S.6S. and 19S6.s2 pCiII for no advcne effccu.
_~.. success,lIld illmased monaIity_ respc<ti..ly.
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Characterization of ecological risks is based on the inaegration of the analysis of
exposures and ecological effects. The: methods for characterizing ecological risks have been
discussed in Chapter Five (Section 5.3.3) and include qualitative and quantitative methods.
For the purpose of evaluating different design scenarios, the quantitative methods were
employed in this case study in a number 0( ways. including (I) the hazard quotients based
on the chronic benchmark concenuations of the who'c effluent toxicity to individual
species. (2) the exceedance probability of the critical hazard qUOlient based on the whole
effluent toxicity approach. (3) the hazard quotients based on the no effect radium
concenuation (chemical specific approach), (4) the exceedance probability of the no
ecological effect threshold of the chemical specific (radium), (5) and the protection level in
terms of percenlage of ecological species affected as well as associated probability. based
on the chemical specifIC (cactmium) toxicity approach. For each of the above·mcntioned
analyses. probability distributions of the pIRRlelm in the hydrodynamic models. i.e.
model inputs and coefficients. were taken from Tabte 4.2. As discussed in the previous
section. the discharge scenxio '2. uniformly distributed relative density difference was
considered..
For the case study 81 hand., the fint characterization of risks was performed by evaluating
hazard quotients (HQs) associared with each design scenario. The characterization was
based on the chron.ic benchmark concentration of the who'c effluent toxicity to individual
fish and shrimp species. From dle analysis 0( ecoIogicaJ dfc<ts, measumnen, endpoinlS 0(
the survival NOECs for fish (Sherephead minnows) and shrimp (Mysids)w~ considen:d in
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the analysis. From Table 6.6, the mean and standard deviation of the survival NOEC arc
7.1% and 5.7%, respectively. for fish. and 2.9% and 2.9%. respectively, for shrimp. The
analysis presented in Chapter Five shows that the toxicity data (Mysid LCso) was
lognonnally distributed. Neither raw data on me NOEes nor their probability distributions
were available in this study; it was therefore assumed that the survival NOECs were also
lognormally distributed. Using these inputS, Me simulations were performed and results of
the HQs associated with each design scenario an: shown in Figures 6.17 to 6.22.
Hazard quotients (HQs) presented in Figures 6.17 to 6.22 can be viewed as "severity
measures" of risks as they show how far the exposure concentrations from the specified
benchmark eoncenuations arc. When the hazard quotient is J'I)(m than unity. ecological
effects, e.g. fish growth, may be expected. The higher the valuc of HQ above unity, the
more the ecological risks expected. Since uncenainty is taken into account in the analysis.
each HQ for a specified point near the discharge location is also uncenain and those figures
show the statistics of the HQ in tenns of 95% and 99%-tiles.
To evaluate the probability that ecological risks may be expected. probabilistic analysis was
performed to calculale the exceedance probability of HQs more than unity. An exceedance
probability is the probability of the exposure concentrations exceeding the chronic
benchmark concentrations of the whole effluent toxicity to individual fish and shrimp
species. For the case study at twK1. exceedancc probabilities associated with each design
scenario arc presented in Figures 6.23 to 6.28.
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Figure 6.17. Whole effluenl chronic hazard quooenlS. design *3
(Fish survival risks: lOp is 95%-tile HQ and boltom is 99%-tile HQ)
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Figure 6.18. Whole effluent chronic hazard quotients, design '3
(Shrimp survival risks: top is 95%-tile HQ and bottom is 99%-tile HQ)
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Figure 6.19. Whole effluent chronic hazard quotients. design #4
(Fish survival risks: top is 95%-tile HQ and bottom is 99%·tile HQ)
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Figure 6.20. Whole efnuent chronic hazard quotients, design #4
(Shrimp survival risks: lop is 95%-tile HQ and bottom is 99%-tile HQ)
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Figure 6.21. Whole effluent chronic hazard quotients. design #5
(Fish survival risks: top is 9S%-tile HQ and bottom is 99%-tile HQ)
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Figure 6.22. Whole effluent chronic hazard quotients. design '5
(Shrimp survival risks: top is 95%-tile HQ and bottom is ~tileHQ)
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YI-)
Figure 6.23. Exceedance probability (%) of the whole effluent chronic benchmark
(Fish survival risks. design II 3)
.
..,
Figure 6.24. Exccedance probability (%) of the whole effluent chronic benchmark
(Shrimps survival risks. design II 3)
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XI_)
Figure 6.25. Exceedance probability (%) of the whole effluent chronic benchmark
(Fish survival risks. design # 4)
..,
Figure 6.26. Exceedance probability (%) of the whole effluent chronic benchmark
(Shrimp survival risks. design # 4)
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·.~,Figure 6.27. Exceedance probability (Ill) afthe whole effluent chronic benchmark
(Fish survival risks. design # 5)
..,
Figure 6.28. Exccedance probability (%) of the whole effluent chronic benchmark
(Shrimp survival risks, design # 5)
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In die previous approaches of risk ch.anK:tcriz.ation. the whole effluenl IOxicity dala were
employed by using the chronic fish and shrimp survival NOECs. Ecological risks may also
be assessed from chemical specifIC basis. In the previous subsection. the analysis of
ecological effeas has identified two Sjl<cif", chemical.. namely radium (""R.) and
cadmium (Cd). In this third approach of risk chmcteriUlion. the hazard quotients (HQs)
associated with~ were evaluated by using Ihe ratio of the exposure concentrations to
the~ benchmark concentration. As discussed in the analysis of ecological effects, the
~~a threshold concentrations for bathypelagic fish are 0.78. 195.65, and 1956.52 pCiJI for
no adverse effects. reduced Tq)fOduClive success, and increased mortalily threshold,
respectively.
No estimate of radium c:oncentralion is available for the Tma Nova project.. If radium
c:or.:cnuations from ocher oil fte5ds are used as estimates.~ concenuation may be
I$$l1l'ftCd to be in the range of 4 to 584 pCiIl. with the average of 262 pCiIl. based on
produced waaer from 42 oil production platforms from the Gulf of MeJ.ico (shown in Tabk:
5.2. ChapleT Five). With this limitm information, rwfium concenU'alion may be Iypically
assumed to follow a triangular distribution. widl a range from 4 to 584 pCiII and the most
likely value of 262 pCiIl. From these U6tta concentrations. no fish mortality risk may be
expected. Results of the Me simulations showed thal risks to the fish reprodoctive success
were also negligible since. for example. the maximum concenb'alion at the water sUlface
above disdwge point. 0(0.0). for dle desil!llll3 (II m deep OlIlfall) i. typically about 98
pCi/1 or only about half of the reproductive success threshold. If. however. no adverse
effect thresIloId was adop<ed. pooential effects '"'"' _ (Fisures 6.29 to 6.34).
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6.29. Chemical specific.~a hazard quotients. design '3.
(Risks on fish: lOp is the 95%-tile HQs and bonom is 99%-tile HQs)
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6.30. Chemical specific. ~a hazard quotients. design #4.
(Risks on fish: top is the 95%-tile HQs and bottom is 99%·tile HQs)
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6.31. ChemicaJ specific.~a hazard quotients. design itS
(Risks on fish: top islhe 95'fr.tile HQs and bottom is 99%-tile HQs)
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Figure 6.32. Exceedance probability ('II) afme~a benchmark. design_3
Figure 6.33. Exceedance probability (lit) afthe~a benchmark, design M
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Figun: 6.34. Exceedance probability ('II) of the ~a benchmark, design'5
In the last approach of risk characterization, the protection level in terms of the percentage
of ecological species affected as well as associated probability are evaluated for each design
scenario. 'The evaluation is based on data of the chemical specific toxicity data in Table 6.8
presented in the previous subsection. Information on estimates of cadmium concentration
for the Terra Nova project is not available for this study. H it is assumed that cadmium
concentrations reported from the North Sea based on six discharges from offshore
platforms (fable 5.2. Chapter Five) can be: used as estimates for the case study. cadmium
concentrations may be: assumed to follow a triangular distribution with a range from 20 to
10,000 Jlg/l with the most likely value of 6670 Jlg/l. As a metal, cadmium may leach so that
the concentration in the water column may be: expected to be: lower than that calculated
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based on the toW concentration. To take leaching inlo accown. a leach (ae:toro(O.11 (U.S.
EPA 1999b) was used in this analysis.
To illustrate the procedure o( evaluating Ihc pnxection level. consider a l)'pical point A
loc:ated at a 100 m radius from the origin 0(0.0) as shown in Figure 6.35 (top). For this
particular point. exposure conc:enuations associated with each design scenario can be
obtained (rom Me simulations. Then. the exposure conc:enuations are presenled in terms of
a cumulative distribution and are superimposed with the toxicity data associated with
cadnUum (figure 6.16, the previous subsection). A typical presentation (or evaluating !he
proteetion level at the poinl A is shown in Figure 6.35 (bottom). From Figure 6.35
(bottom). it can be seen that, for example. scenarios '3. 14. and IS can be associated with
the proleC'Iion (rom the violation of the 95% of the 5peCtes toxicity thresholds for 69.8%.
75..5%. and 79.8% probability. respectively. This means dial !here is an excecdenc:c
probability of 30.2'1>. 24.5%. and 20.2%. respectively.
The procedure presented here is similar to that from ~nwood et al. (1998) and the U.s.
EPA (1998). In this case study, the protec:tion level (or each point of interest near the
discharge was considered and a probability field exceeding a specified protection level was
drawn based on results of the Me simulations. If, (or example, protection of 95% o( the
species toxicity thresholds is o( conc:em. the exceedanc:e probability field for whole region
of interest can be estimaled as shown in Figures 6.36 to 6.38.
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Figure 6.35. Cadmium. protection Ic"el (Ihe 95% aquatic species lOlLic:ity thresholds) and
associaled probability: Location or aspot A (top) and lhe pr~tion level (bottom)
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Figure 6.36. Exceedance probability (%) of the Cd protection level. design #3
..,
Figure 6.37. Exceedance probability ('Il) of the Cd pnxectioolevel, design #4
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Figure 6.38. Exceedancc probability (%) of the Cd protection level. design 115
As discussed, chamcterization of ecological risks was performed in various ways and the
results were shown in Figures 6.17 to 6.38. From these figures. in general. the choice of the
design scenario directly affects the extent of the potential ecological risks associated with
the produced water discharge. This makes it possible to provide design recommendations
on the basis of ecological risks. More detailed discussion of effects of the design scenarios
on the potential ecological risks is presented in the next subsection.
It should be noted here that ecological risks associated with each design scenario described
above are subject to uncenainty. Uncertainty associated with hydrodynamic modeling has
been quantitatively taken into account as discussed in Chapter Four. Another uncenainty is
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associated with assumption used in the modeling. The assumption needs 10 be considered
with care so thai they are ~asonabIy suitable for the case under investigation. The case
study used seven! U5UJl1llCions that dil<Ct1y affect the rauJu of the chanc1erized
ecological risks as presented in Fi~ 6.17 to 6.38 above. These assumptions include the
flow I'1Ie of the produced water discharge. Cd and~ concentrations in the produced
water prior to discharge. relative difference of the produced water and ambient water
densities. and the toxicity benchmarks such as fish and shrimp survival benchmark
concentralions. U&aa no adverse effects concentration. and Cd Pl1KCCtion level. Use of the
results of the analysis may not be possible until these assumptions are accepted.
As discussed previously. the prob&em in an ecok>gjcaJ risk.·based design it to find
design scenarios thai: may be associated with the least ecok>gical risks. The PfOb'e:m
formulation !\as determined ttw fish and shrimp survival NOECs may be used as
measuremenl endpoinlS in the ch:aracteriz.at: of ecological risks. The potential fish and
shrimp risks were evaluared based on the who~ effiuenlloxicity approach. For comparative
and discussion purposes. other potential ecological risks were also evaluated to look. at
potential effects of the radium and the cadmium protection level.
It appears from the risk clwacterization above that the extent of the ecological effects may
be _ by selecting an approprillc design -..rio. In gene"'. the deeper the Wiler
above disclwge. the less the .... po<enIiaIly associalcd with eco1ogi<:al ,lfects. For fish.
a1thougb design~ u associllcd with the least SlIrVival risks .....g other designs,1IQs for
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all desip scenarios arc gencrally low except in the area vt:ry dose to the discharge poinL
For examplc:. Rgum 6.17. 6.19 and 6.21 show lhal !he 9S'l>-tile fisl1 smvival HQs
exceeding unity are observed only in the area less than SOO m1 (about 40 m in radius). Even
the 99%·tile fish survival HQs are reasonably low and are within a typical regulatory
mixing zone of radius of about 400 m (Huang ef al. 1996). Exceedance probabilities for lhe
fish survival benchmark presented in Figures 6.23. 6.2' and 6.27 reveal the same results.
For shrimp. survival risks are expected to be higher than those for fish because benchmark
concentrations for shrimp are lower than those for fish (Tab6e 6.6). These are observed in
Figures 6.11 to 6.28 above. Shrimp survival HOI are senerally low, paniculariy those
associated with designs 14 and'S. For all desil" scenarios. the 9S%·tile shrimp survival
HQs of2 are within an area ofapproximalely within Jl.SOO m2 (about 100 m in radius) as
shown in Figures 6.18. 6.20 and 6.22. For design '3. the 99llt·tile HQs seem [0 be higher
(figure 6.18) and the exceedanc:e probabilities of 10% are within an area with a nldius of
about 175 m (Figure 6.24). In design IS, the exceedanct: probability of S~ is within an area
ofabout 70.000 m2•
Considering the. measurement endpoints defined in the problem formulation. the
acc:epcability of the design scenarios may be evaluated from Figures 6.17 to 6.28 above.
However, the acoeptabilily has also to be evalualed based on an a1lowatHe area of specified
eco~ effects and associated exceedance probability. Traditionally, criltria associaled
with wastewMer discharges have been defined by lepslarion which. in many jurisdictions.
leans lOWards the mixing zone c:oncepIS. For eumple. a muimum allowable swface .u
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of S02.6SS m2 (or equivalent circul. IlU with a ndius of approximately 400 m) was
defined as a mixing zone in the st* of Florida, U.S.A. (Huang et aI. 1996). The stale of
Michipn dclcrmined • mixing zone with a radius of approximllely 300 m (Donekef' and
Jilb 1990). On the other hand. engineering design of an ocean outfall is currrntly not
explicitly based on ecological risk criteria (although they could be in the future). which are
an aecqxabk: way of comparing one oudailio a number of alternatives from the ecological
point of view. For example. if an exceedance probability of 10% for fish and shrimp
survival HQs at a maximum mixing zone of ISO m in radius are specified as the criteria,
then design f4 is acceptably good. The challenge is now to define the criteria for different
purposes ofecological procection in different. environments. This may be re.conunended as a
potential new raearch direction and is beyond the scope of this study.
As indicated. design recommendations depend on the ecoloIical procection. which is
~fIec1ed by use of mcasumnenI endpoints as discussed in the probtem formulalion. For
comparaIive purposes. the risk. chancterizalion was also performed using mellSW'emef\t
endpoints other than those defined in the problem formulation. These were based on the
chemical specific approach. i.e. the ~a no adverse ecological effect and Cd procection
level. As discussed, no fish mortality risk associated with ~a may be expected in this
case study, and risks to the fish reproductive success were also negligibk. However, if the
~a no adverse ecoloIical effect was defined as the measurement endpoint, Fi~ 6.29
10 6.34 show that none of the design scenarios are acceptable based on the exoeedance
probability of 1QCl, 11 a maximum. mixing mae of ISO m in radius in the above examp&e. In
this case, the design may be modified by, for~ 8dopcing a diffuser type or outfall.
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The following case shows another cxampk: how recommendations may be given using the
Cd protection level based on ayailable toxicity data. If the proICCtion of 95% of the species
toxicity tIueshoIds is 0( c:onccm. it appears from Fipres 6.36 to 6.38 thai the cxceedance
probability of the specified protection )eyel may typically be considered to be high and no
design scenario satisfIeS the cxceedance probability of IK at a muimum mixing zone of
150m in radius in the abovecxample.
As shown in Figure 6.3S. the protection leyel in this typical analysis was associated with a
threshold Cd concentration of about 4 JLgI1, at which only the toxicity benchman. of J
(reduced lote fixation of phytoplankton) is exceeded (Table 6.8). Me simulations were also
carried out to cvaluue the cxcec:dance probability when the protection )eycl was lowered to
the 90% toxicity benchmarks, AI this proIeCIion Icvel, the toxicity benchmarks of D. E and
J (reduced fcrtiJiz.ation of Spring·spawning Mm'lIg, reduced growth of PloTOll«les
plaussa. and reduced lote fix.aion of phytoplankton) are allowed to be cxeeedcd.. With this
change. the cxceedance probability for designs '3 and IS are shown in Figure 6.39 and 6.40
below. It can be seen that at this prolCCIion leycl design IS is acceptabfe to satisfy the
cxceedance probability of 10% at a mixing zone of ISO m in radius in lhe abovecxample.
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Figure 6.39. Execeedance probability of the 90% Cd protection level (design 1# 3)
Figure 6.40. Execc:edance probability of the 90% Cd protection level (design 1# 5)
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6oS.Summary
A framework for the design on the basis of pountial ecological risks is lftSCJ'ted in this
chapter. The relevance of the framework is highlighted by reviewing traditional outfall
design approaches. which are conventionally dirmed at compliance with relevant water
quality standards. the standards are in tum commonly specified upon an epidemiological
and ecological viewpoint. As a complementary tool. the framework suggests a possibility
that the design of produced WlUer outfalls could itself be looked at from the point of view of
the environmental risk from exposure to produced WaIeT or specific pollutants associated
with the produced water.
The fmnewod of ecological risk·based design is developed by integrating the
methodology of hydrodynamic modeling and ecotogical risk assessment, which has been
di5CUSSed in Chapters Four and Five. The frwnework is dim:tcd at providing design
recommendations on the basis of ecological risk pcnpective:s. The fnunework is
straightfonvn and consisted of six steps. and is discussed systematically within this
chapter by evaluating scenarios of procluced water discharae rdevant to an offshoR: oil
production platform loclled on the Grand Banks. soulheast of 51. John's. Newfoundland,
Canada. Instead of providing a solution for a panicular problem of an cll,isting oil
production platform. the emphasis of the case swdy is to show how the risk-based design of
produced waler disdwp: could be undertaI=.
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Chapter 7
Conclusions and Recommendations
7.1. Conclusions
In this section. conclusions art presented in the conrexl of the scope: and purpose of the
n:sean;;h. in which the general objective was to develop a methodokJgy for ecological risk-
based design of produced WMer discharge from an offshore oil production plalform. The
study was carried out through integnling a probabilistic hydrodynamic model with an
ecological risk assessment model. and consisted of six parts: (1) developing an initial
dilution model; (2) integrating the developed initial dilution model with far field dilution
models; (3) developing a melhodology for probabilistic hydrodynamic modeling; (4)
identifying methodologies for ERA of produced water discharge; (5) developing a
framework for ecological risk·based design of produced water outfall: and (6) applying the
framework for a case study dealing with an oudall design of potential discharge from an oil
offshore plad"orrn.
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Keeping in perspective these objectives. it can be concluded that:
I. An initial dilution model was developed after conducting a critical review of presently
used initial dilution models, with emphasis on their concepIual and numerical problems
as discussed in Chapter Two. A new model is proposed in Chapter Three as an
alternative initial dilution model, which is more elegant and more justifiable. The model
was derived based on the hypothesis of additive shear and forced entrainment combined
with nonlinear regression. It gives a unique. continuous. solution of cenlerline dilution.
which can be JRSCftted in either a deterministic or probabilistic fonn. Comparison of
the proposed model with other available models shows that the proposed model is better
in a number-of ways: (1) it does not assume thai the curttnt has noeffcct in the BONF.
which asymptotic solulions do; (2) in the BOFF region the model has one parameter
fewer than the Huang CI aI. (1998) model yet it is no less accurate; (3) in the transition
region it gives a unique solution which the asymptotic models do ncx; (4) unlike the
HLWlg et aI. (1998) model. the proposed model has approximately the same precision
for a11 ..gioos, i.e. 1he BDNF. 1he BDFF. and 1he tnnsiti"", and (5) 1he proposed model
can also be JRSCftled in a probabilistic fom thai permits calculation of failure
probability for specified model inputs and a threshold dilution.
2. An integrated hydrodynamic model is presented in ChaJMcr Four. A nUxing process
occWTing in two separate regions. ncar and far fields. were discussed and integrated.
Modeling of the intermediate region connecting the near- and far-fields was provided
using a conuoI volume approach. An application example of the integnred model was
discussed using ::t compaison with a JRSCftl1y available model. i.e. thc CORMIX
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model. The _pm"'" showed thalthe proposed model ond the CORMIX model ...
generally in good agreement. pnaalarly in estimating average effluent concentralions.
However, the proposed model also provides a conctntnlion fteld in the X·Y directions
so that it may be applicable for analysis of the: mixing zone. which in some cases is
defined in terms of horizontal area around the discharJe location. The proposed model
is also readily moctified into a probabilistic:: analysis to take into account uncertainty
associated with model inputs and model coefficients.
3. A methodology for probabilistic analysis was developed in ChaplCr Four for
hydrodynamic modeling using Monte Carlo (MC) simulations. Concern regarding the
~excessive" number of simulations was~ by comparing two methods of
sampling in the simulations. i.e. rmxIom sampting and Lalin Hypercube Sampling
(I.HS) mctbod.s. A comparison between random sampling and U:IS for Me simulations
of a case of hydrodynamic modeling shows thai UlS-bacd Me simulations are
typically about lSIfJ 1'nOtt effICient that lhe random samplinl MS simulations. This
chapter also shows that probabilistic analysis noI only provides ctisttibution shapes. but
also takes into account the uncertainty factors simultaneously.
4. In Chapcer Five. methodologies for ERA of produced water discharge wen: presenlCd
and problems associaaed with presently usec1 approaches were discussed. Substantial
effort Ms been devoted in the past to assessing ecological rists of produced Walef
disc~ however, ERA was usually directed II. monitoring purposes. making no
considcrabon to the inlqr'llbon between ERA -.d cnJineering desip of the produced
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waIet' outfalls. An approach is identified to deal with specifIC probiems relevant to
design of produced waaer disctwzes inlo me marine environment. and consiSIS of three
phases: problem formulation. analysis. and risk charac;terization.
5. A framework of ecological risk·based design was presented in Chapter Six. The
traditional outfall design approaches are conventionally directed at comphance with
relevant wate1' quality standards, which arc in tum conunonly specified upon an
ep;dcmiologicaJ and ecological viewpoint. As • compkmenwy 1001. the framework
suggests a possibilily thallhe design of prodIJced wa1cr outfalls couJd itself be looked at
from the point of view of the environmental risk from exposure to produced water or
specific pollUiants associated with it. The framework was based on the integration of
the methodology of hydrodynamic modeling and ERA. It consists of six steps. namely
(1) formulating a problem of ecologjcal risk-brased design of produced waIeT discharge;
(2) identifying and evahaating preliminary design scenarios; (3) screening the:
preliminary design scenarios, and if poIentially accepcabIe scenarios are not identified
in the: SCJmIing. returning to step 2; (4) perfomUng analysis of exposures and
ecological effects associated with poICntiaily accepcable scenarios; (5) characterizing
ecological risks associated with potentially acceptable scenarios; and (6) providing
discussions and design recommendations on me basis of ecological risks.
6. The framework of ecoIogicaJ rislt-boscd dcsil" was described sysl<lDabcaJly in Cbapler
Six by evaluating scenarios of produced wiler discharge as a case study. Produced
w_ po«lMiaIIy discharJed from .. offshore oil pnl<lJcIion pIalform kafcd on the
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Grand Banks. southeast of SL John's, Newfoundland. Canada. was considered.. Instead
of providing a solution for I particular problem of an existing oillX'Oduet1on platform.
the emptlasis of the case Sludy was to show how the risk-based design of produced
water discharge could be potentially undertaken.
7.2. Rerommendations
Recommendations. which may be useful for further research, are given here based on the
limitations or problems faced during the study. These include:
I. The initial dilution model proposed in this study is based on experimental data from Lee
and CheunJ (1991). Applicability of the approach, i.e. the length scale analys.is
combined with nonlinear modeling, has not been evaluated using other data sets from
Olher labonKory or field exper1menlS. It may be useful to validate the proposed model
using od'ler data sets, if available, and to investigate the applicability of the approach for
different di5Charge c:ha.racteriSlics.
2. The integraled hydrodynamic: model presene:cd in this study is only valid for a short
distance from the discharge pon where the buoyant spreading is more important than
the turbulent diffusion. h may be useful to develop a methodology that considers a case
where the turbulent diffusion is more important that the buoyant spreading, or a case
where boch processes E equally importanL
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3. This study uses Monre Carlo (MC) simulatjons for the probabilistic analysis. Care must
be taken in pcrfonning the Me simulations 10 dea.I with cases in which probability
diSlributions of the inpul pamneIm and correlation among the parameters are not
known ex- weakly defined. There are methods that do not require assumptions on the
probabilily distribution and the correlation, for example, inlerVai anaJysis and
probability bound analysis. However. these methods. which are also available in the
fonn of software (e.l. Risk Calc, Applied Biomathematic 1999). are at present only
capable of handling relatively simple mathematical formulations. In this research.
efforts were made to apply these methods for comparative purposes. but the methods
did not work because of com~xities of the functional form in the hydrodynamic
models (MukhWOf eI aI. 2OOld).1t may be useful to develop a melhodology lhat makes
it possilHe to apply these methods to the case under investigation. and to compare their
resu.lts to those from Me simulations.
4. The methodology for ERA was inlegrlled with the principles of owfall design. The
methodology was based on a simpliflCd model of bio~gicaJ characler:istics as discussed
in Chapccr Five. 11 may be worth performing a rt)()te detailed study on modeling of
biological characteristics for ERA and its integration with the outfall design concep:.
This. for example. includes modeling contact between ecological entities of inlereSt and
the produced water plume.
5. ". emphasized Chapf<r 5i., the framework. of ecological risk-based design of produced
'Wiler d:isctI.arF is meant as a compIemeotary 100i in addition co the tradilionaiapproKh
to the design. Howtver. regulalor)' criteria. which are speciflCllly meant for ecological
risk-bascd design, have not been established. This may require inputs from regulatory
bodies and other inler'ested conununitics. Further study on outfall design criteria from
the ecological risk viewpoint may be useful.
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ChapterS
Statement of Originality
Originality of the wed presented in this thesis can be viewed from dirfe~nt aspects:
L In initial dilution modeling. a new approach was proposed in this research. It is based
on the hypothesis of additive shear and forced entrainment combined with nonlinear
'east squares rcp'eSSion analysis. Unlike the presently available modeling approach
(Huang et at 1998), which is 'bial and C'fT'Or'".lhe proposed approach is systematic: and
provides an objective means ofevaluating the models.
2. A new model of initial dilution of buoyant jet in moving water is developed in this
resean:h. The proposed initial dilution model differs (rom presently available models in
thac it provides a unique. continuous, solution for lhc whole range of BDNF. transition
and BDFF. without sufferinl from "slrUchlm1 bias". Compared with presently available
model., Il1c: proposed model i. .... lObus. and justifiable concep<uaIly and
nwnerically.
J. The proposed initial dilution model is pesenlCd in detenninistic and probabilistic: forms
and has uncertainty measures associated with the model formulation. which is reflected
by the model coeffICients Ind error renn. These make it possible to perform a
probabilistic analysis considering both input and model uncmajnties. The approach of
providing Ut'lCtrWnlY measures to empirical models is not T1CW. For exam.pie it has been
applied for the probabilistic riprap model (Tung 1994). However. no application of the
approach to initial dilution in the whole range ofBDNF. transition and BOFF has been
found in the literature.
4. The deterministic approach to hydrodynamic modelin!. particularly for the intermediate
and far flekfs.. is nee. T1CW. For example. it has been used for modeling sewage
dischqes (Donelc<r and Jirb 1990. Huang et aI. 1996). In this SlIIdy. this approach
was used to combine the proposed initial dilution model and modified into It
probabilistic analysis. No sinUlar probabilistic modification of these models and its
application to an ecolOJical risk assessment of produced waler discharge has been
found in the litentun:.
S. A probabilistic analysis was performed in this study using Latin Hypercube Sampling
(LHS}based Monte Carlo (MC) simulations. Application of MC simulations is not
new. For example these have been applied for ocean outfall analyses (Bale et aI. 1990.
Oriob and Tumeo 1986. Webb 1981). These applications. lM>wever. consider only
uncertainty associaced with model inpw and thai: associaled with the model itself is left
WlOlXOUnt<:d r.... This SlIIdy employed llIS-bosed Me silllll1olions ~clering
2.10
uncmainty from model inpuu and model coefficients and an error tmn for the: analysis
of hydrodynamic modeling. No similar work has been found in the literature.
6. The framework of ecological risk.lJased design of produced waler discharge proposed
in this study is meant as a complementary tool in addition 10 the traditional approach to
engineering design. It consists of six seeps described in Chapter Six. As a
complementary tool. it suggests a possibility that the design of produced water outfalls
could itself be looked at from the point of view of the ecological risk. No similar
framework has been found in the literature.
7. The mctbodo&ogy for ecological risk assessment used in this study is not new. Il has
been used in other ..... of research (CCME 1997, U.S. EPA 1998). In this study.
however. the ERA methodology was applied for assessing potential risk associated
produced water discharge. based on chemical speciftc and who4e effluent toxicity
approaches. No such application has been found in the litendu~.
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